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ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with the asymptotic theory, both convergence 
and Central Limit Theorem, for recursive estimators of time invariant 
parameters in Time Series models. This theory derives from a similar theory 
for classical Stochastic Approximation schemes so that these too, are given 
some consideration.
The thesis is divided into two parts. In Part I after an introductory 
chapter, a general approach is offered for the construction of recursions 
from a Prediction Error or Gaussian Likelihood viewpoint. This approach 
also allows other methods (for example, Model Reference) to be seen in 
context. Next, an heuristic argument is used to intuit the asymptotic 
properties of a general class of recursions (including the Prediction Error 
Recursions) and Time Series Stochastic Approximation schemes. The third 
chapter of Part I contains simulations illustrating some of the above ideas.
In Part II attention is turned to a rigorous analysis of various 
recursive and Stochastic Approximation schemes. In Chapter 4 a general 
regression problem is considered and strong convergence proved under various 
conditions. Chapter 5 is concerned with deriving limit laws for classical 
Stochastic Approximation in a general setting: in Chapter 6 this is
extended to allow dependent noise. Chapter 7 contains a Central Limit 
Theorem and Invariance Principle for a well known Prediction Error Recursion 
which is seen to be asymptotically efficient. Finally, in Chapter 8, a 
proof is given of the convergence, without monitoring, of a slightly 
modified form of the RML Recursion.
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1PART I 
PREAMBLE
This thesis aims to investigate the asymptotic behaviour of Time Series 
Recursions and Stochastic Approximation (SA) with particular emphasis on the 
second order properties, that is, asymptotic variances or Central Limit 
Theorem: the thesis is divided into two parts. In Part 1 the introductory
chapter reviews some basic notions in recursive estimation and indicates, in 
an informal way, some of the basic ideas of the thesis. The remainder of 
Part I sacrifices rigour to provide a plausibility analysis of the behaviour 
of recursions (that is, coyivergence and asymptotic variances) as well as 
considering ways of constructing them. Some of these ideas are illustrated 
with simulation studies. In Part II a rigorous analysis is given of the 
asymptotic properties of some classical Stochastic Approximation schemes 
(allowing, for example, depenaent or coloured noise) and of two simple but 
well known recursions. Except for Chapter 1 the two parts may be read 
separately.
2CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1-1 General
In recent years there has been an enormous interest in recursive 
methods of parameter estimation for Time Series models (Astrom and Eykhoff, 
1971, Young, 1974). Recursive estimation has been seen as a technique to go 
hand in hand with real time forecasting (Holst, 1977) or state estimation, to 
form part of an adaptive control scheme (’Aström and Wittenmark, 1973^, Young 
and Beck, 1974), to be used in pattern recognition (Kittler and Young, 1973) 
or to be used as an aid to model building where the parameter variation over 
an observation interval may suggest a cause of model inadequacy (Young,
1974).
While it seems that Gauss was the first to use recursive methods0 4 *0)
(Young, 1974), the modern use begins with Plackett.and Kalman (1960). Let 
us therefore begin with a review of Plackett’s algorithm and some of its 
extensions.
1.2 Recursive Least Squares
The recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm or Plackett algorithm is a 
sequential procedure for the computation of the least squares estimator of a 
regression coefficient. Suppose a sequence of noisy observations is 
available on a scalar process y^ together with noiseless or error free
measurements of a related m dimensional process . The process
might be chosen by the data analyst, its components consisting perhaps of 
sinusoids if y^ was periodic,or may be part of the environment, with, say,
its components ~ j, where u^ is an input sequence into a dynamical
system. The aim of regression analysis is to describe the relation between 
y^ and x^ in a linear fashion as
»k = Xk$0 + £k
where is a constant vector which would be termed a regression
3coefficient in the first example above or an impulse response vector in the 
second example. The sequence is an error or disturbance sequence. The
RLS algorithm may be derived by manipulating the en-bloc estimator or by 
sequential optimisation of the criterion
N  9Ve) = % E v e)
with
= 2/7, •
The latter course is taken here. We observe
VS) = PN-1 (P) +
so that, noting de^/d$ = x ,
df>N/d& = dPN_1/d$ - x ^ ( 3 )  • (1.1)
Further
= ^ V ^ f S '  = d \ _ x/dm'  + x^ x.'
so
P -,1 = y x. x /  .J /(/: (1.2)
Next, denoting the estimator by 3y , a. Taylor series for dP^/d$^ (- 0) 
yields
A A
*N ^N-1 W < V l
^ / / - l  +  *
(1.3)
Now (1.2), (1.3) may be put in fully recursive form by means of the Matrix 
Inversion Lemma (Bodewig, 1956), that is,
PN Vl PN-1XNXNPI1-1/(1+XNPN-lXl) '
This expression is immediately verified by multiplying on the left by P 
and on the right by its equivalent P ^  + X^X^ .
(1.4) 
-1
p S7x „  = p „  x „ / f i + x ;7p „N N N-l 11  ^ N N-1 N}
Now note
4so that the fully recursive form is (denoting )
+ ^77_TXV ß;j// ^  + XA7^ W_ 1 X/j) 5 (1*5)77 **N-1 77—1/7 r   ^ 77 77-1 77;
P v  =  P  7:7_ 1 -  P » l V j P » l / ( 1 + X J? ,« M X J  • (1.6)7/ 77-1 77-1 77 77 77-1 '• ‘ 77 77-1 77;
Suppose the regressor sequence is non stochastic and the
disturbance sequence is an uncorrelated process with constant variance
2 -1 a . Then if we multiply (1.3) by P and sum we obtain
3„ - 3_ = P„ y x7e77/ 0 77 7c k
so that
var.(jh) = 0 2P
It is immediately clear that we need only require the smallest eigenvalue of
A
P to tend to 00 with 77 to ensure 3,, converges in mean square.
It is also clear that the normalising factor 1 + X'P„ ,X,, has a& 77 77-1 77
natural interpretation as the variance of the prediction error: indeed
since
= y i7 ” X/?V-1 = e/7 " X77^ 7/-l“^ o)
it follows that
var(e//) ~ 0 ^ +XiyP77-lX77^
(of. Brown, Durban and Evans, 1975). Another way to see this is directly 
from (1.5) where, taking variances, gives
g 2P77-1 P//-lX7/X/7^77-1var P-’j) ^ ( 1+X /l/P/\7-1X^77 N-l N'
Returning to (1.3) we see that is obtained from 3^ ^ plus a
correction term containing the new information and consisting of a variance 
sequence P„^  , gradient de^/dfi^ ^ and an error * Provided any
linear combination of the sequence X^ has infinite energy (that is, the
smallest eigenvalue of P ^  tends to 00 ) then P^ -* 0 so that new
information has less and less Influence. It may be remarked that recursive
5estimators for time varying parameters are characterised by a variance 
sequence that does not decay to zero so that new information is not 
discounted (see Young, 1974). These algorithms are based on the well known 
extension of the RLS algorithm, the Kalman Filter (Kalman, 1960; Kailath, 
1970; Duncan and Horn, 1972). However the emphasis of this thesis is on 
time invariant parameter estimation so that these important time varying 
recursions are mentioned only briefly (in Chapter 2).
RECURSIVE LEAST SQUARES AND TIME SERIES RECURSIONS. We now turn 
briefly to consider how RLS can be used to generate recursions for the 
parameters of a Time Series Model. For a Time Series Model the e^(3)
sequence becomes a formula for the innovations or prediction error sequence 
of the Time Series Model. Thus consider the TF' (transfer function) model 
defined by
^(3) = - a^(3) = yk - (l+A(L))~1B(L)uk
where L is the lag or backwards operator
1
and so on, and is the input or exogenous sequence. The basic idea in
constructing recursions for Time Series Models has been to observe that all 
the usual linear models may be written as pseudo linear regressions, thus 
in the case just cited noting that
a^(3) + A(L)xk(3) = B(L)uk
we see
where
ek (Q) = yk - <?A'(8)9
<pk(0) " ( xk- 1(Pj) *** xk - n ^ )uk-1 Uk - n ^ *
Thus we are led to generate the recursion
6ßk ' ^k- 1 + Pkv kek ’
Pk Pk-l - Pk-lvkvkPk-l/(1*>kPk - L ^  ’
vkek-l " yk xk ’
'k-1 ’ ’ ‘ ~xk-n uk-1 '' a yk-n^ ’
:7 ... -x1 w, . ..k-1 k-n k-1a • Vn,) ,(p,D
Related to the algorithm just given is a class of Instrumental Variable 
Recursions where the P^, e^ equations are replaced by
Pk = Pk-1 ' Pk-l?kzl? k - l ^ ^ i i k - f ’k) ’
ek "  yk ~ Zftk- 1 ’
where is a regressor sequence
Z£ = (_2/fc-l * * * ~yk-n Uk-1 * * ' *a b
For this recursion the sequence can be regarded as a vector of
instrumental variables chosen to be as highly correlated as possible with
the noise-free vector cp, (ß ) while being uncorrelated with the possibly
/c u
dependent noise: for further discussion see Young (1974).
Another way to construct recursions is to aim at sequential minimisation 
of a criterion such as
1 N 9» l ■
The resulting recursions would be given by an expression such as (1.3)
✓N.
together with an algorithm for generating de^/dß^  ^ . These recursions,
which will be called Prediction Error recursions are the subject of Chapter 
2. It is one of these recursions (the RML^ recursion ( Söderström et at. ,
1974)] that is investigated rigorously in Chapter 7 and shown to be 
aysmptoticaliy efficient. Some implications of using the above Prediction 
Error criterion for parameter estimation are explored in Section 1.5.
71.3 Stochastic Approximation
Recall that the recursive estimator is a solution to the problem of 
sequentially minimising the function p^(3) or alternatively to the problem
of finding the zero of the equation dp:,j/d$ = 0 . With this in mind the
connexion with Stochastic Approximation (SA) is apparent. The Robbins-Monro 
(R-M) scheme for example (Robbins and Monro, 1951) is concerned with finding 
the solution 0 of the equation
M(x) - 0
where the form of M(x) is unknown but where for each x , a noisy 
observation- Y(x) is available and = M(x) . Then an approximating
sequence X is generated by
Xk+1 xk + akKYk (1.6)
where Y^ = Y [Xp\ while is a decreasing gain sequence of positive
numbers and X a gain constant, both chosen by the experimenter, thus 
aj, = k is a common choice. The related problem of finding the maximum of 
a regression function was considered by Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1952).
As originally presented SA had little to do with regression parameter 
estimation; the 8 above being, for example, a critical dose of insectiside 
given to an insect that produces a given response (taken as zero). Ho 
(1962) pointed out the relation between RLS and SA while Albert and Gardner 
(1957) applied SA to the estimation of the parameters of a nonlinear 
regression. The Control Engineering literature abounds with examples of SA 
used in the system identification (that is, parameter estimation) problem 
( Saridis, 1974,1977 , Chapters 3, 6). Mostly these Time Series SA’s are 
similar to the recursions introduced at the end of the last section but with 
the matrix replaced by thereby cutting down the computational
load. Tsypkin (1971) has given a thorough coverage of these schemes; his 
work is further discussed in Chapter 2.
To gain some insight into the properties of recursions and SA schemes 
and to expose some of the ideas of this thesis, let us consider the 
convergence behaviour of the R-M scheme. Write Z^ = Y^ - M ( so that
Z7 has zero mean and is the noise on the measurement of k M . Also, to
8save notation denote = Kaj^  then (1.6) becomes
Xk+1 " Xk + °kM([Xk) + akZk ’ (1,7)
Recalling the point made at the beginning of this section, that M(x) 
should be compared with the gradient dp7j/d$ we see that the SA scheme
differs from the recursion (1.3) in that the recursion uses an instantaneous
value for the gradient d hej/di, .
Consider now the Taylor series 
for some with |Z^-0| < |X^-0| . Now write (1.7) as
xk+ i - e = + ■ o-7a)
This reveals Xj^  as the output of a time varying filtering operation on
k
filtering in non-degenerate.
Now if Xv -> 0 then M' [xA ■> M r(Q) so for the purpose of theoretical 
K. K.
Z, . It is clear that we must in general require \ - 00 to ensure the
K. q
analysis of the SA scheme we are lead then, to introduce the sequence Un
which is the output of the difference equation
k+1 = + avZ^ .k k (1 -8)
Now Uj^  , being the result of a filtering of Z^ will have relatively 
’smooth’ sample paths. Indeed if Z^ is a white noise (or even stationary 
coloured noise) M f(0) = 1 , = k  ^ then by the strong law of large
numbers (for stationary processes)
k
U-, - k k
-1 Y Z 0 w . p . 1 . 
1 S
v 2In general it can be shown, for example, that ) < 00 ensures £/^  -* 0
w.p.l even if Z^ is a coloured noise . This is discussed in Chapters 5 
and 6.
Next define the fluctuation X^ - X^ - U^ and subtract (1.8) from
9(1.7) to obtain
\ +i = h  + akM[xk) + ■
AConsider further the Taylor series about X^  ;
M{xk) = M{Xk+Vk) = M(X + £/feM'0*)
for some with | X*-X^  | < J | If we add the usual assumption
\M'(x)\ < K < “ for all a; , a constant, it follows we have a 
stochastic difference equation
h+l = *k + O Ä  + ^ ( « ' ( 6 ) ^ '  ( $ )  (1.9)
A
driven by a decaying forcing function. If we can show X^  -* 0 we may
conclude X, 8 .k
Now denote
cv = M’( 6) + Mr (x*)
rC K /
and notice that is, by assumption, uniformly bounded in k . Set
k
T = Y as * - TnK - Ty  ^ , and so on, so that we can rewrite (1.9) as
d\  = M&k>dxk + °kUkdxk ' (1.10)
CO
With the filtering nondegeneracy condition Y a- - 00 in mind, we have a
1 K
k
time scale x, = Y a 00 , so that if we ensure the increments <ix, = a,k i - s  k k
vanish as k -»• 00 , then, making the notational transformation X^ -*-»• X(x) ,
we are led to study the differential equation with decaying forcing function
dX(T)/aT -  m [x(t )) T c(t)UCt) . (1.10a)
AThe stability of this equation will determine the convergence of X^  . Thus 
it is clear, for example, that if the differential equation
dX(r)/dT = /-f(x( t ))
is exponentially stable, then the perturbed system (1.10a) will at least be 
asymptotically stable, that is, X(t) or X’ ■+ 8 . (Definitions of these
terms are given in many texts on differential equations; a popular reference is
10
Lasalle and Lefschetz , 1963.)
The idea of subtracting off the U^ sequence reveals clearly why a
deterministic ordinary differential equation (o.d.e.) determines the 
behaviour of the SA scheme and why the result holds equally well for schemes 
with dependent noise. The above notions and their ramifications are 
discussed rigorously in Chapters 5 and 6. The idea of using a deterministic 
o.d.e. to determine properties of SA schemes is presented (implicitly) in 
Khasminskii and Nevel’son (1972).
However Ljung (1974, 1975, 1977b) seems to have been the first to use 
this idea explicitly both for SA and recursions: see also Kushner (1976a,
1976b, 1977). Except for Kushner, the above authors have, in part, used 
Lyapunov methods to discuss the stability of the o.d.e.'s. The use of 
Stochastic Lyapunov functions (with SA) is implicit in Blum (1954) and
Gladyshev (1969) but seems to have been first used explicitly by Khasminskii 
(1969 - reference unavailable to the author) and Nevel’son and Khasminskii 
(1973/1976). General discussions of SA particularly in relation to system 
identification are given by Young (1976), Saridis (1977). Also a wide 
ranging discussion of SA in an identification context was given by Tsypkin 
(1971): this work is further discussed in Chapter 2.
1.4 Second Order Properties of Stochastic Approximation
An important part of this thesis is the investigation of second order 
properties (asymptotic variances) of SA’s and recursions. The basic ideas 
can be illustrated by pursuing the example of Section 1.3. Recall equation 
(1.7a),
4 *! - 9 =  • H h
-1To simplify this heuristic discussion take a~ = k . Then if we multiply 
throughout (1.7a) by Vfe+1 and call = Vk (Z^-0) , we obtain
q +1 -  Qk -  {(.Vk+I-Vk)/\Jk-ir [xv))Qk/k + Z . (l.ll)
Now set
11
wk
k
= l z /  ,
1 s
~ In k .
If we suppose is a white noise sequence with unit variance it is clear
that Wj^  resembles a Wiener process (McCarty, 1974 or Arnold, 1974 have 
very readable accounts of this and related topics) on a time scale .
Denoting dW^ =  ^ , dj^ -  ^= k  ^ and so on, and supposing
Xj^  0 w.p.l so that Xj^  -> 0 w.p.l we can rewrite (1.11) as
dQk+1 ^ (%-M,(6) ) ^ t^ + dWk . (1.12)
This suggests resembles the solution of the stochastic differential
equation (s.d.e.)
dQ(T) = ( % - A f ' ( 0 ) ] q ( t )<2t +  <3;V(x) .
The limit variance, u , of this s.d.e. or diffusion is well known to 
satisfy the Lyapunov equation (Arnold, 1974, p. 134)
1>(%-M'(0)) + (%-Af'(0) }v = 1 . (1.13)
So
D = (l-2^r(0)) 1
which is also well known to be the correct limit variance for the R-M scheme 
(the basic reference here is Sacks, 1958).
This idea of representing the normalised output of the SA scheme or 
recursion as the solution to a s.d.e. was developed independently by the 
author and forms the basis of part of the heuristic discussion of Chapter 2. 
However it is clear that the idea is well known and has recently been 
discussed rigorously (for SA) by Nevel'son and Khasminskii (1973/1976) and 
also Kushner (1978a). In Chapters 5, 6 (SA) and 7 (recursions) this idea is 
given a rigorous expression. It should be remarked, that while Chapter 2 
was written before the author was aware of the above two references, the 
relevant parts of Chapters 5 , 6 , 7  have been written with the benefit of 
these works.
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1.5 Some Implications of Parameter Estimation by a Prediction Error 
Criterion
At the end of Section 1.2 it was pointed out that Time Series 
recursions may be constructed by sequential minimisation of a likelihood­
like criterion namely
1 N 9n 1 l ehe)
i K
where e^ (^8) is a formula for the innovations sequence or prediction error
sequence of the Time Series model. In this section we formulate the 
modelling problem and investigate some implications of using a Prediction 
Error Criterion.
Let y^ denote input and output measurements (scalar for» ease of
discussion) on a dynamic system S . System modelling is concerned, -inter 
alia, with describing the input/output relation by a set of difference or 
differential equations. In modelling the dynamic system S one considers 
a class of models M and chooses a best approximation to S from among the 
members of M . In parametric modelling the set of models M is 
parametrised by a vector 9 comprising a vector 9 of system parameters 
and a vector a  of noise parameters. The vector ß could be either or 
noth of; a collection of physically meaningful parameters; the coefficiencs 
of a polynomial operator in a black box description of S .
A common method of choosing the approximation mentioned above is by 
computing the error sequence between the system output and the model output 
and varying 0 until this sequence is white (that is, has flat spectrum) or 
else so as to minimise the average squared error. This is usually termed 
the model reference (HR) method (Landau, 1974). If the model output is 
properly reckoned as a predicted output then the resulting stochastic MR 
method is asymptotically the same as the Gaussian likelihood approach (as is 
clear by viewing the likelihood as an iterated product of conditional 
dnesities, each factor then having in its exponent, the squared prediction 
error weighted by its variance: see Schweppe, 1965). These methods have
been referred to as Prediction Error (PE) methods (Ljung, 1976).
For this PE approach then, a linear model M(Q) is a rule for one step 
ahead prediction from past y^, u^ values by a formula such as
13
y\ i k Ne^ L)yk + Me(L)uk (1.14)
where
N A L ) = y N . ( Q ) ^0 i
and so on, and L is the lag or backwards operator. (To simplify 
discussion the infinite past is assumed available.) For a model that 
evolves in continuous time the second term would be replaced by
M (G) u ( k - s ) d s
Defining the model innovations process or prediction error as
e k iQ) = e k / k ~ w  = y k - K / k -(0)
expression (1.14) may also be written in recursive form as
y k/k-
(8) = Tn ( L) u1 + K A L ) e 7 (0)8 k k
(1.15)
(1.16)
e k (B) = [ l +KQ( L ) ) ~ 1 [yk - T ^ L ) u k ] (1.17)
where
1 + X0(L) = (l-Jfgd,))'1 ,
Tß(L) = (l+Ä0(I))Me(£) .
The modelled innovations process is thus obtained by a filtering (whitening) 
of the output error. This is hardly surprising since 1 + Kq(L) will, by
definition, be a model of a Wiener filter, that is, of a spectral factor of 
the spectrum of y k - T ^ ( L ) uk . Note that 2V>(L) is supposedly a function
only of system parameters 3 since clearly y^ ( b) is an approximation to
the true system transfer function dF (w)/(fF (w) : where, for example,
yu u
dJ? (co) .is the observed cross spectrum between output and input respectivelyyu
(we write dF^(uj) rather than f ^ ( i ^ )du to allow that the input sequence 
might consist of sums of sinusoids; thus for a sinusoid uk - A sin ,
W ^ o , dF^(ud) is a jump of size hA at ±W^ and zero elsewhere) .
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N a t u r a l l y  ( 0 )  o r  e ^ ( 0 )  w i l l  n o t  be computed by t h e  f o rm u la e  ( 1 . 1 6 ) ,
( 1 . 1 7 ) .  The p o i n t  i s  how ever t h a t  t h e  above d e s c r i p t i o n  ( o r  so m e th in g  l i k e  
i t )  p r o v id e s  a  s i n g l e  m ethod f o r  r e p r e s e n t i n g  a l l  t h e  u s u a l  l i n e a r  m o d e ls :  
s e e  L jung  (1976 )  f o r  some e x a m p les .
Now t h e  p r e d i c t i o n  e r r o r  e s t i m a t o r  w i l l  be ch o sen  by m in im is in g  an 
e x p r e s s i o n  such  a s
ff- 1 1 ehe) .
i  K
We e x p e c t  t h a t  t h i s  w i l l  c o n v e rg e  t o
{•h  ■ r ^ J J -7T dF (00/0) e
w h e re ,  from  e x p r e s s i o n  ( 1 . 1 7 ) ,
-1
dF (o3/0) = e U K 0 ( O ) (*“ )  dFy u M
-^yu^)Te +Te Te dp«(w)} (1+*e ]
-1
We can  g a in  some i n s i g h t  i n t o  t h i s  e x p r e s s i o n  by r e o r g a n i s i n g  i t  a s  f o l l o w s :
2
add  and s u b t r a c t  [dF (o))| /cZF^(oi) t o  t h e  t e rm  i n s i d e  t h e  c u r l y  b r a c k e t s  
t o  o b t a i n
e ? ( 0 ) !  = j  [dFy(w)/dFn(u/Q))  ( l - | y ^ ( w ) | 2 )da3
-7T
[dF ( 03) /d F  (03/0)] dF (u ) /d F  M - T 0 [e™]   ^ 7' V7 - y U U 0 ' d03
w here
dF (03/0) =
w
i s  t h e  s p e c t ru m  o f  t h e  n o i s e  w h i t e n i n g  f i l t e r  and  where
ly (03) 12 = IdF (0 3 ) |2/d F  (o3)dF ( 03) yu ' ' yu u y
i s  t h e  s q u a r e d  c o h e re n c y  b e tw een  o u t p u t  and i n p u t .
Thus by c h o o s in g  a  v a lu e  f o r  0 by m in im is in g  F |e j r ( 0 ) l  we m in im is e
two t e r m s .  The f i r s t  t e r m ,  t o t a l s  o v e r  a l l  f r e q u e n c i e s , t h e  r a t i o  o f  t h e
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system residual spectrum (obtained from a spectral regression of y^ on
u-^ ) to the model residual spectrum. With the second term we minimise the
difference between the true transfer function (TF) and the modelled TF with 
a weighting that is a signal to noise ratio: namely the ratio of the input
signal spectrum to the modelled residual spectrum.
We see then that the PE or Gaussian likelihood criterion has the 
intuitively satisfying property of taking the input signal/output noise 
ratio into account when modelling the TF relation.
It is apparent, furthermore, that since will be a rational
polynomial operator, then dF (m ) /dF'^ i w) must be nonzero at a large enough
number of different frequencies to ensure the second term has a well defined 
minimum with respect to the system parameters 3 . This is usually expressed 
as the so-called persistently exciting condition (nstrom and Bohlins 1965). 
Finally, the second term is small when the modelled TF follows the peaks or 
dominant modes in the true TF except that these peaks are weighted by a 
signal to noise ratio reflecting confidence in their existence.
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CHAPTER 2
A UNIFIED APPROACH TO RECURSIVE PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
2.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to develop a unified approach to the 
Recursive, Stochastic Approximation (SA) and Model Reference methods for 
estimating the time invariant parameters of a lumped model of a dynamic 
system. It is also shown how, by sequential minimisation of an average 
prediction error, it is possible to construct recursive algorithms 
(prediction error recursions, PERs) for almost any lumped parametric model.
For a general class of recursions (including PERs and SAs) a 
plausibility analysis of local convergence is given by converting the 
recursion to a stochastic differential equation (s.d.e.). The asymptotic 
variances of the parameter estimators are also derived by converting the 
recursions to a different s.d.e. It is suggested that the PERs always 
satisfy the conditions for convergence and are asymptotically efficient in 
that they attain the Cramer-Rao lower bound. The analysis of convergence is 
repeated using discrete time arguments. The recursions are also analysed in 
the case when the system being modelled does not belong to the set of models 
being used to describe it.
General discussions of recursive estimation have been given by Tsypkin 
(1971) and Young (1975a) and some of the points made in these works are 
treated in a more formal analytic fashion here. In more specific terms, the 
literature on recursive estimation has developed in the following three 
directions.
(a) Model reference (MR) methods (for example, Landau, 1974). These 
are almost exclusively for deterministic systems and the analysis of their 
behaviour has been mainly by Lyapunov methods (Parks, 1966; Kudva and 
Narendra, 1974; also Anderson, 1977) and by hyperstability theory (Landau, 
1974). Many of these Model Reference methods have rapid deterministic 
convergence properties but they do not necessarily function well in the 
presence of noise; in fact they will, in general, converge to a non-zero 
mean random variable. They are however suited to time-varying parameter 
estimation.
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(b) Stochastic approximation methods (for example, Tsypkin, 1971;
Saridis, 1974; and Young, 1976a). The analysis here has relied on methods 
of Dvoretsky (1956) and Tsypkin (1971, p. 56). Unlike the deterministic MR 
schemes, Stochastic Approximation was developed particularly for parameter 
estimation in the presence of noise (see for example, Young, 1976a). The 
rate of convergence of SA algorithms can, however, be rather slow with poor 
choice of a gain sequence.
(c) Recursive methods. This refers to those methods which produce 
recursions based on recursive least squares-like constructions (for example, 
Young, 1974; Söderström et at. , 1974). Two analyses have been offered 
here. One, due to Ljung (1977a, 1977b) which relates the behaviour of the 
recursion to the solution of an ordinary differential equation and then 
proceeds by Lyapunov methods; the other, due to Hannan (1975, 1978c) which 
uses a sophisticated application of probability theory to reduce the analysis 
to the consideration of a deterministic Lyapunov-like function. The 
recursive methods seem to combine the best aspects of the MR and SA 
approaches; they usually possess good convergence properties and function 
well in the presence of noise.
Almost all the existing analysis of the above methods is given under 
the assumption that the observed system S corresponds to the class M of 
models chosen to describe it. One aim of this chapter is to show how the 
recursions may be analysed when this is not the case. The main aim, however,
■’s simply to consider the above three approaches from a unified point of 
view and so develop a general method for constructing recursions that 
converge and are likely to have good statistical efficiency.
In Section 2.2 the problem of recursive parameter estimation is 
formulated in a general fashion. As a result it becomes clear how to 
construct recursions (called Prediction Error Recursions (PER’s)) for just 
about any (linear or nonlinear) lumped parameter model. Further, the 
relation to SA becomes clear.
In Section 2.3 the major problem in implementing these PER's is found 
to be the solution of a sensitivity difference or differential equation. 
Fortunately for discrete-time evolution, discrete-time measurements (DD) 
models the solution of these sensitivity equations involves only simple 
filtering operations. The remainder of Section 2.3 is devoted to elucidating 
the nature of the PER’s.
In Section 2.4 their connections with recursions that have been 
presented previously is established. In the main body of the chapter it is
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shown how, by "converting" a general recursion to a stochastic differential 
equation (Section 2.5) the convergence properties (Section 2.6) and the 
asymptotic covariances of the recursive estimators (Section 2.7) can be 
easily derived by a plausibility argument. The analysis of convergence is 
repeated using discrete time arguments. Section 2.8 contains an analysis of 
the asymptotic behaviour of general recursions under model mis-specification.
2.2 Recursions
In the innovations description of modeling (see Ljung, 1976) a 
parametric model is a rule for predicting a system output by a formula
which is a function of the past of the system output and the system input 
; this function will be denoted by ^ (0) * where 0 consists of
system parameters 3 , and noise parameters a . The system parameters 3 
may be either or both of: a collection of physically meaningful parameters;
the coefficients of a polynomial operator in a black box description of S . 
This description makes it clear that recursions for 0 can be constructed 
by sequentially minimising the criterion
V e> 1 Iefc(9)E'oS<(6)
or, for measurements in continuous time
(2.1)
y e )  = e'(6 )2 V(8)dt
u u u (2.1a)
where
ek(9) = ~ \ / k - ^  and = (2.2)
is the model innovations process or step ahead prediction error, and is
an Innovations covariance matrix. Alternatively, recursions may be 
constructed by finding the solutions to the equations,
(0)/d0 = 0 , dVT(d)/dQ = 0 . (2.3)
These ideas apply equally well to stochastic and deterministic systems.
* The subscript k- allows for continuous time evolution - discrete time 
data (CD) models where the input may be measured in continuous time. Also, 
for continuous time output measurements the subscript k will be replaced 
by t .
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The above constructions can be accomplished in a number of ways.
(a) Stochastic approximation. For constant parameters, the sequential 
optimization could be solved by the procedure of Kiefer, Wolfowitz (1952) 
while the alternative (2.3) could be solved by the Robbins- 
Monro procedure (1951). Since gradients are computable, these lead to the 
same technique and for DD models they were effectively given by Tsypkin
(1971); in Tsypkin’s analysis e ' ( 9 ) £ - \ ( 0 )j is termed 0j) .
(b) By analogy with recursive least squares. These methods (Young, 
1974) are based on the observation that for all the usual linear time-series 
models the one step ahead predictor can be written as a pseudo-linear 
regression, namely,
h/k-iw  = ^ ( 6 ) e  < 2 - - >
where #^(0) = ip^ (0) 4> I and cp^ (0) is a vector of ’regressors’ obtained 
from an equation of the form
<Pk(9) = A(0)<p^_i(0) + Byk + Tuk . (2.5)
This is not meant to be a computational formula but a useful theoretical 
descriptor. Consider, for example, the dynamic adjustment (DA) model,
V e) = (I+ca(£>)hI+V £>)vBß(i)u;i
ncr-i ^
where, for example, C (L) = ) C.(a)L : while a denotes noise
cl • _ ^
parameters, ß system parameters and L is the lag operator. If H is 
defined as
H A B.
then 0 = vec H is the vector obtained by stacking the columns of H one 
underneath another (for a full expose of this ’vec’ notation, see Neudecker, 
1969) .
Now we can write
ek(0) = yk " *k/k-1(0) = yk “ ^A:(0) = yk " <pk(0) 0 10 (2'6)
where
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<P,(e> = (-*£_* -y'k _n u'_2 ... u' 6- (6) ... 6-_n (9))-
a b  c
with
$ fc(0) = cp£(6) ® I and 6fc(6) = (l+Aa ( £ ) )y fe - Bg (L)Ufe .
Now it is straightforward to show 9^(9) obeys a recursion of the form of 
(2.5).
Notice that A(0) is in general rather sparse so equation (2.5) is not 
used in computations; it is useful from a theoretical viewpoint, however.
It should also be noted that equation (2.4) holds also for state-space (SS) 
models (see Kreisselmeier, 1976, p. 3).
With equation (2.4) in mind, a recursion for 0 is obtained by analogy 
from the recursive least squares algorithm as
with
/\ -A. _  ^  . . — 1 /V
0 = 0 + P7 $ 7 V7 e 7 ,k k -l k-l k k k 5
Pk ~ Pk-l Pk - l * k Jk 1H Pk - l  ’
V. = <±>/P7 ö 7 + E .
k k k-i k o
A A
There are two possibilities for 0  I and 6^ .
In practice they will be found recursively from an equivalent of
*k = ^ V l K - l  + Byk + Tuk
and
h - h - i •
(2.5a)
For the ensuing analysis, however, the author has found the following 
choices more useful: ^  ) with 0) as in (2.5) and
e k = ed V d  = y k■ '
The recursions obtained with the latter choices will be called infinite 
past (IP) recursions since for each new 0 , (2.5) must be solved for all 
k . See Appendix 2A for a simple example clarifying this definition. The 
author expects that the practical recursions and IP recursions will have the 
same asymptotic properties (that is, convergence behaviour and asymptotic
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covariance matrices).
(c) Dynamic Programming. The first problem could be solved by a 
dynamic programming argument. Thus, for DD models (discrete time evolution, 
discrete time measurement) we would minimise (2.1) subject to the conditions
V 0) = y k ~ ^ k / k - {Q) ’ Qk = Qk-1 *
Alternatively for CC models (continuous time evolution, continuous time 
measurements) and CD models we minimise (2.1) subject to the conditions
et(9) = yt - yt/t_(Q) , dd/dt = 0 .
We can now recognise this dynamic programming problem as a non-linear 
filtering problem for a system with non linear observations
*k = + ed 6) OT = yt/t-(e) + ed 6)
and noiseless linear state equation
0 A  =  ^ k  1  ° r  =  0  *
We can now choose as our recursion anyone of the many approximate solutions 
to this problem (see Jazwinski, 1970). In the next section a particular 
choice has been made and the recursion will be called an IPPER.
2.3 Infinite Past Prediction trror Recursions
From now on the discussion will be mostly for IP recursions. However 
given the comments just prior to the last sentence of Section 2.2 (b) one 
approach to the construction of a practical form of the recursions should be 
clear.
The IPPER’s which, it is stressed, are applicable to both linear and 
non linear models, are given first for CD and DD models, and then for CC 
models.
(a) CD AND DD MODELS 
Parameter update.
0A = V l  + Pf e - l * / A - l ) Vfc Qk ^ k - l ) (2.6)
or
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A
- ek-1
- l
o ek
Gain update
h  - p t.i - h . ^ h . W  h .
(2.6a)
(2.7)
or
with
where
Pfc-1* A J  + e o
*fe(0) = dh / k - m  = -3e£(0)/ae
(2.7a)
(2.8)
(2.9)
is an optimal instrumental variable or sensitivity matrix.
Of course, in (2.6a) and (2.7a) is unknown and it is logical to
replace it by a recursion for the innovations covariance matrix such as
£* = V i + • <2-“ )
In practice, equations (2.6), (2.7), (2.8) and (2.10) will be used. For 
analysis purposes, however, equations (2.6a) and (2.7a) are more useful. Iu 
relation to the above algorithm, note the following points.
(i) State Space (SS) models. With the usual case of the known
A
observation matrix C , y^ ^ will be obtained from a Kalman Filter 
(Jazwinski, 1970) with ^^/k- = ^k/k- where xk/k- is output of the 
DD or CD Kalman Filter. It follows then that 3^(0) = S7(0)C' where 
S^(8) = ^k/k is a sensitivity matrix.(for DD models of course
Xk/k-{Q) = \lk-1(6)  ^'
The computation of S^O) will require solving a sensitivity
difference (DD) or differential (CD) equation as well as running a state 
estimator (Kalman Filter) or observer (Sidar, 1976; Gupta and Mehra, 1977).
Thus for a CD, SS model in innovations form, the sensitivity equations
are:
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For system parameters:
d/dtZxt/kj W ’ = F(3)axt//c_/Sß' + x't/k_ E> I3 f ( 3 ) / 3 3 '  + «  I3 b (3 ) /3 3 '
where
f (3 )  = vec(F(3)) , b(3) = vec(B(3)) , k- 1 < t < k ,
with .initial conditions
and
= (I-KC)3ViA-i-/38' •
For noise parameters: denote a = vec(K) , K being the Kalman gain matrix
which here consists of noise parameters
d/di 3xt ^ _ / 3 a / = F(3)3x £_/3a'
with initial conditions
3W - /3a' = 3\-i/^i/3a'
and
3i - i / n /äa' = (I-KC)3xk-i/k-i/3a' + ei 51 •
In practice these equations would be solved by numerical methods.
Similar equations apply to DD models. With a mechanistic SS model 
where 3 is known, 0 in (2.6) to (2.8) is replaced by CX and only the 
second sensitivity equation above has to be solved. This in fact is just a 
recursion for the Kalman gain matrix. An alternative to the recursion for 
K would be a similar recursion for the K matrix (different notation) of 
Son and Anderson (1973) together with their "output statistics" Kalman 
Filter.
An alternative well known general method of generating recursions for
SS models, is to append the unknown parameters to the state and use the 
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). An interesting analysis of such EKF 
recursions has been given recently by Ljung (1977c) who shows that much of 
the trouble associated with the EKF as a recursive parameter estimator is due 
to not setting the model up in innovations form. Note also that the EKF as 
a recursive parameter estimator can be considered also as a recursive 
prediction error or stochastic model reference scheme (Young, 1974, p. 221).
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However, the author feels that PER’s are a more natural extension of 
prediction error ideas to the recursive sphere, since polynomial matrix 
description (PMD) (or differential operator form (Wol^0|ich, 1974, p. 45)1 
models (with dimension reduction in the observation space) are easily 
handled.
(ii) PMD models. The sensitivity equation for DD, PMD models is 
usually relatively easily solved. Consider firstly an ARMAX model (with no 
dimension reduction) defined by
V 9) = 4+Ca ( £ ) ) " 1{(UAe ( i ) ) y ;,-Bg (L)ufc} .
V/ith H as before, it follows as in the example of Section 2.2 (b), that
e,(0) = yk - h<j>^ (0)
where <|>^ (0) is as before but with <5^(0) replaced by e^(6) . Since PMD
models are usually constructed from physically motivated sets of differential 
equations the elements of H will be heavily constrained (consisting say of 
many zero or known elements). This is important since we assume it resolves 
any identifiability problems.
Recalling the expression for the sensitivity matrix in (2.9), it 
follows that the sensitivity equation is simply
[I+Ca ( L ) ] i ^ ( 0 )  = <pp0) VS I . (2 .11 )
The constraints mentioned above ensure that many of the equations in (2.11) 
are null. For a second example take a TFARMA model (with dimension reduction)
epe) = ( i t D p ^ r R i + c p t j j s p g )
where
s p ß )  = yk - Cxfe(ß) , x p ß )  = (l+Ae ( I ) ) ‘ 1Bg(L)ufc .
Now the sensitivity equation for the noise parameters
a  = vecfD . . . D  C . . . C  1 ^ 1 Yij 1 n Ja c
is
( l +Da (L))3efc/3a '  = (e- p e )  . . .  e '  ( 8 ) - ^ « $ )  . . .  (ß)) •  I .
a c
The sensitivity equation for the system parameters
is
(l+Da (L))3e,,/3ß' = (l+Ca (i))Caxfc/3ß'
where 3x^/8ß; obeys
(l+Aa (I,))3x?c/3ß' = (-x'_l(ß) ... -x'_n (ß)u'_1 ... u' ) « I  .
a o
The above sensitivity equations contain, of course, null equations 
corresponding to known or zero elements in A^(3), B .(3) •
(b) CC MODELS
Here the algorithm takes the following form:
Parameter evolution.
St/dt - . (2.12)
Gain evolution.
d P t m  = (2.12a)
or
dvf/dt = . (2.12b)
As before £ will be replaced by withU u
dlt/dt = (2.13)
with Sf(9) = -de'/dQ , as before. Again, a difficult sensitivity 
differential equation must, in general, be solved. Recursions of this 
general form have been considered by Tsypkin (1971) and Young (1976a). 
Recursions for CC models are, however, more usually restricted to 
deterministic MR schemes ’where the gain term in equation (2.12), which 
vanishes as t -»■ 00 , is replaced by a constant gain (Young, 1954; Lion, 
1967; Anderson, 1977).
These latter recursions will exhibit exponential convergence in the "no 
noise" case (and will, therefore, be referred to as exponentially converging 
recursions, ECR's). In the noisy case it is well-known that they will, in 
general, be biased. What is not mentioned so often, however, is that even 
when unbiased, they never converge to a constant. Instead, they converge to 
a random variable whose variance depends on the noise variance, the gain and 
the energy of the input signal.
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(c) STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION
The SA recursions will be the same as equations (2.6), (2.8) and 
(2.10) above with the P^ given by a^l ; where a^ are a sequence of
positive constants with
< 00 .
As mentioned earlier for DD models, such recursions were implicit in 
Tsypkin (1971) though he never actually gave them since he never replaced 
his Q(X , 6) by a formula for the innovations sequence; o f . Young (1976a, 
p. 533).
In relation to the above recursions it is necessary to make the 
following remarks.
REMARK 1. For single output systems the innovations variance is a 
scale factor and need not appear in the recursions.
REMARK 2. The CD recursion for a non-linear SS model with no process 
noise should be compared with that of Sidar (1976, equation (27)), where the 
place of P^ in the parameter update equation is taken by the incremental
matrix
P 1-P 1k k - i
-1 - t - i
It follows that Sidar's recursion will be an ECR and so converge in the 
noisy case to a limit random variable (compare with discussion above). In 
fact Sidar gave no analysis of the noisy case. The recursion given here 
would seem to be preferable (see Remark 4 below).
REMARK 5. Young (1976b) showed how to construct recursions for a 
single input, single output transfer function (TF) model by a different 
solution to the sequential minimisation problem. More recently (Young and 
Jakeman, 1978; Jakeman and Young, 1978), PER-like recursions have been 
developed for multivariable TF models and evaluated for finite samples by 
Monte Carlo simulations.
REMARK 4. The same argument as given in (c) of Section 2.2 yields 
recursions for time varying parameters by analogy with the Kalman Filter. 
Indeed suppose the Ö variation is modeled as
07 - A07 + n7k k-1 k
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where is a white noise covariance matrix Q ; then for DD models, for
example, the recursions will be 
/\ /\
Qk/k-l = M k-l/k-l '
K / k  = K / k - 1 + Pk/k-i\$k-i)Vk -f
where
Pk/k ‘ Pk/k-1 ' Pk/k-lh^k-i^k1^ 9k-2)Pk/k-i
and
while
h+i/fc V  + Q
Vk *k^k-iPk/+ b
/N
with given by (2.10). This kind of extension is discussed by Young,
Jakeman and Whitehead (1978) (for the single and multivariable TF model) and 
by Kaldor (1978).
If we consider this algorithm (with A = I ) for the simple regression
model
ed B) = h  - uk6
and compare it to an equivalent ECR, we may conclude the following: the ECR
stands in a similar relation to these time-varying parameter recursions as 
SA does to PERTs for time-invariant parameter recursions.
REMARK 5. Implicit in the above PER’s is a self-tuning filter (= one 
step ahead predictor) namely y  ^  ^ (0^  or a state estimator (or
observer) namely [0^ . If we can show 0^ - 0^ -*■ 0 then it is
easy to demonstrate that y^ ^  (9^ converges to y (0^ ) and
Kk/k_(0fe_l) to X ^ _ ( 0 O) (see Appendix 2B)
REMARK 6. In relation to CD models where the recursion is for the 
continuous time system parameters, it is common that the input is also 
sampled so that the sensitivity equation can only be solved by numerical 
integration. Consider a TF model example
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0 t (3) = y t  - = y t  -  { B{ D) / [ Dn ^ A { d ) ) } u t
where D is the derivative operator d/dt : while
n-1 a,
B(D) - y b D s0
and so on. Then the sensitivity vector for b is
de./db = -[Dn+A(D)]~1[l ... = -q (£)
while that for a is q (t) where, for example,
q (t) = Aq (f) + Cm , m m £
with C' the 1 x m vector (0 0 ... 1) and
0 1 . . . o '
is in companion form: similarly the sensitivity vector for a is q^(£) .
Thus we see how derivatives are computed by an optimal state variable filter 
(of. Young, 1964; Rucker, 1953, and Kohr, 1963) determined by the system. 
Young, Jakeman and Whitehead (1978) use this approach for the single and 
multivariable TF models. The important point here is not to discretise the 
system equations when faced with sampled input data, as is sometimes done 
(Phillips, 1974), rather to discretise the sensitivity equations.
2.4 Relation with Known Recursions
The computational form of the PER has appeared before in the following 
cases.
(i) Scalar ARMAX, PER = RML^ (Söderström et at. , 1974).
(ii) Scalar Dynamic Adjustment (DA) model PER equals the Recursion of 
Gertler and Banyasz (1974) and also that of Hannan and Tanaka (1976).
(iii) PER for "Box-Jenkins" or TFARMA model
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ek(6) = (l+Ca(D) /(l+Da(L)) y ^ ^ A ^ D y b ^ D u ^ ,
.is the symmetric refined IV of Young and Jakeman (1978). This equivalence 
is not immediately clear and further comments are offered in Appendix 2C.
2.5 Preliminary Analysis
For the next three sections, we suppose that S belongs to the model 
set M . Guided by the discussion of Section 2.1, consider a general 
recursion for CD, DD models.
h = V, + hV.hJÄXlhl .k-1 k k ■ k-lJ o k • k-lJ (2.14)
,-1 ,-1py = py. + y.fe, fe, ,) ,k k-1 k - k-l' 0 k - k-r
where C^(9) and ¥(9) will be matrices of instrumental variables obtained
by filtering operations of the form of equation (2.5) or (2.11). For PER's 
T^(0) = £^(0) = i^O) ; for SA = a^l ; and for method (b) of Section
2.2, ¥-,(6) = £^(0) = ^(9) = cp^ (0) (ä I • Note that has been used here
rather than (equation (2.10) of Section 2.2) in order to simplify the
analysis. It is not felt that the effects of this change will be important.
Now substitute the following Taylor series*
efr(®n) f V i  ®n)’k v 0J k K k- ■ k-l o-
/N
0" “ i|9k-l vo'
(2.15)
for some 0^  ^ with |j0^  -^0^ || < Jj9^  n —0^ 11 - into the parameter update
equation to give
6k 3 k-l - Wh-x^ 1o k-iv k-i o W 6k-V • 0 .16)
This expression is basic to all that follows. It exhibits the recursion as 
a stochastic difference equation driven by a white noise. In Section 2.6 
this stochastic difference equation will be analysed by converting it to a 
stochastic differential equation. Before proceeding further, some 
preliminaries are necessary.
* The reason for using IP recursions is to allow use of this Taylor Series 
expansion.
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In what follows we will have occasion to deal with covariances among 
^(0), C^(0), ^(0) and so on. Thus consider, for 0, 8 * £ D^ (a convex
stability region enclosing the true value) the temporal average
1 NH y e ,  e*) = n '1 I> y 9 ) 2 : “1$ ?'(e*) .
This will converge to
H(9, e*) = Eh (6 ) 1 ^ 9 * ) )
fir
dF^(w|0, 0*)
-TT T i
where
¥ 9) = Ä (0) •
and so on, and c?F^^(o)|0, 8*) is the cross-sepctrnm of ¥.(0) and <±>(0*)
K K
We will have occasion to compute an expression such as H(0^, and will
denote it by E[V (0^) 3? 1 (0^1) .
This "twiddle” notation was used by Hannan (1976). To agree also with 
the notation of Ljung define
H(0) = ff($,(0)l'(0>) = dF^(u>|0) ,
-TT ¥4>
(2.17)
- - f71G (0) = £’('^(0)^(0)] = dF$ c(oj|0)
7 -TT
(2.18)
r TT
F(9) = E(? (0)$’(6)) = I dF*?(ie|9) .
7 -TT
REMARK. For PER’s, ^(0) = £ (8) = 1^(0) ; so H(0) = G(0) = F(0) . 
For the SA schemes implicit in Tsypkin (1971), ¥-,,(0) = $^(0) so
H(0) - F(0) .
2.6 Convergence
Here, as in Section 2.5, it is assumed the system belongs to the model 
set. General recursions are discussed first and then SA. In this section
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we assume the recursion converges and use this assumption to generate 
necessary conditions for convergence, that is, conditions that must be 
fulfilled in order that the assumption of convergence not be contradicted. 
The idea then, is to convert the basic stochastic difference equation form 
of the recursion (equation (2.16) of Section 2.5), to a stochastic 
differential equation. This is done by suggesting the driving white noise 
term may be regarded as the increment of a certain Wiener process. From an 
intuitive point of view a Wiener process is the integral of white noise; 
see Arnold (1974) or McGarty (1974).
Despite the above conversion the discussion is repeated using discrete 
time arguments. However using a s.d.e. it becomes almost trivial to compute 
the asymptotic covariances of the recursive parameter estimates (Section 
2.7). Finally, note that for the following discussion it is assumed the 
recursive estimator is made to lie in the convex stability region D
containing the true value. The convexity of ensures that•intermediate
values in a Taylor series expansion lie inside D .
2.6.1 GENERAL RECURSIONS
Denote R7< = Ik and consider that the right most term in equation
(2.15) can be written as
k-%;d0Mk
where dW^ - and Fn = F(8nJ , 0n being the true value; also
"k -F Ö'V l ^  •,-1 . (2.19)
Suppose for the moment ¥^(0) is independent of 0 , then
k
E(W]?$ - I I S_1 •
Thus resembles a multi-dimensional Wiener process on a time scale
T o; In k . Note that dT = k  ^ shrinks to zero as k 00 , so T will 
measure a continuous time. When T^(0) depends on 0 there will be an
extra term in the above expectation, namely,
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oil fMk - i K ^ k - i rFo/kYos
and provided the first term here approaches its limit value rapidly enough,
this expression converges [recall \ k ^  ^< 00 for 
1
6 > 0 ) and may be
neglected relative to the first term above. If we make the rotational 
transformation 0^, 0(t ) , ■<-*■ R(t ) and so on, then we obtain directly
from equation (2.16),
dQ(t ) - -R 1(t )U,(6(t ) , T)Zo1i r(0(T)} (0-0o)jT + e °^XR 1(t )F~^W(t ) (2.20)
while from equation (2.15),
dR(T)/ax = ¥[0(t ), t)Zq1C ' (0(t ), t) - R(t) . (2.21)
The above differential equation is now analysed in two ways. Firstly, 
by Investigating the behaviour of its first moment; this yields an 
analysis inspired by that of Ljung (1977a, 1977b). Secondly, by considering 
the s.d.e. as it is using a stochastic Lyapunov function; this yeidls an 
analysis related to that of Landau (1976, 1978). The conclusions in each 
case are the same. The aim of the second analysis is merely to illustrate 
the relation of the two analyses. In Section 2.6.4 the first moment 
analysis is repeated in discrete time; the analysis is then related to that 
given rigorously by Hannan (1976). Section 2.6.5 contains an analysis of 
SA.
2.6.2 FIRST MOMENT ANALYSIS
To first order, the mean function m(i) = 5710(T)} of the differential 
equation (2.20) obeys
dm(T)/dT = -R (t )£($ [m(T))<i>' (m (t ))j (m(T)-m ) , (2.20a)
dR(T)/dT = G(m(t)) - R(t ) . (2.21a)
Recall E and G(0) were defined at the end of Section 2.5; also m (T) 
corresponds to 0^ . The convergence of 0(t) can be investigated by
looking at the stability of these equations. This is the type of conclusion 
reached by Ljung (1977b) by a rigorous argument. We can obtain an initial
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understanding of convergence from the Taylor series (2.15). Multiply it on 
the left by $(ti(t )) and take expectations to see
2?( $ ( m ( T ) ) $ '  (m(x))) f m ( x ) - m  ) = ff($(m(T>)e(m(T))) .
It is then clear that convergence, that is, dm/dT -+ 0 , will ensure
5 ( ? ( m ( T ) ) e ( m ( x ) ) l  -> 0 .
That is the recursion can only converge by forcing a decorrelation between 
the model innovations e(m(t)) and the proxy for the gradient ¥fm(x)] .
Returning to equations (2.20a), (2.21a) we search for a Lyapunov 
function as follows.
Consider the two cases
^(0) = $fe(6) , ^(0) = ife(0) .
(i) In the first case, take, for the moment,
C f c O )  = ^ ( 0 )  .
Then as suggested in Section 2.2 (b) the recursion has been constructed by 
supposing known and minimising
1 N 1y e) = N l
with
V e) = h - *fc(0oHe-eo) •
That is Fvi;(0) should be suggestive of a good choice for a Lyapunov 
function. However recalling equations (2.2), (2.4) we have
V 0) = l ek ^ o K ed dc) + 2ifl \
+ (0-eo); r l ^ f e ( 8 o) ^ ( e o)(8-e0) .
The middle term approaches zero as N -> °° leaving the choice of Lyapunov 
function as
= y f m ( T ) ,  t ) = ( m ( T ) - m  ) 'R(t )(m ( T ) - m  ) .
This was the function chosen by Ljung (1977a). It will be used in the
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general case being considered here where £^(0), ¥^(0), <i>^(0) may all
differ. It is immediately clear that we must require that G(0) be positive
definite (p.d.) V0 ( Ö . Thus we havec
dV^/dx = -7t - (m(T)-m0) f(HT+HT-G(m(T)))(m(T)-m0) 
with H* = fm^(t ))) .
To conclude V 0 we require
H* + H*' - G(m)
be p.d. This can only hold for m, m in some small region D  ^ (inside
D ) enclosing the true value provided
H ( e J  + H ' f e J  - g  f e )0' ' " '-'O' -'•"0-
is p.d. Thus we conclude local convergence when (2.22) holds.
(2.22)
In summary then, the conditions for local convergence are the positive 
definiteness uniformly in 0 € D of
G ( 0) - f TT
-7T
dF c,q( oj j 0)
and that
HfeJ + H ' (e ) - GfeJ
is p.d. Now since £,,(0), ¥^(0) and so on depend on the input sequence,
condition (2.22) in general depends on the input sequence for its validity. 
Ljung (1977b) has pointed out that (2.22) holds for all input sequences if
% > 0 |en) - % T ^ ( u | e n) (2.22a)
is positive real (p.r.) where T^Ä(coj0) is the transfer function from
A A
T^(0) to <£^ (0) and so on*
The reader may wonder at the conclusion of local convergence when the 
discussion in Ljung (1977b) concludes global convergence. Such a result 
holds only for linear models and is obtainable here by replacing the Taylor 
series (2.15) of Section 2.5 with a similar expression that relies on
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linearity. This point is expanded upon with a simple example in Appendix 
2D.
(ii) When ¥^(0) ~ ^(6) The quantity being minimised is
hN'1 I ^wz
which approaches
%E efc(e > W e)
This Lyapunov function was suggested to the author by Ljung (1978b). 
follows with this choice that
dVT/di = dV/dm' dm/dz
-1,
It
= E[e' (m(T>)#(m(T>)) R “(t )H* ' (m(T)-m )
where here,
H* = S'(<^ >(m(t ) } 4' .
Applying the Taylor series once more yields
dV^ /di - - (m(x)-m0) 'H*'R-1(t )H*(m(x)-m ) .
But this implies the term on the right hand side approaches zero. Then
R(t ) p.d. ensures the conclusion m(x) - -> 0 .0
2.6.3 STOCHASTIC LYAPUNOV FUNCTION METHOD
In this section the analysis is given only for the case
* ifc(8) .
If (2.20) is interpreted as an Ito equation (see Arnold, 1974 or McCarty, 
1974) then we may apply Ito’s lemma - the stochastic equivalent of 
integration - to
Ft = f (0(t), t) = (0(t )-0q)'R(t ) (0(t )-0o)
so that
•t £{D(y(0(a), a)) }do 
s
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where the operator V plays the role of derivative. We find (Arnold, 1974, 
p. 91),
W  = f  (0( a ) , a) 31^ /30 + % t r  T ( a ) r ( a )32Fo/9090 ' + dVQ/dt
where f ( 0( x ) ,  t) denotes the coefficient of dl in equation ( 2.20) ,  while 
T(T) is the coefficient of <iW(x) . In the deterministic case of course 
<2W (x ) = 0  and T(x ) = 0  .
Now
s q / a e  = 2R(0 ) (9( a ) - e o) ,
3 7 / 3080' = 2R(a) ,
97 / 3a = (6( a)-9 ) 'dR(a) /da(0( a)-0 1 .
It then follows after substitution in the expression for VV that
~ A A avvn -- -vn - ( e t o j - e J N »  » -5 + % t r | Fn*  <o),-1. -a
Now, for reasons to be clear in a moment, define an ’input' and an ’output’, 
respectively;
V6> =^O)(0-0o)
and
y feO )  = ($fe(0)-%cfe( 0 ) ) ' ( 0 - 0 o)
The transfer function between them is clearly
T ^ ( m |0) -  %T$p(w|0) . ( 2.22b)
VS
It follows now by Ito’s lemma that
■t
s
E{Va)do -
■t
s
u ry o odo
where
% tr FoR_1(< 1 - 'do
Set
dN(i)/dT = u 'y - / / (x)
X X
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so
W St) - *(VVSJ = - f '
J s
Now if the transfer function (2.22b) is p.r. uniformly in 0 the cross 
correlation between output and input will be positive. It is reasonable to 
suppose then that ) will be positive for T large enough. It will
then follow that ) ^ 0  as required.
REMARK. This argument is related to the discussion in Landau (1976) 
(see also Landau, 1978). It is now clear how the p.r. condition arises in 
about the same way in both the discussion of this section and that of 
Section 2.6.2 (based on Ljung, 1977a). This partly clarifies a comment of 
Ljung (1977a, p. 539) that his discussion and Landau’s are very different.
2.6.4 DISCRETE TIME DISCUSSION
Return now to the basic recursion (2.14). This recursion is, after 
all, a stochastic difference equation ana wTe may analyse its behaviour by 
looking at its first moment. Set m. = #(0^) and = kP^ so, to first
order
with
R* = + *~1gK-j) •
Summing up the recursion gives
whereupon we will require error decorrelation as before to ensure lrq is.
CO
finite (since ll = 00 ). Next apply the Taylor Series (2.15) to obtain 
1
\ - Vi - •
The stability (that is convergence) of this difference equation can be 
analysed by means of the discrete time Lyapunov function
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\  = K - mo^'Rfc K -mo^//; •
It follows after some simple algebra that
where
\ - K  +  " k  -  ■
Provided, as before, we ensure (2.22) is p.d. we can conclude
Clearly is a bounded decreasing sequence and so has a limit. Also,
since
OO
CO
this limit must be zero to avoid contradicting £ k
1
We conclude convergence and the discussion can continue much as in 
Section 2.6.2.
The analysis just given paraphrases that of Hannan (1976): of course
many difficult technical points have gone unmentioned here. In any case it 
should be clear that there is no real difference between the continuous 
time and discrete time analyses (at this heuristic level). Further 
discussion of the relation between these analyses is contained in Chapter 7.
2.6.5 STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION
As in Section 2.6.1 we begin by introducing a "Wiener process" 
similar to the above but on a different time scale. Set
Since x represents a time scale, this gives a natural interpretation of
As before
k
c* n , T = l
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k
the well-known requirement £ ao = 00 • Next, assume a^ is a strictly-
decreasing sequence so that we can invert the above relation to = g(T)
for some monotonic <y(x) ; for example, with - k we have
"~Tg(t ) = e . Then, as above, we obtain a stochastic differential equation, 
<30(x) = -Vt (0 (t ) ) 5 t (0 ( t )) ( 0 (T ) -0 o)dx + g(x)F*dW(x) .
As before, to first order the first moment obeys the equation
(5rn(x) = -S ($ (m (x ) )<i>(m ( t ) ) 1 (ro(x)-m0)cZx • ( 2. 20b)
Furthermore, to a similar approximation the second moment
e ( t ) = s (9 (t ) - 0o) (e (x ) -e 0) '
will obey
dz/dj = -Hfm(x))E(x) - S(x)H,[m(x)] + ^ ( t)^ • (2.23)
Clearly equation (2.20b) has a decaying solution if H(0) + H(0)' is p.d.
V0 ( . Given this condition, equation (2.23) has a decaying solution if
g (x)dx < 00 ,
that is if J av < 00 , the well known variance nulling condition (compare 
1 k
with Young, 1976, p. 532).
It is worth noting here that the discrete time analysis of Section 
2.6.4 is easily given for SA. Indeed set
\  = ,Rd v mo K  •
Then it follows much as in Section 2.6.4 that
\ < vk-1 - akvk-1 - K-rmo^
where Ty = FL + Wv 1 . Then, provided the condition below equation (2.23)K K K 
holds we conclude
Vk < Vk- 1
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whereupon the requirement £ a. - 00 is apparent to ensure V, -* 0 . A
2
second moment analysis will yield the requirement £ < ®>
It is logical at this point to enquire as to the relation of all this 
with the conditions of Tsypkin (1971, p. 56). These apply to the case
= -3e^ /30 .
Tsypkin’s condition (b) is
(e-en) 's $'(e)E-1efe(6) > 0 .
Apply a Taylor Series to e,(0) and notice that K
(since an innovations process is orthogonal to functions of the past) to see 
that this condition is
(6-90) 'E (9-en) > 0
which clearly can hold only locally. This condition is analogous to the 
condition below equation (2.23).
Tsypkin’s condition (c) is that
E[ik(.Q)ek(.Q)ejc(.B)i£(8)) < a(l+0'0) .
This condition will hold trivially and is further discussed in Appendix 2E. 
We see that Tsypkin’s conditions imply local convergence and come from using 
the Lyapunov function of case (i) of Section 2.6.2 instead of that of case 
(ii).
2.7 Asymptotic Variances
As in the last section we deal first with general recursions and then
with SA.
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2.7.1 GENERAL RECURSIONS
From the basic equation (2.16) of Section 2.5, we construct once more a 
stochastic differential equation but this time for ^-GQ) .
First, multiply both sides of equation (2.16) by Vk and subtract 
Vk-i (0y * Then noting that
^  (o^-e0) - ( V r 9„) = *^=1 (0i._1-0n)/v'£ %iu(T)dt ,k-1 o k-1 O'
we obtain
^  ( V 9 0) - (Vi-»,,)
+ &-1 l ' 2- kPk \ ( * k - i K * k $ k - J  ^  M  •
Thus, with the same "Weiner" process as before (equation (2.19))
<2h (t ) = - R 1 (t )vF(0(t ) , t )£ ^ ' ( e  (t ), t ) -1/2 m ( T ) d t  + R 1 (t ) A zW ( t ) .
Because of the convergence of 0(t) with probability one, the second moment 
Q of this equation will be approximated locally by the second moment
<i]i(t) = -Aovi(tM t + G^F^VKt)
where
Gn = G (eJ . Hn = H (0O)
and where
Ao = g01ho - 1/2 •
It is well known that the covariance kernel of this equation satisfies (see 
Arnold, 1974, p. 134)
AoQ + QAo = G0lFcGo_1 •
A p.d. solution to this Lyapunov equation requires the positive­
definiteness of
(2.25)
Ao + Ao = Go \  + HoG0_1 - 1 •
This will be true if Hq + - GQ
(2.26)
is strictly p.d. and G is p.d. This
follows by considering the stability of the ordinary differential equation
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X = -A0X = -
with Lyapunov function V = X'G^X . Then
7 =  -X'(H0+H '-G0)X
and so V decays to zero when H + H' - G is strictly p.d. This means,0 u 0
however, that Aq has no eigen-values with negative real part, that is, that
A + A' is p.d
0 0 F
By the discussion of Section 2.5.1 the above two conditions hold if the 
recursion is to converge. For PER’s so A^ = 1/2 and the
Lyapunov equation has solution
—  —1
^ o M e0)
which is the Cramer-Rao lower bound. This is, the PER’s can be expected to 
be asymptotically efficient. Note also that
kPk s R_1(t ) -  G’1 = Q
so that, for a PER, the gain update equation yields the asymptotic 
covariance matrix directly.
2.7.2 STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION
With the Wiener process of Section 2.5.2, a similar approach to that in 
Section 2.6.1 yields
T) = - v(e(t) , t)£l-i'p’CT), t)-<p(t)I/2 U(t)<2t + Fq<2W(t )
where
vk = (V eo) • ** = ak - V:
In deriving this it is helpful to note ~  %cp^  .
As before the second moment Q will be approximately the second moment
of
d\x{t) = - (H^-cpI/2)y(T)c?t + F^aVI(x)
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where it is assumed that lim cp(T) = 0 exists; for example, with
a.-^ - A ^/(a+k) we have cp^  = A = 0 . It follows then, that Q satisfies
the Lyapunov equation
(Ho-<pI/2)Q + Q(H'-o I/2) = Fq .
For this equation to have a p.d. solution it is necessary that - cp I
be p.d. Unlike the case of general recursions, this condition is different 
to that required for convergence. For those SA schemes with ¥^(0) = $^(8)
we have
H = F = 0 0 MeJ- tt u
so that the Lyapunov equation is
F Q + QF = F + (pQ0X x 0 0
2.8 Misspecification
In this section we tackle the question of convergence and asymptotic 
covariance properties in the situation where the system S does not belong 
to the class of models M . It is expected that the recursive estimator 
will converge to the value 0" which ensures error decorrelation in the
sense of satisfying
Convergence is discussed first and then asymptotic covariances are derived. 
It is suggested that the PER’s will converge in this circumstance. Also the 
results of this section are suited to the analysis of instrumental variable 
(IV) estimators so an analysis of the IV recursion used by Young (1374) is 
given.
2.8.1 CONVERGENCE
The discussion here is close to that in previous sections but must be 
modified a little. In particular, since (0 ) is no longer orthogonal to
K, U
) , a slightly different Wiener process must be chosen; namely
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, kW7 = F7 iv [W )E_1e [W )/VF . k o ^ s • o' o sK o'
To see this, recall that in Section 2.5, equation (2.15), a Taylor series 
expansion was used on e^(ö^ ) to obtain a final r.h.s. term that was
recognised (Section 2.5.1) as an increment of a Wiener process. Here we use 
a slightly different Taylor Series, namely one for
¥ 6> = - V 9)C V 8) •
It then follows as in Section 2.5, equation (2.15), that
h = ¥ i  - v  + V f c W S o y  •
Now from the definition of 11^ (0) ,
A A
anpae' =^(8)^(0) + (avpaeppe), a$pae efc(0))
so that we will be interested in the Temporal average
i N
H„ = ij 1 y an7 /967 ' ./V •£ k k-i
This will converge to A H(ö )^ + K(8^) with H(9) as in Section
2.5, while
K(6) a Efaypaeppe), awpae epe)) .
The analysis now proceeds as before with the condition for local convergence 
being that both
G(0) and H(0q) + Hf f “ G(0q) (2.27)
be p.d.
Once more global convergence will follow for linear models {of. 
Section 2.5.2).
Consider now the PER's; as in Section 2.5 we use the Lyapunov function 
suggested by Ljung (1978b)
F( 0) = HE ¥ 9) W 0)
By the same argument as in Section 2.5 we conclude the global convergence of 
the PER’s in this S \ M case.
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Returning to the general condition (2.27) consider the scalar IV 
recursion defined by ( o f . Young, 1974)
y e )  = K y e )  ... - y n w V l  ■■■ y  ) ’ ,
a b
 ^^ k -1 * *' ^ k - n  uk -1 *' ' uk - n , ^ 5a b
e /c( 3 )  = yk " *
Assume that - x ^(3q) = ^  is a stationary process for some value 3q . 
The error decorrelation condition is
s c W f e f c - W ) =  0  •
However this equation is clearly satisfied by the true value 3Q , since it 
then becomes
'sM»cW=0-
To investigate the conditions for convergence, note
a y  aß = - y ß )  = zk ; 32y a g 3 ß '  = 0 .
Thus K = 0 so that R"(3) = H(ß) . Also
H(3) = G(3) - .
Thus the two conditions (2.27) become simply that E (3)C;f) be p.d. 
uniformly in $ £ D .
Recalling £, - T. (3 ) + (n/OM r this may be replaced by 
K. K. K,
£-(y.(ß)y (S0) ') .
It is hardly surprising that this be required to be positive definite since 
this is also required for the en bloc use of the IV estimator.
2.8.2 ASYMPTOTIC COVARIANCE MATRICES
Once more the argument parallels that in Section 2.7. The covariance 
matrix will obey a Lyapunov equation similar to equation (2.25) of Section 
2.7.1 but with two changes
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(i) Fq is the asymptotic covariance matrix of
N * I T (0 ]E 1e (0 )“ s K 0J 0 s'' Cr
If we write the matrix ¥^(0) in column form as
V 6 )  = (*lt(0) ••• V 6)}' •
so that in the example just discussed
h d 0) = ~x k-l(0) ••• V 6) = ’ P = "a + »
then, neglecting fourth cumulant terms, the matrix FQ has i , j element 
(see Hannan, 1970, p. 209)
tr
-TT
(w)E0 fe e (“ ) + tr feT.(a))Z0 feV ^ j J
where ^ (w) is the cross-spectrum between an<3 and
so on.
(ii) Hq is replaced by Hq = FTfO^ ) of Section 8.1.
In the example above we saw K = 0 so = Hq , also Gq = Hq so the 
Lyapunov equation of Section 2.7.1 for the covariance matrix Q becomes
Q = G_1F G'"1 .W 0 0 0
This result could have been guessed from an en-bloc analysis.
2.9 Conclusions
The main aim of this chapter has been to present a unified framework 
for viewing SA, MR and recursive methods for the estimation of the time 
invariant parameters of a lumped parametric model of a dynamic system. The 
unified view was obtained by noting that just about any model could be 
defined by an equation for the prediction of the system output. This is a 
stochastic extension of the deterministic MR idea. Then recursions could be 
constructed by minimising the mean squared error of prediction. The PER 
recursions in general required the solution of a sensitivity equation
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however, for DD models this poses no difficulty. The following general 
points have emerged.
(i) A general method has been presented for constructing prediction 
error recursions (PER's) for just about any linear or nonlinear lumped 
parametric model of a single or multivariable dynamic system. Some of the 
recursions have appeared before, mainly in the single output case. In 
particular, recursions may be written down for PMD models with a dimension 
reduction in the observation space.
(ii) A plausibility analysis of the local convergence behaviour of a 
general recursion (as well as of SA) is obtained by converting it to a 
stochastic differential equation. This differential equation is analysed by 
looking at the behaviour of its first moments as well as by a Stochastic 
Lyapunov function argument; a discrete-time argument is given too.
(iii) It is argued that the asymptotic covariance matrix for both 
general recursions and SA obeys a Lyapunov equation. It is suggested that 
the PER's are asymptotically efficient, that is, they attain the Cramer-Rao 
lower bound.
(iv) The PER's when modified slightly are shown to still converge 
(though they may be biased) in the mis-specification case, when the system 
does not belong to the model set. In this sense they may be said to possess 
a robustness property.
APPENDIX 2A
An Example of an In f in i te  Past Recursion
Consider a MA(1) model
e^(a) = y . / ( l - a L )  .
Suppose ay is the output of a recursion then the innovations process for 
an IP recursion is found by solving
edv> = +
recursively to obtain
ek^ak) ~ yk + akyk - 1 + akyk - 2 + **• + akyk-m + “ * *
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The innovations process for a practical recursion is found by solving
= y 7, + a7 e1 k k-1
recursively to obtain
e- = w7 + a7y7 _ + a7a7 ,w7 _ + a7 a7 a7 k *k krk-l k k-rk-2 k k-1 k-2^k-3
+ ... + a7 a7 . ... OL . V7 +k k-1 k-m+r’k-m
APPENDIX 2B
Convergence of the Self-Tuning F i l t e r
Self-Tuning State Estimator xk/k-
and
Consider the Taylor Series expansion
*k/“ k^/k-^ o> = )
where ||0^ _1-0O| 5 • Next >
Now VÖ € D (some region of stability) $7,(0) is obtained by a stable O K.
filtering operation on the past of y^ and so assume
OO
l|ifc(0)l! < l » (2B.U
for some X < 1 , V8 € . Now suppose y^ and U^ have finite third
moments; then by Holder's inequality so does ||i>^ (0)|j • But now
Chebyshev’s inequality and the Borel-Cantelli lemma imply
||ife(0) ü/fe1/3+6 -+ 0 , (2B.2)
with probability one (w.p.l) for some Ö > 0 and uniformly in 0 £ D .
A •
However the w.p.l convergence of 0^ 1 and so of 0^  ^ together with 
the uniformity of convergence in (2B.2) ensures ||$^ (0^  ->■ w.p.l .
Because convergence of 0^ will be demonstrated using Lyapunov
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function arguments, it will be straightforward to prove also that
.a.k ||efc-e | -+ 0 w.p.l , a < % . (2B.3)
(This is discussed in a moment.) The convergence of the self-tuning filter 
now follows. A similar argument establishes the convergence of the self­
tuning state estimator.
We now give a heuristic validation of claim (2B.3). Let V = |j0, —8 jj'ü K 0
where t ~ In k . In the ensuing discussion we will obtain inequalities
like
dV /dx < -VX T
Integrating yields
r£
- V < t s Vada ;
thus V is a bounded decreasing sequence and so has a limit. However, it 
follows also that
V do < V < 00G 0
so this limit must be zero.
Now we want to show k?~  ^ 0 for some 5 > 0 . So
K  L
consider W = e T
T(1-6)
Then
dW /dx - (1-5),V + dV /dxX X T
5 (l-5)b7 - W
X T
= -6f/ .
It now follows by the same argument as given for V  ^ , that f/ 0 .
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A P P E N D I X  2C
E q u i v a l e n c e  o f  R e f i n e d  IV and a C e r t a i n  P E R
The equivalence at the end of Section 2.4 is not immediately clear, 
Consider then the scalar TFARMA model
e feO )  = (l+Ca ( D )  ( l + ^ C I ) ) ' 1 .
It is straightforward to see
ed 0> =»* - K./ß)« K .  i.e;, (9), -«'(&))'efe-i
where  ^  ^ ... uj, n ) ' an<^  so on > while ö7,(ß) = - #^(3) and
^ ( 3 ) = [l+AAL)) Ba(L)uv .3
The point to see is that the recursion for the system parameters 3 
may be uncoupled from that for the noise parameters a . This uncoupling
will follow if we can demonstrate that k P ^  approaches a block diagonal
form. Now the (1, 2) block element in this matrix is the cross covariance 
between de^ /dp and de^ /da . It is easily verified that
äek m  = (l+^ ß(£)} ■1(-x^._ice), upj ' ,
de,/da. = ( 1 +0 ( L ) ) _ 1 (e: -&! - ( g ) ) '  ,k-1 k-1
where
x = (l+P (L)) _1 (l+C (L)U
/£ Ct CL '  K.
and so on.
If the recursion converges the first expression will be a vector of 
linear operations on u^  and so uncorrelated with the second which will
consist of linear operations on the stationary processes ey (9 ) and
K. U
w  •
Finally, note that the non-symmetric IV recursion (see Young and 
Jakeman, 1977) apparently differs from the PER recursion in that the
(1, 1) block element in k is replaced by the covariance between
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T^(ß) and de^ /d$ where
¥ ß) = 5*J'
= (1+a^ l)Y1(-x _^v  u^ )' + o -)’ .
However if the recursion converges the second term is uncorrelated with 
dSj^ /d$ (which, as mentioned above, depends on the past of u^ only) and so
asymptotically the two recursions are identical. This uncoupling of noise 
parameter and system parameter recursions does not appear to be possible for 
the other common linear time series models.
APPENDIX 2D
Replacement of the Taylor Series of Section 2.5 for Linear Models
In deriving the s.d.e. (2.20) we have used the Taylor series (2.15) of 
Section 2.5. However, for linear time series models there is an alternative 
to the Taylor series. To see this consider the scalar ARMA model
(l+Ca(I,))yj, = (l+Z>a(£)}ek(a) .
Now by definition if aQ is the true value (l+CQ(L))y^  = (l+Z?0( D ) ( a Q) . 
Subtracting these two yields
{CaU ) - C 0( L ) ] y k = (1+B0(£ )) {ek <,a ) - e k {aQ) )  + “ > •
Thus
ek (a)  -  efe(a0) = { ^ ( ^ [ { C ^ D - C ^ L ^ y ^ i D ^ D - D ^ L ^ e ^ a ) ]
= (lTO0U,))"i$A,(a) ’ (o-a0) (2D.1)
where
¥ a) = K - l  ••• -»k-n V l (a) ••• V n  <a)) 'c a
Notice that
-i^(a) = de^ (a)/da = (l+Z? (L)) ^^(a) ,
so that expression (2D.1) takes the place of the Taylor series. The
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important point however is that now the transfer function between >^^ (a)
and <±> (a) is (l+Z) (L))  ^ which does not depend on a . Thus any 
K. U
uniformity condition is automatically satisfied. Similar results may be 
obtained for all the usual linear models.
APPENDIX 2E
Tsypkin's Conditions for the Convergence of a SA Scheme
As in Appendix 2B take <±>^ (9), e^Q) 1° hounded uniformly in 0 by 
an expression of the type given in (2B.1). If y^ has finite fourth moment 
and if is bounded (if deterministic) or has finite fourth moment (if
stationary) then by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality twice,
E (ij , (6 )e , ( e ) e ' (0 )4 > ' (e ) )  s  ( l -A )" 3 I ,|y const.
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CHAPTER 3
SIMULATIONS
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter some of the ideas of Chapter 2 will be illustrated by- 
simulation exercises: also the use of control variates for variance
reduction is illustrated (Example 1). Example 2a investigates the general 
variance formula suggested in Section 2.7.1 by Monte-Carlo (M-C) simulation
of an ARMA(1, 1) model. This is pursued in Examples 2B, 2C where two 
ARMAX models are considered. Finally Example 3 illustrates the
direct estimation of 'continuous-time parameters’ from sampled data.
Before beginning however, recall the use of a fader (Söderström et al.3 
1974) as a means of stabilising the sometimes erratic small sample behaviour 
of recursions. The idea is to weight down the influence of past data so as 
to allow, early in the recursion, more notice to be taken of new 
information. The basic algorithm takes the form
Qk = 6k-i + ?k-l^kek/Vk 9
ek = y k ~ ^kQk-1 5 
vk = X(k) + >
X(k) = X X(fc-l) + 1 - XQ ,
k-1 - ?k - i V k Pk - i / v k
Typical choices for initial conditions are = .95 , X(0) - .95 . The
use of a fader turns out to be invaluable. Notice that X(k) 1 as
k -y °° .
3.2 Examples
EXAMPLE 1 . Here we illustrate the use of a control variate to reduce 
variance in simulation work. The basic idea is due to Hendry (1975). We 
consider the MA(1) process
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^k = £k + Vfc-l
and investigate the sampling variance of the RMLi recursion for the 
parameter a . Recall the recursion as
a, = a7 . + P7 e1 e7 / k k-1 k-1 k-1 k 1 + e k - r k - i
eb ~ Vis ek-iak-l
2 2P7 = P7 - P 7 ß / k k-1 k-l ' i+sL a -i!
Notice that recursion may be summed to yield
I n <  ,1
2
fc-1 j
-l/tfy ek-lyk
A control variate is an artificial (in the sense that it cannot be computed 
in practice but can be computed in a set of Monte-Carlo experiments) 
statistic whose statistical properties are (more or less) known and whose 
behaviour is expected to be close to that of the statistic under 
investigation. Let us introduce then the quantity
aN =
rNV c-2
L '-b -I
- i  “-v
-IrN
j efe-ly/c]
where are the true innovations sequence (and regressors) generated in
the typical Monte-Carlo (M-C) experiment: denote o - E [P] . Let a,
be the value of a,^  in the ith M-C experiment; similarly denote a . 
Define also the sample averages over m experiments
aN(m) = m 1 iaNi ,
a.Xm) = m 1 ) a„. .N J lib
Denote also y = P fa ; we might, loosely, think of y as lim a.Xm) ,
" A »»rfW.
that is, the average over an infinite number of independent experiments:_ 2
notice P(a„(m)) = y . In the present example we have, to order N (in
mean square), y = 0 .
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Consider firstly the estimation of bias. Suppose, after completing m 
M-C experiments we form
V m) = °V(m) ' aN(m) + VN ■
Then clearly
E(aN(m)) = .
Thus ot,7(777) - or is an unbiased estimator of the bias E’fa,-! - a 
N 0 v Ar 0
However
var(a^(m)) = var(a (m)-a^(m))
= var(v ai?b m
= m (var(aff)+var(aff)-2 cov(aff, aff)) .
If cc^j are highly positively correlated (as is clearly the case in the
present example) there is great potential for obtaining
var(a^(m)) << var(a,,(w)j
Indeed in the present example it may be shown that
varfa^(m)) = o(log N/N)"
which is clearly a vast improvement on
varfa (m)) = 0 {n )
We turn now to variances. Denote the variance of a„ by a „ and that ofN aN
■ 2a., by G „ . Define the M-C variances by N aN
_2 — X _ 2
o ,.(m) = (m-1 )  ^ T (a„.-a„(m) I ,
1 ■- v Ml NaN 1
_2 1 _
OaN(m) = (m-1)' I
-2We see E\o^ (rn)\l j G „ . Now we form aN
~ 2 —2 —2 2 a  .7( m )  =  G ( m )  - o  (777) +  G a/1/ a// a A7 aN
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^2 2Once more ü „(m) is an unbiased estimator of o „ with reduced varianceaN otlJ
_oover g „(w) if ot^ , are highly positively correlated. In the present
example, we have, to order N-2
var (a..) = o2 = ü2/W• N J aN
Table 1 shows the results of M-C simulations illustrating the above
—2discussion. In the table the normalised variance is G ,Äm)N which is theaN
M-C estimate of var [VN (a^ -ot )) (which converges, as N -> 00 , to G = 1 )
and the normalised bias is VN : ’raw’ standard deviation is
G^,T(m) , similarly for 'raw' bias: other entries have similar meaning. In
each case the improved estimate of variance and bias for 10 experiments 
should be compared with the ’raw' estimate for 30 experiments.
E X A M P L E  2A. This example is concerned with the variance formula 
suggested in Section 2.7.1 (equation 25). We consider this formula for the 
RMLi recursion beginning with the ARMA(1, 1) process
yk + *0^-1 Zk + °Q>Zk-±
with a - -.8 , c = .7 (<?/. Söderström et al. , 1974, model (6.1.2)). We0 0
have
= 1 ek-1
and (recalling the definitions of Section 2.5)
E M “ o K K > d  >Fo = Go
Hn = (1+ön d  T ; ’ G ,,) I •k v 0'
Had we proceeded by analogy with linear linear regression we would have been 
led to posit the limit coraviance matrix of VÜ [cl^ -CL^] to be
2r-l
0 Go
2G = E r 2\]NJ it can be shown that except in the MA(1) case this
cannot be true (see the discussion in Section 4 of Chapter 8). The variance 
suggested in Section 2.7.1 is the solution Q of the Lyapunov Equation
Go \  ■ 1/2iQ + QN  -1/2 = G-1
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Now G , Hq may be calculated by straightforward computations (by Cauchy’s 
Residue theorem); thus the (1, 2) element of Hr is
- E \ykek (1+o0L)
The matrices are then
-1 = -E
Hq = o-
= -G
G 0
yy
o o4 
hn  ■ 
1
( i ^ o d ' h i + e
 ^ )
i ^ o j  h - v o f 1  •
-1
with
G = o
yy
1+e -2e <2
0 0 0 1 -a
2) -1
11 = b-vd!1-
-1
The Lyapunov equation was solved by programming the solution given by 
Jameson (1958). Results are tabulated in Table 2A: the agreement with the
conjectured result is evident. However this accord is not always so clear 
as we now illustrate in Example 2B.
EXAMPLE 2B. Here we expand Example 2A by adding a pseudo random 
binary noise (PRBN) input sequence to give an ARMAX model
y k = x k + k
= {i+a0L) bouk - i + d i+ v r 1iL+eoLH
with a_ = -.8 , fo = 1. , = .7 (cf. Södersxröm et at. , 1974, model0 0 0 J
(6.1.2)) • X is defined in a moment.
2
The Gq , Hq matrices are [0 = l)
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V
Ho =
2 9
ö  +A Ö  0 -Axx nn
0 1 0
Cm■-<l 0 A2
h c11 0L - aoe0k 1
0 1
CM
! 0
where
xx = E\x 1-a.
-1
a = E nn
f \ 2
nk 1+V 2eoao 1-a.
-1
'11 L +e0a </ V < / _1 ( ^ o )  +>-2]  R )  >
A2 = fa /a 1/SNR v xx nn'
where SNR is the signal to noise ratio.
The results are given in Tables 2B1, 2B2. The agreement with the 
conjectured result is less clear though the results are complicated by their 
sensitivity to the choice of fader values (see Table 2B1) (notice the biases 
for each fader value are similar). One point is clear however, the Lyapunov 
equation solution always provides a conservative estimate of the sample 
variances. For this reason its use seems desirable until the result is 
proved or else a correct solution found.
EXAMPLE 2C. This is an extension of Example 2B to an ARMAX system of 
second order. We take the model (of. Söderström et al. , 1974, model 6.1.3)
yk = Xk + Xnk
l+a^ L+a^ L
r ! r r 21 f
b ^ L + b „ L  \ u , + A
1 1 2 j *  1
1+c
with
[a , a , b ., b , o , c )  = (-1.5, .7, 1., .5, -1., .2)
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where
V
matrices are b 2 = 1)
0(0) 0 -A2 0(1) -b l -A2(e1-a1)
0 1 0 . 0 0 0
-A2 0 A2 0 0 0
g( l) 0 0 0(0) 0 -A2
~b i 0 0 0 1 0
- ^ 2 (c i -q i ) 0 0 -A2 0 A2
a{ 0) -b(0) -A2c (0) ail) -2>U) -X2<?(1)
0 1 0 0 0 0
-A2 0 A2 0 0 0
ai -1) -b(-l) -X2ci-1) ai 0) -biO) -X2d  0)
- h ~C1 0 0 1 0
-X2a1 0 ,2-A 0]l -A2 0 A2
gtm) = E(yk
a{m) - E
b(m) = E
c(m) = E
1+c^L+o^L
1\o L+cL‘
-1
Vk-
- 1  - t
1 ''2 , k-m_
-1
yk[1+° 1L+C2L2} Ek-m
For these matrices the <p^  vector
~y k -1 Mfc-1 Ek ek - J
has been reorganised as
{~y k uk z k ~y k - 1 uk -1 Zk - J  ‘
The calculation of the quantities aim), him), dm) is rather tedious and
they were generated by programming the method presented recently by Hwang 
(1978). Results
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are given in Table 2C. They bear out the comments at the end of 
Example 2B.
EXAMPLE 3. Here we illustrate the direct estimation of the continuous 
time parameters of a Time Series Model (of. Section 2.3, Remark (8)). Let 
us take a simple second order example
^  = ** + e* >
- i
fan) = [c2+V +ao] b0Ut
where D is the derivative operator. Take
a = 2.25 , a = 1.5 , b = 1.9 ,0 1 0
that is, a second order system with natural frequency = 1.5
rad/sec , damping ratio C = ha /Va~ = h and gain X - b Ja = .84 :
notice the decay time constant is T - (jfw ) = 1.33 sec . As pointed out
in Section 2.3, Remark (5) we can write as
d/dt q
-a i  1
-a 0 l 0
1)
0 5
x t = { h i £ o K  •
The input sequence 'was a sum of three sinusoids of unit amplitudes and
frequencies U = . 9 ^  . «2 = l-2“max , «3 = - % ax
where wmax = XT--2C w is the resonant frequency.
The x. sequence was generated by solving the differential equation
for q by a standard fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm at intervals of 
u
T/20 . The data was generated (at SNR = 10 and 1) by adding white Gaussian
noise to every fourth value, that is, sampling at an interval t /5 . To get 
the correct scale factor for the SNR we need to know the power of the x.
sequence (the u, sequence has power 3/2) . This can be calculatedt ^  A
theoretically but is easily obtained when generating the x, sequence as
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N 9 N 9 
£ ~k 7 £ \  ■
Of course the results obtained will depend on the choice of generation and 
sampling interval: see Goodwin and Payne (1977). The gradients for the
recursion are
-de /db
Ls -L
-de,/dbn t' 0
-de./da t i
-dV d“o
= q (t) ,
-2 u
-1
- - I D  +a1D+aQ GijXt
= -qx<*> •
Two differential equations for q (£), q (t) were solved, once again,cc u
by a standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta. The recursion is then
Qk " Vl + ?k-llpkek/vk 9
ek = yk ~ xk 5
vk " X(/°  + 5
\{k) - X^X(k-l) + 1 - ,
Pfc Pfe-1 ’
Figures 1 (SNR = 1) and 2 (SNR = 10) show (initial values in all cases 
(<2q , = (1.5, 1.2, 1.5, 0.) ) the type of result obtained. Some
bias is evident, particularly in the b parameters and this shows up in the 
MC results of Table 3. It is apparent that good small sample results depend 
on high quality a prbori estimates. The bias in the b parameters is no 
doubt due to the choice of generation/sampling intervals and nature of the 
input signal. Further theoretical investigation of these matters needs to 
be made.
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TABLE 1
Monte-Carlo simulations of RMLi for MA(1) 
2/^ = (l+-7^ )e^
illustrating use of control variates 
(A = -95, A(0) = .95)
SAMPLE SIZE 250 500
No. experiments 10 30 10 30
Normalised variance .56 .92 .78 1.20
Improved variance 1.05 1.36 1.26 1.18
Normalised bias -.73 -.81 -.413 -.357
Improved bias -.52 -.77 -.384 -.457
Raw S. D. .035 .058 .034 .052
Improved S.D. .066 .086 .054 .051
Raw bias -.046 -.051 -.018 -.016
Improved bias -.033 -.049 -.017 -.020
TABLE 2A
Covariance Matrices of RMLi for 
(1-.8L)yk = (1+.7L)ek
Parameter Monte-Carlo (30 experiments)[N = 1500; Aq = . 95 , A( 0) = .95)
.15 .69 .74
..16
"To'i—i r-H 1-52 1.35^ l * 1'51J
Corresponding Correlation Matrices
a o
ri.oo 1.00 • H O O
L -37 1.00 „ -54 o o t --
- -P CO H o o
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TABLE 2B1 (SNR = 10.)
Covariance Matrices of RMLi for
(1-.8L)y1 = 1.u t (It.7L)eük k-1 k
Parameters aQ bQ Correlation Matrices
.013 . 'l.OO1—1 1C3 .038 .00 1.000
♦ 1.01 .11 .00 1.00 ,
.055 r1.00
Q .01 .038 .20 1.00
. -04 -.01 1.02 . -18 -.04 o'oi—i
Monte-Carlo .036 * 'l.OO A
30 experiments 
N = 1500 • .057 • -.50 1.00 •AQ = .99, A( 0) = .99 V. • . 924^ { . -47 .14 1.00
Normalised bias -.007 -.020 .121
Monte-Carlo .045 ri.oo
30 experiments 
N = 1500 • .072 ♦ -.61 1.00 .
Aq = .995, A(0) = .995 • 1.165 ) , -40 -.23 1.00
Normalised bias .041 .025 .1:0
TABLE 2B2 (SNR = 1 -)
Covariance Matrices of RMLi for
(1-.8L)yk = 1 . 0 +  k (1+.7L)£7k
Parameters a o b Q c o Correlation l
• .074 h o oi—iicu .00 . 383 .00 1.000
. .074 .0 1.07 l -25 .0
.32 1.00
Q -.05 . 38 -.15 1.00
k. .25 -.05 1.16 .40 1 o 00
Monte-Carlo r .18 O O .
30 experiments 
N = 2000 • . 56 • .10 1.00
o ii o <JD II /—
s o V -✓ \ • • .80 i L -16 .19
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TABLE 2C (SNR = 1 0 . )
Variances of RMLj for 
(l-l. 5L +. 7L 2)^ /^  = [L + .SL2)uk + (l-L +. 2L 2)
Parameters ai &1 ei a 2 *2 ° 2
G 1 variances .34 1.24 1.34 .31 1.24 1.08
Q variances .48 1.24 .95 .32 5.98 2.40
Monte-Carlo 
30 experiments 
N = 2000 1.07 1.64 •f12.95 1.03 3.90 3.48
A0 = -9 
A(0) = .9
Monte-Carlo
Average -1.49 .99 -.85 .69 .51 .09
Raw Bias .007 -.006 .150 -.010 .010 -.100
Standard Deviation .024 .028 .080 .022 .044 .041
t This value must be disregarded from an asymptotic point of view since 
the bias estimate shows clearly that parameter c has not yet reached an
asymptotic behaviour. This persistent bias is evident also in the examples 
of Söderström et at. (1974).
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TABLE 3
Variances and biases of a Prediction Error Recursion 
for the continuous-time parameters of
i - xk + ek ’ Xt ~ ^  +1*5^  + 2,25)
with
u, - sin . 9W t + sin 1.2zj t + sin . 6W t , t max max max
W = 1.07 ; sampling interval t /5 : t = 1.33 secmax
30 experiments, = .94 , X(0) = .94
N = 500 SNR = 1 SNR = 10
True Parameter Monte-Carlo Raw Raw Monte-Carlo Raw Raw
Values Average SD Bias Average SD Bias
a o 2.25 2.34 .25 .09 2.32 .18 .007
a l
1.5 1.39 .15 - .10 1.37 .05 -.13
b o
1.9 1.67 .14 -.23 1.65 .04 -.25
b n 0 . -.40 .10 - .40 -.33 .03 -.381
N  = 1000 SNR = 1 SNR = 10
True Parameter Monte-Carlo Raw Raw Monte-Carlo Raw Raw
Values Average SD Bias Average SD Bias
a 0
2.25 2.26 .22 .02 2.25 .17 .005
b o
1.5 1.41 .11 -.09 1.38 .03 -.11
a l
1.9 1.71 .10 -.18 1.69 .03 -.20
bl 0 . -.38 .08 -.38 -.37 .02 -.37
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I am grateful to Dr A. Jakeman for pointing out that the bias in the 
continuous-discrete simulation of Chapter 3 may be reduced by more rapid 
sampling. A graph of the type of result obtained is attached (SNR = 10 ; 
sample interval t /10 ; X = X(0) = .95 ). Dr Jakeman also supplied some
Monte-Carlo results for the model without noise. These are given below and 
show the bias reduction clearly.
N = 500 TRUE VALUES
SAMPLE INTERVALS <0 = 2‘25
UO 
1—
1 
II1—
1 b 0 - 1.9
t /5 1.90 1.40 1.65
t/3 0 2.19 1.48 1.85
t / 90 2.23 1.49 1.88
t /27 0 2.24 1.47 1.88
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PART II 
PREAMBLE
The primary aim of this part of the thesis is to address, in a rigorous 
fashion, some of the problems implicit in the heuristic discussion of Part 
I. Chapter 4 is devoted to an investigation of the w.p.l co'nvergence of the 
least squares estimator in a linear regression where, for example, the 
regressors may depend on past values of the observed process. With this in 
mind, and recalling, from Chapter 1, that the estimator can be written as a 
recursion via Blackett's algorithm, we see that this model provides a 
prototype for recursions under the special assumption that the regressors 
are exactly known. Indeed it is the experience gained with this problem 
that enabled the author to solve the problem in Chapter 8 (see later). One 
approach to strong convergence in Chapter 4 is by means of a Stochastic 
Lyapunov function (Bucy, 1965). This is usually a quadratic form [such as 
 ^ that obeys a supermartingale tike inequality. The author
developed this idea after reading the article by Caines (1975) however the 
same notion is implicit in the approach of Blum (1954)., Gladyshev (1965) and 
others.
So far as proving the convergence of recursions is concerned, the 
present proofs (Hannan, 1976, 1978c.,- Ljung, 1977a, 1977b) require that the 
scheme be monitored - a costly affair in practice. It had been the author's 
hope that this Stochastic Lyapunov function approach would allow a proof of 
convergence of some simple recursions such as RML^ (Söderström et at. 1974)
without need of monitoring. With the RML^ recursion as given in the above
reference (see also the Introduction to Chapter 8), this has not been 
accomplished except in the MA(1) case (already discussed in any case by 
Hannan, 1976, though by a different proof): see Section 8.3 below. However
by considering a modified version of RML , presented in Moore and Ledwich
( GfcHcC tö yow-K^ j L+j /i-n tKt. ca.se)
(197 8)|, it has been possible to prove convergence without monitoring: this
is the subject of Section 8.2. In the last section of Chapter 8 it is 
pointed, out that the nature of the CLT for RML is unclear.
In Chapter 5 we begin an investigation of the second order properties 
of SA schemes. The approach in Chapter 5 forms the basis of Chapters 6 and
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7. The idea is simply to subtract off the part of the SA scheme theft obeys 
the limit law (Central Limit Theorem (CLT)j Law of the Iterated Logarithm 
(LIL) and so on) and, using elementary arguments, show the remainder to be 
asymptotically negligible. In searching for a proof of a CLT for a 
recursion, the author was led naturally to consider the limit laws for SA 
and so came to the belief that these limit laws ought to be obtainable 
without summing up the difference equations, but by using a time varying 
version of the final value theorem of Z-transform theory.
In Chapter 5 also, we establish, inter alia, an Invariance Principle 
(IP) that makes rigorous the heuristic notion, introduced in Chapter 1 and 
pursued in Chapter 2, that, asymptotically the (suitably) normalised output 
of the SA obeys a stochastic differential equation. Tne CLT and IP are 
proved for general a^, csequences and are given without requiring a.s.
convergence as is usual (in say Sacks, 1958): in particular the conditions
00 CO2 2a c < co or 
n n
Kushner (1978a) and Ibragimov and Khasminskii (1973) provide some 
discussion of uses to which these IP 's may be put: see also McLeish (1976)
and Kersting (1971).
Chapter 5 is based on the observation that the same idea of subtracting 
off the part that obeys the limit lew can be used to prove convergence for 
SA schemes with dependent noise. The essentially deterministic nature of 
the convergence behaviour thus becomes clear. A CLT and IP are also derived. 
The last part of Chapter 6 discusses the relation of the present approach to 
recent work of Kushner (1977, 1978a) and Ljung (1978a) who also consider 
dependent noise cases.
In Charter 1, we review quickly Hannan's (1978c) proof of convergence 
of RML9 (Söderström et al., 1974) and use his results to obtain a CLT and
IP. The intuitive notion that RML^ is asymptotically efficient is
substantiated. Section 7.4 contains the Invariance Principle.
I 11 < “ n are not required.
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CHAPTER 4
STRONG CONSISTENCY OF LEAST SQUARES 
ESTIMATORS IN LINEAR MODELS
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter conditions are given for the almost sure convergence of 
a least squares estimator in a linear regression whose regressors may depend 
on the past of the observed process (so that there is ’feedback’) and whose 
disturbances form a martingale difference sequence. When there is no 
feedback, weaker conditions are given and the disturbances are allowed to 
form a stationary process.
4.2 Statement of Problem and Conditions
Consider the linear model
y = B'x + u , s = 1 , 2 , . . . ,Js Os  s ’
where u^ is an 772-vector of disturbances with uniformly bounded variances,
X a p-vector of regressors. Let denote the G-algebra generated bys s
y , y and so on. As has been pointed out by Anderson and Taylor (1977) s s 1
the model is a regression model when the X are nonstochastic and a 0  s
sequential control or design model when Xo is measurable (i.e.
S S — _L
there may be feedback): a special case here is the first order
autoregression when X = y . We
S S -JL
of the least squares estimator of B,
 are interested in the a.s. convergences s— 1
B = V'1 y x y' n n e- sJ s s-1
B - B = f 1 5 x u' n 0 n j s s
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where = £ xsXg : provided is nonsingular so is , n > p
Denote T  ^= tr n
-1 Thus Tn i ~ Tn • Call the largest eigenvalue of
V , X and the smallest a 
n n n
Note that
1/a < i/t < p/aw n r n (4.1)
Next write
Q = trffB -B J  '(§ -Bj] and (/ = trffB -B„) 'V (B -Bj) > Q a . n y ^ n O J K n O J ' n ^  n Cr n K n 0' } n n
A
Clearly !3 - B. 0 a.s. , that is Q 0 a.s. if f/ /t -* 0 a.s.J n o n n »
Unless otherwise stated assume only that X is F measurable. It willJ s s-1
be. assumed throughout that ) , 2r(j/ ) exist. By the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality
W S n J trfu uM . n  ^ v s s J
Nov; it is also assumed throughout that U have uniformly bounded variances
so that for some constant t  , tr S[u u') S t . Thus E f f /  1 S t r i c t <  00 *,
this ensures the existence of the conditional expectation E[W^ | ] .
Assume also that t > e where e is a small positive constant. Then
P .
ZQ S T  Q S a  Q S W 
n n n n n n
so that E < 00 also.
The following conditions will be of interest.
A. z(u jF ■ ) = 0 , £'(u U1 j Fn ) = £ a.s. where £ is a constant
S S—l s s s—1
positive definite matrix.
Ai . A’fujF ) = 0 , S’ (u U f j F ) = £ a.s. where £ is a sequence
S S — _L S S S S
of constant positive definite (p.d.) matrices whose smallest eigenvalues are
bounded below by a positive constant (this is to ensure the noise sequence
is not degenerate) and there is an upper bound t with tr(£ 1 S t  .
5  *
A2 . As for Ai together with
sup £{luBUg-tr(E8) |1+rl I Fs.i} < d < 00
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for some constant d and some r| > 0 .
A'. The disturbances U ^ form a weakly stationary process with powers
spectrum F(w) . There is an upper bound c , a constant a.s., with 
tr(F(w)) < c . Thus when the are non-stochastic
n n
V B0h(VBoh = ? I X^ V W1 1 
n n
1 1 
rTT
-7T
: I I trT(“>)e do)-TT
rn
tr(F«o)) ft rh 8«H'ft v;k
n  s  J n  s  J
<  C y X fV 2X = CT ± .  ^ s n s n
-1
That is e [q ) < ct K n- n
-1 Also note
TT
2?fu'u ) = tr(F(aj))<iu) < c2i\
S  S  /
—TT
B. That 'a -»■ 00 or equivalently, in view of (4.1), that -> 00 .
C. lim X /o < 00 . This condition will hold when V can be normedn n n
by a scalar such as n : it is the condition usually employed.
Next let V denote a sequence of positive numbers with 
Yl
y (v -v i/T < °°.L '• n n^lJ n
P
1+6Two examples (of use below) are (given implicitly); T = for
some 6 > 0 and t = V log1+(^ v for some 6 > 0 . Thus, for example,
Yl Yl Yl
V
I (v -v )/t < y
u K Yl Y l- 1 '  Yl u
dtl t1+6
P V 1 r n-1
dt/t1+S <
P-1
C*. lim X /O  V < 00 with v as above
Yl Yl 71 Yl
C". lim X /a V < 00 with V as above.
Yl Yl Yl Yl
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D. lim n/o < n
___ 2^  1+6
D’ . lim n2log n/o < 00 for some 6 > 0 .° n
___ Is 1+5
In view of (4.1), this is equivalent to lim n2log n/t^ < °° *
Denote the fth component of x by x. , i  - 1 ... p ; denote
71 'VTL
n 2
also V. = / x . . Let D be the p x p diagonal matrix whose iA,vn ~ ^s n r r o
element is V. ; then R = D 2V D ? is the correlation matrix of the*2,Yl V7 r? V7 V7n n n
E. lim R >0 a. s ——  w
Notice that C implies E.
Next denote t = trfV ] and notice
yn V Y l '
A < t < pA , 0 < d\ < dtn n n 7i n (4.2)
where JA = A - A , and so on.
71 71 71-1
F. (i) y JA /fA G ] < 00 or equivalently L 7i ■ n nx 
P
(ii) y dt^/[t^T^J < =° or equivalently
(iii) y dV. /(V. T ) < oo , i = 1 . . . p .tn v vn n- c
These equivalences are now demonstrated. From (LL.l), (4.2) above we 
have immediately (ii) => (i). We show (i) (ii) and then (ii) *=* (iii).
Now by (4.1) and (4.2), (i) Implies (i)?:
(i)’ Y JA /(* t ) < - .
L 71  ^ 71 71'
Suppose (i)T holds yet £ dt^/(t T ) = 00 , then
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0 = lim 
N-*°°
I dX /{t T ) t n K n 7iJ y /(t T iV n n n- = lim d\„/dt„ .N^co
where the second equality follows by the discrete L*Hospital rule (a special 
of the Toeplitz lemma - see Knopp (1956, p. 46)). But the discretecase
L’Hospital rule (in reverse) shows this limit to be
lim X /t > p 1 by (4.2). n n r J
Hence (i) =* (ii) by contradiction. 
Next,
■U.-Adt /t -  y dV. /n n I vn K1 in
< \ dVin' in
Thus (iii) =* (ii). Let (ii) hold and yet
I d h » d h n TJ  =
for at least one i - i^ say. Then once more, by the discrete L’Hospital
rule
0 = lim y dt /{t T ) u n v n v.' \ d\n'(ViQn^
= lim dt V. /[dV. t ) = 1 + ) tt.
0 0 0
where tt. (which need not be specified) are positive. Once more the 
equivalence follows by contradiction.
CO
F'. y d\k(log k)2/{Xkok) < « .
-l nF". lim ö y d\,/\ - 0 . n k kn^ °° 1
Notice that F implies Fu via Kronecker’s lemma.
F"T . lim o ^ y dXy/Xy exists and is finite. n , k. k rc-*30 1
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Consider the following two regimes.
(i) Feedback possible so that may be F measurable. Then
S S — _L
Q -> 0 a.s. in each case (a) - (c) below. n
(a) Ai, B, C’ hold. Proof by Theorem I below.
(b) Ai , B, E, F hold. This result is implicit in Hannan (197 8). A
different proof to Hannan's is given in Theorem I' below.
(c) A2 , B, E, F" hold. Proof by Theorem II below.
Earlier results were
(a)' A, B, C hold. Feigin (1975). Anderson and Taylor (1977).
(a)" Ax , B hold and m = 1 = p . Drygas (1976). This result is also
a straightforward consequence of a well known strong law for 
Martingales: see Stout (1974, p. 159) also Neveu (1965, p. 150,
Corollary).
In connexion with (a)", the usual proof proceeds via Kronecker's lemma. 
The results of Feigin/Anderson, Taylor (a)', used a vector form of 
Kronecker's lemma which apparently holds only under condition C. The proofs 
to be given below do not use a vector Kronecker's lemma.
(ii) No feedback so that the X are nonstochastic. Then Q ■+ 0s n
a.s. in cases (d) - (f).
(d) Ao, B, E, F"' hold. Proof by Theorem II' below.
(e) (Ai or A'), B , D' hold. Proof by Theorem III below.
(f) A], B, C" hold. Proof by Theorem IV below.
Other results are
(d) ' A, B, E, F' hold. Hannan (1978). This result follows from the
method of subsequences (Stout, 1974) via a Menchoff inequality
(Stout, 1974).
(e) ' A, B, D hold. Anderson and Taylor (1977).
4.3 Some Basic Lemmas
The matrix inversion lemma (MIL) (Bodewig, 1956, p. 30) and its 
properties will be used repeatedly:
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V 1 = V \  - V 1 X x'V 1 /[l+x'V 1 xn-l n-1 n n n-l { n n-1 nj (4.3)
V \  = V"1 + V _1x x ' V ' 1 / l - x ’V 1 x ] .n n rijn-l n n n n n 
It is easily proved by multiplying on the left by or V
follows that
n-l
V ' 1 x = V - 1 ,x /n n n-l n l+x 'V " 1 ,x ] ,[ n n-l nj
V 1 X = V h  / n-l n n n l - x ' V _1xn n n
..'V 1 x / f 1 + x rV 1 xn n n n n-l n \ n n-l n^x'V_1x = x <  1
x'V 1 ,x = x'V 1 x /[l-x'V 1x ] ,n n-l n n n n [ n n n j
x'V 9x = x'V J'V 11x /n n n n n n-l n l+x'V 1 xn n-l n £ x'V 1 V 1 x ,n n n-l n
x'V 2,x = x'V 1V l x  /fl-x'V_1xn n-l n n n n-l n i n n nj
x'V t v  1x = x'V 2x /n n-l n n n n n l-x'V 1 x I . ^ n n n j
The following lemma is basic to all that follows.
LEMMA 1. If v is a sequence of positive numbers with
y (v -v 1 1 /tu K n n-l' n
(4.4)
It
(4.3) 1
(4.4) 1
( 4.3)2
(4.4) 2
( 4.3)3
( 4 .4) 3
(4.4) 4
then
uu
y v x'V J'V-1 x < ° ° . ^ n-l n n n-l n
Proof. Take traces in MIL (4.4) and use MIL (4.4)4 to see that
x ,V _1V_1 x = - t _1n n n-l n n-l n
so that multiplying both sides by  ^ and summing gives
OO COy v , x ' v  1 v 1 x 5 t 1 + y fv -v 1/tn-l n n n-l n p-1 u  ^n n-l' n
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The following lemma will be used repeatedly.
LEMMA 2. If o.n > 0 then \ < 00 d/ \ 2?(a^ ) < 00 .
Proof. See Lukacs (1975, p. 80).
The theorems below are based on the following considerations. Recall
now
/\ /\
X un
t
n
where
un
A
un
Thus recalling Qn = tr ( (Bn-BQ) '(^-Bq)J
(I) Q, = Q.n-1
2+ a w + 2u 'bn n 2a 'bn n
where
O _o /\ /\a = x 'V x u 'uft ft ft ft ft ft
ft ftv ft-l 0'
’urther, under condition A or Aj,
M/“2
a' = x'(B -B 1 , b = (B -B 1 'V_1x
VI V7 k  V? __ I C \ s  '  VI '  K - l  0 '  77, 7 2
(IV £k„l Vi) 2 «n_l + K rn xJ t+anaJ  - 2anbn 
Alternatively we find (this is derived in a moment)
1(II) W = Wft + x'V !x u'u - a'a |i-x'V "x | + 2u'a- - - - • • ft ft
r ,-l
ft-l ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ( ft ft ftj
so that, under condition A or Ax,
d i ) ’ e[w I f  .) <  , + x rv _ 1 x t . ^ft1 ft-i; ft-i ft ft ft
To see II begin with
V (B -B 1 = V (B ,-B ) + x u' .ft • ft 0' ftv ft-l 0' n ft
l-x'V Xxft ft ftj
Thus
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(B -B J  'V (B -B )K n 0J n K n O'
= I(B , - B j  '+u x 'V ' 1\{V (B ,-Bj+x u '}\ K n-1 Cr n n n J 1 n y n-1 O' n n J
= (B -B V V  (B -B ) + a u + u a' + u u 'x 'V -1xv n-1 0' n K n-1 0' n n n n n n n n n
= (B -.“B . V V  , f§ -B 1 + a a ' + a u ' + u a 7 + u u ' x ' V ^ x  v n-1 0' n-lv n-1 0' n n  n n  n n  n n n n n
A
and putting - a and taking traces yields II.
Next recall the following version of the martingale convergence theorem. 
MGCT*. If T , a , 3 cere non negative random variables 3 measurable 
with respect to an inereasing sequence of o-algebras F^ and satisfy
e{t If J  < T + a - 3 .V 1 Yl— \J V ? _ T  »7 V)n-l
OO 00
T/zen when Y a < 00 a.s. ue nane Y 3 < 00 a.s. and T -> T a.s. a finitetj* n “ n n J
non-negative random variable. (In future T will always denote such a
variate.)
oc
Proof. From E [t i F _Y < T , + a and Y a < 00 a.s. we deduce v n1 n-l-7 n-1 n  ^ n
n
T -> T a.s. (Neveu, 1975, p. 34). Next set b = Y 3 so n ’ 5 r n i- s
E[T +b IF J  < r +2? + a .• n n 1 n-1- n-1 n-1 n
The same result of Neveu ensures T + b -+ T' so that b b < 00 a.s. asn n n
required.
Remarks. (1) The inequality involving T occurs also in Stochastic
Approximation (Blum, 1954). Indeed one of the points of Plackett’s 
algorithm is to see how regression can be viewed as a form of Stochastic 
Approximation.
(2) A variate such as T is also called a stochastic Lyapunov
function - Bucy (1955).
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4.4 Four Theorems on Strong Convergence
In Theorems I, I* below we apply MGCT* to II'. In Theorems II, II' we 
investigate W' /x^ by summing II. In Theorems III, IV we demonstrate
directly the convergence of those series obtained by summing I.
THEOREM I (Feedback allowed). I f  Ax, B, C  h o ld  th e n  Q -+ 0 a . s .n
Proof • Divide II’ throughout by x . Set T -  W /x ,yx yl yx yx
e [t If  5  T + tx 'V \  /t  - T fx -t  .) lxy n '  n - 1- n - 1 n n n n n - 1' n n-1- n
Now by MIL (4.4)2 ,
x.'V„1x_/t_ = x_'V„11x_| l-x_'V_1x_ ] /x_n n n n n n -1  n [ n n nj n
x'V_1.x /n n-1 n T V  X 'V 2 ]( n n -1  n n -1  nj 1-x 'V Xxn n n
n r 2x 'V -xv ,n n-1 n n-1
5 (A / t v l v  x 'V ’S/ 1 -X v n-1 n n-1- n-1 n n n-1 n
where MIL (4.4)3 has also been used
,, . ,v ,x'V V  11x since x x < xn-1 n-1 n-1' n-1 n n n-1 n ~S (X l/T
-1 _ -1 
n ~ n-1
Thus V x ?V ~X /x < 00 by Lemma 1 and condition CT L n n n n
Thus by the MGCT*, T T and \  T fx -X )/x < whereupon■* yx ~~ _L n n yx
T - 0 since by condition B and Kronecker’s lemma we cannot have
CO
y fx -x ,)/t < °° .{; v n n - l J n
THEOREM r  (Feedback allowed). If Ax , B , E , F kola7 then Ö -> 0n
a. s.
Proof. According to the proof of Theorem I we need only show
COy x'v xx /x <L n n n n
Now call u = D 2X so that n n n
x 'V Lx = u 'R 1u .n n n n n n
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If C denotes the smallest eigenvalue of R then n n
X ,V“1X /T < £_1u'u /t = C_1 / dV. /[v. t 1n n n n n n n n n . , '• 7r^=l
then the result follows from conditions E and F.
Before proceeding, some lemmas are required.
LEMMA 3. Let X b e  a martingale difference sequence w.r.t. on 
increasing sequence of o-algebras F . Let J be a positive non-O
decreasing sequence of F measurable random variables. Supposes — jl
i »h i 1 f- i < 00 /or some 0 < 6 < 1 (4.5)
then J i °° implies J  ^S X 0 a.s. n r n “ s
Proof. Condition (4.5) ensures ^ X / J  < 00 a.s., Stout (1974, p. 67)
Then Kronecker’s lemma gives the result.
ALEMMA 3 ‘ (MGCT). With X , F , J as in Lemma 3* suppose
1 E *Z|Fi a^2s 1's-1 /J < 00 a.s. s (4.6)
Then
J < <» a.s. implies J L S X <°° a.s.,V7 L V7 4; on j s
—IJ -* co a.s. implies J J I -*■ 0 a.s. n n ~ s
Proof. Set T = i 1 J Z , 0 S dJ - J - J < J , thenr n h : s  n n n-1 n
T = T . fl-dJ /J 1 + X /J n n-1^ n w- n ?
so
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e [t2\v 1 = T2 Al-dJ /J l2 + e \x2|f \/j2 ^n n-lj n-1 v n n* n 1 n-lj n
5 T2 . fl-dJ /J ) + £|z2|f n-lv n nJ 1 M' •n n-1 u:
since dJ > 0 , dJ /J 5 1 .  Now from MGCT*, if (4.6) holds then T -> T n n n n
2
. s. and £ idJyi/Jn < °° a*s* The first conclusion is thus established.
The second conclusion follows also since J 00 ensures ) dJ /J = °° andn i- n n
we conclude T - 0 a.s. to avoid a contradiction. Of course the second 
conclusion follows also from Lemma 3 with 6 = 1 .
Remarks, (a) with J - I  - ) E XZ\¥n n “  ^s s-1
Neveu (1972, p. 150): note that
, Lemma 3' is given in
Iw  r  \  co e o
1 E X21F n 112 £ I
2 I s »-U s 2
dt/t2 < j dt/t2 < °° . 
s-1 1
(b) Let J - T } where / 2{t)dt < 00 then
J.
i *  # F. - i  < Z
J.
I
dt/f2(t) < dt/f^it) < 00 .
J,s-1 0
In this case the second part of Lemma 3 appears in Stout (1974, p. 147). 
THEOREM II (Feedback allowed). If Az , 3, E, FM hold then -*■ 0
a. s.
Proof. Denote go = X ,V 1 X , 6 = U'u - tr(E 1 , l = ] ixi . Sums s s s ’ s s s ^ s J n y s
II and divide by T to obtain
n n
T \l = T 1 y co 6 + t 1 I co trfz 1n n n ^ s s n ^ s   ^s' t 1 y a 'a fl-co ) n V s 3 K sJ
{i-2 \ ugus (l-“s) / (| asas h - us)]}
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Next consider that condition B ensures 1 -+ 00 since if l - T w <n 00 ^ s
°o  ^n
then I X 'X /O < 00 and Kronecker’s lemma would imply o ) X 'X ~ s s s n “ s s 0 .
Now take each term in turn.
According to Lemma 3 and conditions A2 , B , the first term converges
oo i+n.s. to zero if £ (ü) /T ) < °° . This sum isS o71
\ ( v u n( y g i+ri < i (j) /Z1+n s' s ^ s /TJ i+n
since U) = X 'V < 1 s s s s However F" => l /t -> 0 while s s
i « / i r  < i
i
p j i
S  rCO
dt/t1+r] <
s-1
dt/t^+T[ < °° .
P-1
The second term, by A2 , is bounded by const x n^A  which converges to 
zero by jP" a,n c(- £ .
n
For the third term set J = T 3 'a fl-w } , A' = U 'a fl-w 1 and apDlyn “ 3 s K sJ n n n K nJ J
MGCT (Lemma 3’)- Now
l E 
1 n n-1
/J2 < t I a'a fl-u) )2/J2 n “ n n v nJ n
<  t y a 'a  fl-o) l/J2 since 10 = X 'V Xx < 1 .^ n n ■ n' n n n n n
This sum is
t y dj /j2 < t y dj u j =-t yn n “ n 71 n-1 “ J  X _ J  1 < co[ n n-lj
Now if J < 0 0  a.s. the bracketed factor is finite a.s. while the n
multiplier converges to zero. If J -> 00 a.s. the bracketed factor (and so71
the whole term) is negative for n ’large enough’ (of course n depends on
the realisation). Thus W /t is bounded by the first two terms for nn n
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’large enough' and so converges to zero a.s.
THEOREM II' (No feedback). If A2 , B , E, F'" hold then Q -> 0 a.s.n
Proof. From the proof of Theorem II we conclude via F’" that
W fr -> T a finite a.s. random variable. However e [ö 1 < ex ^ and n n K n' n
Fatou's lemma implies T = 0 a.s.
THEOREM III (No feedback). If (Ai or A ’), B, D' hold and the X ares
are nonstoohastic then Q -* 0 a.s.n
Proof. Sum I, whereupon it is clear we have to show
DO r CO COY E a I < «> , y u'b < oo y a'b < °o
Lm V7 ! *-» V) V7 *-• Yl Yt- “J n n P
to conclude £) T . Then, since under Ai , E[Q^  ) 5 tx while under A' ,
-1E ) < ct , Fatou's lemma gives
0 < E(T) < lim i i ' f ß  1  < lim t 1 const. = 0 , --- • nJ ---  n
so that T = 0 a.s.
(a) Under Ax
E an^ x'V 2xn n n t+x'V 1 xn n-1 n
< x'V 1V 1 x (t+1) by MIL (4.3)3 twice. n n n-1 n
Under A',
p fa2] < (27TC-KJX'V \ x  Ix'V 2Xt n .  ^ n n-1 n ; n n >j n
< (2tt+1 )öX'V_iV"i,x bv MIL (4.3)3 twice.n n n-1 n
Thus for Ai or A' we have for some constant cT , E < c fx 'V XV 1 X . n n n-1 n
(b) Next, y a'b < 0 0  if y [a'b I < 0 0  and this will follow, by L n n L 1 n n 1P P
Lemma 2, if y Pla'b I L 1 n n 1 P
< 00
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Let 0^ be a positive increasing sequence of constants to be chosen,
Take expectations in the inequality
2 (a rb ) = 2 fa A/ö 70 7) ' fb Vo ~0 7)K n nJ n n-1 n-1' n n-1 n- 1'
< b 'b o 6 + a 'a / (a  0 )n n n-1 n-1 n n v n-1 n-1'
to obtain
2&|a 'b I 5 £(a 'a ) /  (o -.9 J  + o 0 E’ fb'b ) n n nn  n-1 n-1 n-1 n-1 n n
' x ' V ' V ^ V “1* ö 0 /fl-x'V-x ] + x fV_1x /a 0 n n n-i n n n-1 n-1 \ n n nj n n n n-1 n-1< c
5 c'0 ,X 'V "S/ 11X + X 'V XX /a 0 , by MIL (4.4)n-1 n n n-1 n n n n n-1 n-1
2 c'6 . x ' V ' V T x  + 1/fa .0 .1 by MIL (4.3)2.n-1 n n n-1 n v n-1 n-1'
Now choose 0 - Vn and a (that is t ) in D’ to see
by MIL (4.4)2 (4.7)
4 (4.8)
(4.9)
y f0 -0 ,)/ t  <1• ■ n n-1' n h, 1+6lim n log n/Tn . I (Vn-Vn-1) / (Vn log1"1^  n) < 00 1
so by Lemma 1 the first term in (4.9) has finite sum: also
CO { ^ X 00
y l/o 0 < lim n^log"1,0 n/o y 1/(n log1 ' n) < ^ n-1 n-1 1/7 ■ v 'nj
(c) Noting that, under A\ or A’, pfli'u 1 < const, we see by almost• n n'
the same argument as in (b) that
y p lu 'b  I < «> .
u 1 n n 1 P
THEOREM IV (No feedback). Xf A\ , B, C" hold and the x are non-s
♦
stochastic then 0 -* 0 a.s.n
Proof- Following the proof of Theorem III we have to show 
2(a) E
. njp v '
< °° . This follows as in that proof.
(b) According to Lemma 3’, under Ai, y U'b converges a.s. if
P n n
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£ b'b converges a.s. However £ e {b_'b^ ) < 00 by Lemma 1: thus by Lemma
n n
2, Th'b <°° a.s. 9 L n n
P
(c) Finally, choosing 0^ to be the of Lemma 1, consider that
expression (4.8) can be bounded by
e'v , x rV 1V 1 x + v x'V 1V 1 x X /w-1 n n n-1 n n-1 n n rc-1 n rc-1 0 -,vn-1 n-1
These series have finite sums by condition C” and Lemma 1,
ADDITION. After this chapter was completed the author became aware of 
the work of Moore (1978) in which the inequality (II) ? is established. 
Moore’s main theorem, (Theorem 4.3) then states that a.s. convergence 
occurs if for some a > 0 ,
a,,-l ^  ^n V ->0 a.s. , n
for some constant M 
clearly imply
I n a x'V 1x < M < °° a.s.n n n
P
However recalling = tr these conditions
00
) X'V_1X /T < 00 and T -*■ 00 u n n n n n
P
and so this result follows from the proof of Theorem I.
The assumption of a constant bound enables a proof of MGCT* without 
recourse to the result in Neveu. HowTever it will be seen in subsequent use 
of MGCT* that the stronger result is vital.
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CHAPTER 5
STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION AND THE FINAL VALUE THEOREM
5.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the well known limit laws for
both the Robbins-Monro (RM) and Kiefer-Wolfowitz (KW) Stochastic 
Approximation (SA) schemes namely Central Limit Theorem (CLT), Sacks (1958), 
Law of the Iterated Logarithm (LIL), Heyde (1974) and Invariance Principle 
(IP), Kersting (1971), McLeish (1976), Kushner (1978). The idea here is to 
subtract out the part of the SA that obeys the limit law and use a time- 
varying version of the Final Value Theorem (FVT) of Z-transform theory to 
show the remainder is asymptotically negligible. As a result of this 
approach it is straightforward to state results for general a , c
sequences. Further, the conditions required for the validity of the 
theorems, are not obscured by the summing procedure so that their nature is 
clearly revealed. Thus the CLT/IP are given without a.s. convergence of the 
SA being required (though strong assumptions on the regression functions are
They are needed of course for the LIL.
The chapter is in two parts. The first gives a CLT/IP/LIL for the 
solution to a sotc’nastic difference equation;, the second applies these to 
the SA schemes.
5.2 Limit Behaviour of Stochastic Difference Equations
This section gives some lemmas concerning the asymptotic behaviour of 
(stochastic) difference equations.
LEMMA 1 (Final Value Theorem (FVT)). Let a^ be a sequence of
n n
CO
positive constants with -»■ 0 and ) a^ oo . Let a > 0 and
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Then provided b^  < 00
lim £ - a lim b an 1 n nYt+co ft-K»
£/ t/ze right hand limit exists.
Proof. Denote tt , = T T  fl-a a 1 .n+1 11 ' 1 S'
The conditions on a ensure tt 1 W + 00 (Bromwich 1947, p. 1042)
Divide the equation through by tt^  and sum up
(5.1)Sz+l ^n+l  ^W l  + ^O^n+l
Next, by the discrete L'Hospital rule (a special case of the Toeplitz 
lemma - Bromwich (1947, pp. 414-415))
b / tt b /tt, . r _ , . w n+1 . . n n+1lim £ . = lim — -----— = lim ---- 7—---n+1 --1 „-1 a a /ttt  ^-TT 1 n n+1n+1
= ot  ^lim b /a 1 n n
if this limit exists.
Remarks. (I) This lemma is the time varying form of the final value 
theorem of Z-transform theory.
(2) If b^ is a random sequence and ^I^q! < 00 5 then
lim E|£ I < a'1 lim E\b \/a 1 n1 1 1 n 1 n
if the right hand limit exists.
(3) If V is a sequence of nondecreasing positive "norming"
constants and calling d\) - V - V (this 'differential’ notation will
f l r i  ■ > i
be used throughout) then provided b^  < 00 and0
X = lim (do , / [a v 1 = lim n+1  ^n nJ
n+1 1—  < a, a 1 n
we have lim v £ = fa ,-Xl  ^lim V , b /an n 1 } n+1 n n
1
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Proof.
and the result follows by the same proof as in Lemma 1 since by the above 
condition lim d\) /\) = 0 .
provided lim tp /an - 0 .
(5) From expression (5.1) we can derive a weaker result than the FVT.
from (5.1) by Kronecker's lemma. This result has been given by Venter 
(1967). In fact by the FVT we need only b -+ 0 "faster" than o to
conclude E, -*■ 0 . The point is that the discrete L*Hospital rule is a
special case of the Toeplitz lemma while the Kronecker lemma is a 
consequence of it.
(6) It should be remarked that the discrete L’Hospital rule holds also 
for probability limits. Thus if b^  f 00 a.s. and
Lemma 1 still holds
CO
If, with the conditions of Lemma 1, Jib ^ < 00 , then 0 . This follows
a finite a.s. random variable and
sup ( E [ dS^ d bn |1+ n < L < 00 for some H > 0 or
n
sup
n
< L < co a.s. L a constant
then S J b n n
Proof. Take c1 = 0 w.l.o.g. by setting - c"°n an<^  dropping
the dash. Now
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n n
S /b - y dS,/\ db-f n n K. £ K
= i < £ ) / i  ^
+ 5; (dsfe/dbfc)dbfcj(|dsfc/dbk| > e)/l dbk .
Nov; the modulus of the first term is bounded by £ which is arbitrarily 
small. Nov; by Holder’s inequality
E[\dSk/dbk \l{\dSk/dbk \ > e)j
l/Ci+n)
E\dSk/dbk \-:‘j > e))) n / d + n )
S > E)
in view of the first condition above.
Thus the second term has its expectation bounded by
L1/(1+n) \ dbkP[\dSk/dbk \ > e)/| dbk
which by the discrete L’Hospital rule and assumption has limit zero. A 
similar argument gives the result under the second condition. In the sequel 
it will be convenient to denote
dS /db c by p lim dS /ctb - c .n n J n n
LEMMA 2 (CLT for the solution to a stochastic difference equation). 
Suppose Z is a martingale difference sequence w.r.t. some increasing
sequence of a-fields F and letn
U _ = fl-a.a )u + [a fc )z . U = 0 a.s.9 (5.2)n+ 1  ^ 1 rP n x n nJ n 0
where a., is a positive constant and where c^ are sequences of
positive constants with
CO
(A) y a = °° , a -> 0 and either c - 1 'in or else c -> 0 ~ n n n n
2■£« which case a /c 0 . Suppose also n n rr
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(B) There is a random variable Z with EZ < <*> and for some
c < 00 j Vn Pr(|Z^| > x I :$ c Pr( \z\ > x) Vx . Notice
that sup E 
n
z2\fn1 n < oo
(C) p lim E Z2 |Fn 1 n = O = lim E nJ} .
(D) lim
c a n+1 n
2 a n <? n+1n
- 1 = A fo < X < 2a ) ; c /c ’ -* 1, a la ' -* 1v iJ 5 n' n+1 5 n n+1
_^ p oThen c £/ /V<2~~--> Z/fo, a /#} where ZZ = 2a, - Xn n n K J i
Remark. Condition D, with c = 1 , ensures lim na > 0 .n --- n
n , o fProof. As in Lemma 1, tt , = "] f (l-a a^ ] 0 . Call v - E U \
W + -L «L S M
that calling cr^ = E n
2 r,  ^2 2 2 -2 2 i> , = ll-a.a + a c an+1  ^ 1 nJ n n n n
Then by the FVT (3) and (A), (D),
(5.3)
, . 2 2 . V-1 , . 2 -2 2 - 2 2  lim c v a - K lim c , a c an n n n+1 n+i n n n
2a' IK . (5.4a)
Thus we may norm by V instead of Va~Jc J J n n n
Next call S - U ftt son n n
S n - S = a c 1 Z / tt = w n+1 n n n n n+1 n+1
say, and S' , is a MG w.r.t. F . Also J n+1 n
2 2 s = var [s 1 = V /tt n  ^n- n ,_2 n (5.4b)
S /S = U /V ; n n n n (5.5)
that is, a CLT for S /s is one for ZZ c /V5~~ 5 n n n n n
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To d e r i v e  t h e  CLT we must  show ( S c o t t ,  1973)
1 ,a) Ci I ^ L h , 1n+1 J  k+l '  k
(2 )  s n + l  E uk+lI ^ “ fe+l l -  e s n + l '  1 'fc1 I F,.] 0 .
Note t h a t
2 , 2  „2 2n , / s  = Z an+1 n+1 n n
2 2 y e  , 
n+1 nj
= (A7°  ) a n Z> » (1 )+ 1 ) •
Now a p p ly  t h e  d i s c r e t e  L ’H o s p i t a l  r u l e  f o r  p  l i m ’s  (FVT ( 6 ) )  and  ( B ) ,  
t o  (1 )  t o  s e e
p  l i r a  I  ® («^+ 1 |Ffc
N e x t ,  (2 )  i s  i m p l i e d  by
= p l im  E u2 , |F n + 1 1 n /E n+1
-  p l i m  S’f z 2 1F ] / f [ z2] = 1 by (C) 1 n 1 nj  { n j  J
V i  I £ + - h lfe+l 1 k+l -  £Sk+ i) 1 9 0 .
Once more t h e  ’p lim* d i s c r e t e  L TH o s p i t a l  r u l e  shows t h i s  t o  f o l l o w  i f
p  l im  E Wr . , l ( | w ,'fe+1 Vi fc+1 2 £sfc+1) I 5
1 2
1 r K
IE U-, ,
fc+1 • /
= 0
From e q u a t i o n  ( 5 . 6 )  f o r  k l a r g e  enough
l [ \ uk+ l l  ~ £SIm- 0  -  ^ Z2 > ^ 2l a k] -
( 5 . 6 )
(C)
Thus we need  o n l y  i n v e s t i g a t e  ( d r o p p i n g  t h e  % ) t h e  l i m i t  o f
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4 1
2 2 Z7 > e /a7 Zc k' I F '
= £ la7 Pr k zl 2 £2/afc I F*
f°0 ✓
+ Pr
2 , 
z^i. 2 y I Ffe dy
2 , 2 2< ce /a^ Pr Z > e /a1
kJ
+ 0
2, 2 
£ /afe
Pr(Z2 > y)dby (B)
= eff|z2J Z2 > e/ah
2which has a.s. limit zero since £(z ) < 00 .
COROLLARY. Condition (B) may be replaced by the stronger (B')j
|Z |2+n I F ]' V? 1 » v? :(B’ ) sup £ 
n
<  CO
Proof.
£11i.
2 2 
2 E /ak] | 'J ak/Z
ak'Z '
n/2
n/2
z2+njk
2 2 2 £ /afc
sup £■( lZ„l 2+n I F„]
n y J
1 F*!
-> 0 .
LEMMA 3 (LIL for a stochastic difference equation). In the statement 
of Lemma 2 remove conditions h3 B and add conditions
2 2(A') y a -co • o = \/n or c -> 0 • lim ale = 0, Y a  < °° .“ n n n n n ± n
(E) Y a2£ 24xf i Z I < 6/Vä1 < «> for sor?e 6 > 0 .
l n n u n 1 n' J
(F) J a £ |Z 11 IZ2! > e/da 1 1 < «, ye > 0 ^ n n1 (f n n j 1
Then
lim c U / [a if» n n K nrJ 2 = +ö /Vk a.s. j
lim c V / [an n y nr
p
1 2 - -o/Vk a.s.j
0 _ 2a t -2v n—2where ib =2 log log s rn n and s2 = n
( 2 \ -2 i na /K\a c e v- ' n n and t = y n /■
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aiTn v nwith v - lim (log or lira r^e n = eV and = TT •
Proof. For either -> 0 or c = 1 we have from the assumptions,
that I a < ^ n So take w.l.o.g. a.a < % . Now it is well knownIn
(Bromwich, 1947, p. 181) that for jxj < % ,
2I log(l+x)-a:| < a; .
Thus I (log(l-a^a^) +a^a^) is absolutely convergent and so convergent:
—2thus V exists. Now in view of (5.4) it follows that can be replaced
by
s2 = (o2/K]a <r27T_2(i+o (l)] . n K J n n n K n '
As mentioned in the proof of Lemma 2 we need only investigate a LIL for
S /s . For This we need (Heyde and Scott, 1973) n n J
a)  i s~ry u4j(|u I < 6s ] n v 1 n 1 n} < 00 for some 6 > 0
O) I « Ml»Jl(|«J 2 esJ) < 01
-2 v 2(3) sn l uk + 1
First these conditions are replaced. Indeed (2) is implied by
CO r
(2c z »;?4 # ( i “»i = es I < a» Ve > 0 . n- j
This follows since (2’) exceeds e times (2) (recall an indicator function 
equals its square). Next it is shown that (1), (2'), (3) may be replaced by 
(1), (2' ) , (3’),
O' ) s"2 2k1 ’ k-1 1 a. s .
_2 n 2 f 2 11
Clearly (3) is impled by (3T) together with s^ £ uk~^ l'k'^/c-ljJ 0 a . s
Denote
uu < = - 5sD  »
u2 k = > 6s^  •
Then it is required to show
* y 
n I
2 2 
U-, -u _7 rC lfe -*• 0 a. s . ,
-2 YA 2 rU1k E 4jFk-i -* 0 a. s . ,
— 9  ^  r 9
sn | ®(M2felFfc-l 0 a.s.
Now the first limit holds if P(w, ^ u 7 i.o.) = 0  . But by the Borel-7c r Ik
Cantelli lemma this is equivalent to
I P{ukt = y P(|Mfc| > 6sfe) < »
However consider that
« l P[KI > fiej s <52
\ CO2 .2 21 cu > 6 s I + > s n nj n
- 2 P u > y 
2 2 -
%
6 s
°° y- \
= I sf £ P J (I“ I - 5sJ  < ” by (2.9
1 " '• " " " J 
The second limit holds by Kolmogorov’s strong law for martingales if
I .-M«: if n lrc < ooq " v. —*
which is just (1). The third limit holds by Kronecker’s lemma if
Y s 2? m F “ n 2ft n-1 1 v
< oo
which holds, by the lemma in Lukacs (1975, p. 80) if
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which is (2’).
To complete the proof recall (5.5) to see (1), (2T) «=> (E), (F); 
while, via (5.6) and the discrete L’Hospital rule, (3’) is implied by (B)
COROLLARY. In Lemma 3., (E) and (F) are implied by (B)'., (G).
2+n(B)' sup E 
n
|z i
' n 1 F ) < co for some rj > 0 n)
i+n/2
'n(G) \ a "" < 00
Z^lflz I < S/Vä“]n n n' 1 const. E ,2+n - 1+0/2 Thus (E) isProof. E
implied by (B), (G). For (F),
Z4l(|Z I > e/Va~l! 5 £,(z2+n]an/2 n v' n1 n- j n j n
so that (F) follows from (B’), (G).
The next step will be to state an IP. Suppose we multiply throughout
(5.2) by e /Va T and denote Q _ = [a _ /Va 7) U _ , we have after J n+1 n+1 n+1 y n+1 n+1- n+1 5
some manipulation and utilising condition D,
dQ , cs; (A-2ca) +n+1 n ny 1J n (5.7)
n  __  -i /—  _ T ~where W = 7 Va w Z with w = c _c v a a . and div = 17 - P/ andn £ s s s n n+1 n n n+1 n n n-1
nj
begins to resemble the
~  ö 2t  n so W " looksnso on. Notice that W 1 (condition D) so 2?n
like” a Wiener nrocess on a time scale T : Qn n
output of a stochastic differential equation. It is these heuristic 
considerations that will be formalised in the IP.
There are two ways to formulate an IP for Q (according to choices of
arrays of martingale difference sequences): one is to derive the IP from an
IP for S /s (recall (5.5)) - this is the type of result stated by McLeish n n J
(1976) and Kersting (1971). The other approach follows from an IP for P/^
and has been given by Kushner (1978) and Ibragimov and Khasminskii (1973) 
for a maximum likelihood estimator. It is the second form of the IP that 
will be stated here. Briefly, the author feels it to be a more natural form 
of IP given the difference equation nature of the SA schemes. First we give
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an IP for W and then via summation by parts and the continuous mapping
theorem (Billingsley, 1968, Theorem 5.1) we obtain the IP for Q^ . The
other type of IP could just as well be derived however, and must in any case 
be obtainable by a change of time scale.
2Let Wit) denote a Wiener measure of variance O on Z?[0, 1] the 
space of all functions on [0, 1] that are right continuous and have left 
hand limits (Billingsley, 1968, Chapter 3). Define
k it) = sup{m : T -T < t\ . n L n-\-m n 1
LEMMA 4 . Under the conditions of Lemma 2 ,
W .7/ r + \ - W => W(t) . n+k it) n n
Proof. Consider the triangular array V . = V a 7 Z .w . and array0 J nz n+z n+z n+z J
of increasing G-fields F . = F . , so that & n,z n+z+1
and
n+k it) n . i n z  n z<k it)n
EKzdFn,i-d = °
Now condition C ensures 1 so this multiplier will be neglected.
To conclude weak convergence we have only to check the conditions of McLeish 
(1974, Corollary 3.8) (they are stated for Z)[0, 00) but apply to Z>[0, 1] )
F . .  > e I 0 V £  > 0 ,
i<k it) n
i<k it) n
v2 i F ni1 n,i-lj -£-> o2t Vt < 1 .
Now the summand in the first condition is
2 f 2 1a .E n+z Z .1 n+z\
Z . > e/a .[ n+z n+z(
and under condition B this is bounded by
a .E n+z
f _2_ 2 VZ I
<
[Z > e/anU]\
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Now s i n c e  I  a -  T '  (s i n c e  *  0 ) t h e  r e s u l t
z<k ( t ) nn
f o l l o w s  b e c a u s e  p ( z ^ )  < 00 . The summand i n  t h e  se co n d  c o n d i t i o n  i s
y a  .E Z2 . |F .u n+z n+z n+zz<k ( t )  n
and I  a t o g e t h e r  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n s  A and C e n s u r e  t h e  r e s u l t .
i s f e ' ( t )  ^n
Remark. The r e s u l t  c l e a r l y  a l s o  h o l d s  w i th  c o n d i t i o n  B r e p l a c e d  by B r 
We i n v e s t i g a t e  Q by r e o r g a n i s i n g  ( 5 . 7 )  a s  (o r  m u l t i p l y i n g  th r o u g h  ( 5 . 2 )
by c /Vä 7  ) J n+1 n+1 J
Q = Q ( l -hK a ) + dW n+ 1 n ■ n nJ »
w7h e re
X = 2a w -  a  n  i n  n
-1
» 2- ln ha 1 (i<; - l ln v n J
w i th
-1 /  -1 w - o V a an n + l  n n  n+1
N o t ic e  t h a t ,  by c o n d i t i o n  D o f  Lemma 2 ,
- i f  2 , .a u  - 1  X n \ n j
and w -»■ 1 so  t h a t  W + 1 2 ; t h u s
n  n
7 - I f u  - n ■ n
1 - i f  ,2 Jl ]  = h[w t i l  a U r - 1  fw - l j  -> 0J v n ' n I n K n J
so  t h a t  f i n a l l y ,  -*■ X = 2a-, -  X .
N e x t ,  d e n o t i n g  P = [ J (l-%K a  ) sum up t o  o b t a i n  
Yl S  S
— 1 ' ^  __ i
q„ = + p .7 y p tt <&/„N+n N+n N d d+n ~ N+s N+s
-1  -1  -1
Now sum by p a r t s  n o t i n g  t h a t  P^ -  P^ ^ -  -hX^a^P  ,
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% + n  PN+nPN QN + WN+n + ^PN+n ^ PN+sWN+s-lKN+sdT N+s PN+nPN Wl
Noting that
p _ p _ _p y v n p ^
N+n N 2 L± N+sN+sN+s
we have
,-l -1QTJ =■ P„ P-j Q.. + Wr7 - W„ + kPT1 ) K„ P ‘ IJ/„ ,-4/..1 dt „ N+n N+n N N N+n N N+n ^ N+s N+sK N+s-1 N} N+s
Denote now
CN{t) PN+kN(t)PN
-1
and
¥ 4) = W„(t) - "fL'J
and rewrite this as (neglecting terms such as ^
vanish in probability in the 'sup1 norm)
V ‘> = 9;(t)V 0) + V*> + * T0 iv+y S)Vt)cÄ1(s)V s)ds •
We now show
lim sup 
N*°° OStSl
CNit)-e-kY,t 0
Since
kKt ^sup e < 00 
0<fc=l
and
kxte exp
N+k it)  ^N
-% I a K l- s s -> i  ' i t  .
N+kit)
(This follows since /_ a t (because a -> 0 and X -* X v „ s n nN
that
(5.8)
(5.9)
ensure
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N+k^t) N+k^it)
l asX / I <* - X )
N 8 S N S
it will do to show
N+k At) 
N
CN(t)exph \ a K I -► 1 uniformly in t,, So*
Now a 0 sow.l.o.g. take I a I < % Vn and consider that this last n n
expression is
exp
N+k (t)
I log(l-*K a)+%K a 
N s s s o
which is bounded in modulus by
exp
N+k At)
I «V/J .jr, s s
N+k (t)
Now since 7 a + t and a + 0 fso that maxo  V? k
NSkSN+k At) N
-> 0 Vt ) it
N+k At) N+k.A 1)A7 2 // 2
follows that 7 a T a 0 and the result follows since
N S N S
K K . We have thus established (5.9). s
Now by the continuous mapping theorem and Lemma 4 it follows for 
example that
f  S-m t -s)WNish N e-*K(*-8)sr(8)d8 _
Also
5 ^ ( 0 )  => 5 ( 0 )  -  A/(o, c/ A K ]  .
This is just the CLT, Lemma 2. It should be remarked that Kushner’s 
proof is incomplete in that a CLT for 5 (0) is not proved.
Thus, from (5.9), we now obtain by simple argument
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LEMMA 5 .  Under the conditions of Lemma 2,
t) *  Q(t)
where Q(t) is the continuous Gaussian process on D\_0, 1] with
E{Q(t)) = 0 ,
E[Q(.t)Q(s)} = K 1a2e’ls'A t ~s) .
P r o o f .  We need only establish the existence of the process. From
't 
0
Q(t) = e K^tQ(0) + Wit) + hK e s ^w(s)ds (5.10)
we have
Q(t) = e-m Q(0) + X(t)
where
y... -3fKt f* %XS , . ,X{t) - e e dW(s)
J 0
or else
e (x (*)) = 0 ,
oU(t)X(s)} = e~^ Kv(e^ Ks-*~*Ks)o2/X
and
p(j(o) = oj = 0 .
However Billingsley (1968, Chapter 4) has demonstrated the existence of 
X(t) and in view of Lemma 2 our result follows.
Before turning to a discussion of Stochastic Approximation one more 
lemma is needed; a version of the Martingale Convergence Theorem.(MGCT), a 
slight extension of the one used in Chapter 4.
MGCT*. If F is an increasing sequence of o-algebras and T 9 a 9
R , y are non-neqative F measurable random variates with tt5 'n v n
e [t I f  1 < T fl+3 1 - a + Y . v n+11 nJ nv nJ n n
Then
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y 3 <0°, y Y <°° a.s.“ n 5 j n
ensures T T a.s. a finite random variable and ] a < 00 a.s. n j n
Proof. The conditions on 3 ensure P = *] f  (l+3 ) has a finite
Yl Yl ^ S
positive limit a.s. Thus we need only consider
E(t ' IF ) < T' - ol' + y ' ^ 77+l 1 nJ n n n
where dashed quantities were found by division by Pn+1
Now
Eft' IF ) < T' + v'  K n+1' n; n n
and according to an exercise in Neveu (197b), p. 34), \ y 1 < °° a.s
ensures Wr -*• Wr a.s. Now call a = y ar so that n n p s
P (t ' +a , I F 1 < f7' + a + y ' .
■ 77+1 77+1 1 77' 77 77 77
The same result ensures W  + a -*■ W,f so the result y a < 00 a.s.77 77  ^ n
follows.
Remark. It is well known that a 2:0 a.s., V p f a ) < co=;>y a  <Yl V VI > / - V I
a.s. (Lukacs, 1975, p. 80).
1 n 1 n
5.3 Limit Theorems for Stochastic Approximation
Recall the R-M procedure is a recursive method of finding the solution 
0 of an equation M(x) = a when M(x) is unknown. For each trial value 
x there is, however, a noisy measurement Y(x) with p(y(a:)) = M(x) . The 
solution is found by a recursion of the form
X  ^ = X - a [Y -a] , Y = Y[X ) ,77 + 1 77 77 77 77 K n J
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where a is a sequence of positive constants with at least \ cl = 00 ,
YL 1 ^
a 0 . It is usually assumed also that the conditional distribution of n
) given = x^ is the same as the distribution of
y(;c ) . Rewrite the above as
X = X - a M - a Z n+1 n n n n n
where M - Mix ) - a and Z - z[x ^  - y {x \ - m [x 1 is a martingale n nJ n K n} nJ K w
difference sequence w.r.t. cr-algebras generated by the X^ process.
The following assumptions will be of interest (of. Sacks, 1958).
(Al) M is a Borel-measurable function; M(6) = a and
(ar-9) (M(rc)-a) > 0 , Vx t 0 . Also \M(x)\ S a + b\x\ , 
ana constants a , b .
(A2) For some positive constants K , , Vrc ,
X |*-0| - j A/(ä:) —ct I < isT^ I -acr—© { •
(A3), (A3);,; M(x) - a + a (ar-9) + &(x, 0) with > 0
for (A3)“ 6(ä , 0) = o(|a:-0j) as x - 0 0
for (A3) 6(a;, 0) = a2|a;-0|1+  ^+
as x - 0 0 , for some finite constant and some 3 > 0 .
(A4) (a) sup E\Z(x) |2+1^  < 00 for SOme N > 0 ,
(b) lim E{?r(x)) = G2 . 
xr+ 9
Next consider the KW scheme. The aim here is to find the unique 
maximum at x = 0 of M(x) . There is a noisy observation Y(x) with
E(Y(s)) = Mix) .
Generate a sequence of approximations by
X = X - a c 1{Y [X -c )-Y (X 1] n+1 n n n - n K n nJ n K n nJ J
where a , c are sequences of positive numbers with at least, \
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c 0 , a /c -> 0 . As before the conditional distribution of Y (X ±c 1 n n n nK n n'
riven X, - x, ... X - x is the same as the distribution of Y[X ±c 1 .1 i n n K n nJ
Rewrite the scheme as
X = X -a e_1M - a c~1Z n+1 n n n n n n n
where
and
with
M = M[X -c 1 -  M[X +e ) n K n ri'  ^n nJ
Z = Z(X -c ) - zfX +c 1 n n nJ v n n*
Zix) - Y(x) - Mix) .
As before is a m.d.s.w.r.t. the o-algebras generated by X’ . The
following conditions will be of interest (of. Sacks, 1958, Heyde, 1974, 
1975).
(Bl) M is a Borel-measurable function with a unique maximum at
x - G and. VO < < 00 ,
inf ix-Q){Mix-e)-Mix+e)}e 1 > 0 .
0<s<t0,t1<\x-Q\±t2
Also \jx and some > 0 , |Mix+1)-Mix) [ < + Z? |ar| .
(B2) (32)* \}x , Mix) - cl - for/4l (;c-0) + 6(2;, 0) where a, > 05 0 '•  1 1
for (32)” 6(x, 6) = o CI x— 0 | j as x - 0 -*■ 0
for (32) 6{x 0) = a. \x-Q\2^  + o{ \x-Q\2^ )
as x - 6 0 for some finite and some 0 > 0 .
(33) For some c Q  > 0 , K 9 M o  with 0 < o < ,
^(x-0)2 < ix-Q)[Mix-c)-Mix+c)}c 1 5 K^ix-0)2 .
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(B4) Vn > 0 , 3e(n) 5 Vc with 0 < c < e(n) and Vx with |x-6| < c
|6(a:-e, 0)-6(a;+<?, 0)|e 1 5 n|^-B| .
(B5) (a) sup 2?| Z(x) | 2+ri < °o for some r\ > 0 ,
x
(b) lim E[Z(x-a)-Z(x+aj)2 = a2 . 
ar-*-0,a-K)
We have the following results.
THEOREM 1 (Dvoretsky, 1956). If sup var(Y(a;)l < °° then for R-M
x
under (Al)_, (A’) of Lemma 3^  for K-W under (Bl)_, (A1) of Lemma 3,
X - 0 -* 0 a.s. n
To prove the CLT/IP/LIL however, some additional convergence results 
are needed via the stronger conditions (*/&) for R-M, (IfcT) for K-W. Consider 
then the general expression
X - 6 = X - Q - a M o 1 - a c 1Z n+1 n n n n n n n (5.11)
where for R-M, c = 1  Vn .n
For R-M with (A2) and K-W with (B3),
E (.X -e)2 |F ] < [X -6) 2 f 1-2 K a  +2K2a2c~2} + o2c~2e (Z2 1 F ] . (5.12)(v n+1 y 1 n j K n J [ In 2 n n ) n n [ n' n)
Let be an increasing sequence of positive numbers with T 00 then
we have
LEMMA 6. For R-M with (A2), K-W with (B3) if sup var(y(a:)) < c < °°
and if (A) of Lemma 2 holds and if the v sequence is chosen to ensure
l - lim fy . A> -ll /a. < 2K.' n+1 n J y> (5.13)
then
lim v E[X -öl2 < c[2K-l) 1 lim v /[c2/a } . n K n J y 1 ' n [ n nj
Proof. Take expectations in (5.12) and apply FVT (3). We now have 
THEOREM 2. For (R-M) with (A2), K-W with (B3) and with
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sup var(y(a:)) < <? < 00 as well as \ a - 00 , a -> 0 , c = 1 Mn or 
x 1
2o 0 and a /c -*■ 0 we have n n n
p limpn-6) = 0 .
Proof. In Lemma 5 set = 1  to conclude convergence in m.s.
Remark. A theorem close to this one has appeared in Nevel’son and 
Khasminskii (1973/1975, p. 94 and p. 100).
LEMMA 7. If in addition to (3.3) we have (A1) of Lemma 3 plus
CO
(A”) V v a2o~2 <  ©o “ n n n
then for R-M with (A2)„ (B) of Lemma 2, /or K-W with (B3)j (B) of Lemma 2_,
v (x -0) ^ 0 a. s.n v n '
Proof. With conditions (A"), (B), MGCT* implies
T v a (z -öl < 00 a.s.
L-t V7 ‘V'7 x W  *n 7i n
well as V [X -0] T a.s. a finite r.v. n K n ;
CO
Now recall ) a = 00 and apply the discrete L?Hospital rule to see 
1 n
n n
0 = lira y a v (X -6] A  a j s s y s - £ s
= lim a v fz -0]z/<2 = T .n n K n J n
The basic idea now is to subtract from the SA scheme the part that obeys the 
CLT and use the FVT to show the remainder is asymptotically negligible.
Consider, then, reorganising (5.11) as
X - 0 = (x -0I fl-ora ) - a o - a e ±6
\ yj J \ » y) ' Y! Y) V? V? Y)
-1 (5.11a)
where for R-M, by (A3), 6 = 6 (X , 0l and c = 1 , while for K-W, byJ * n • n - w 5 J
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(B2), 6 = \&{x -o , el-6fx +c , e] } . Set5 n ' n n* '■ n n ’ - J
U = U (l-a a ) - a e_1Z , £/ = 0 a.s.n+1 1 n; n n n  0
and
D = X - 0 - U = (l-a.a I# - a 6 C ~ 1 (5.14)n+1 n+1 n+1 ' 1 nJ n n n tu v '
For the CLT it will do to show
lim e \D \o /VaT *> 0 . (5.15)1 n ' n n
The IP will certainly follow if
sup
0<£<1 \Pn+k (£) n '°n+k (t)^an+k (t) n n
max
1372<k (l) n
ID I c /\fa o .n+m n+m n+m
This will clearly follow if c ^D \ fJcT^  0 which will follow from
(5.15). For the LIL we need c |D  I /VST" a- o a.s.n n 1 n
THEOREM 3. For R-M under A2, A3*, A4 and D of Lemma 2^  for K-W 
under B2*, B3_, B4_, B5 and A_, D of Lemma 2_,
Q = c [X -Q)/VcT  tf(o, G 2/#! , K = 2a, - X ,n n ' n J n  ^ ’ 1 •*
X = lim a_ g 2 -2 -1 1 o .a c a ,-ljn+1 n n n+1 J
Proof. In view of the discussion just given and of Lemma 2, Corollary 
and Lemma 5 3 it is enough to show
p lim £7fZ2 I F ! = a2 = lim e \z2\ r [ n' nj (
(where F^ are the a-fields generated by ) and lim E\D^\o ^/VcT~ -* 0 .
Take moduli through (5.14), then expectations, and apply FVT (2, 3) (noting
lim c a^ c \  = 1 because of Dl we see n+1 n n n+1
lim e \D Io /VaT 5 1 n' n n lim VcT
a E|S n n
n
-1cn
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Now take each case separately (though the arguments are similar).
(1) R-M so c - 1 , Vn . Consider thatn
e |s = ®(l<5nh ( l v el + ff(l«n|j(hn-0l > d ) M r  •
From A3*, given r) > 0 , 3 c(rj) } } 6(a:, 0)| < rj 15c—91 for |a:-0| < £(r|) . 
Also by A2 , |5(;r, 0)| 5 ) j x-Q j so
ds„l/v^ S r\E\Xn -Q\ /VÖT + (Xg-KX^ffd^-el lf|Xn-0| > e))
S nV E{xn-Q)2lan + (xya^V E[Xn-9)2/an Vpf[^-6| > 0) .
2But t| is arbitrarily small, lim e [x^-Q] /a < 00 by Lemma 6 and
p(l v 0l > d  + 0 •
(2) K-W. Consider
e E n c 11 5 j j /Vä = E c 116 I jf IX -61 < a ) ] a /'\la~ [ n ' n'j n ( n n' ■' n ' n- j n n
e [c 11<5 |lf|x -0| > e )}a /VcT . \ n ' n' n 1 nJ j n n
From B4, given n > 0 , 3 £(r]) 3 Vö with 0 < <2 < £(0 ) ,
|5(;c-c, 0)-6(a:+c, 6)|c 1 < r>|ar—01 for |ar—01 < a . 
Also by B3 and the definition of Six, 0) ,
|6(x-e, 0)-6(a:+c, 0)|c < (.A^ +^aJ |^ -01 ;
thus
L-iu ilE[aEK'\/Van- ^ i V 6I V vSi + {K2, >„ J )
r|V E(X -%Yel/a + 0fo+a,)V e [X -0)2e2/a VPflX -0| > 7 T  ■ n ' n n v 2 1' v n J n n •' y> 1
and as above, provided -»• 0 the result follows.
We now show p lim E Z I F n n = o - lim E
( \
Z 2 n . Consider
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n n
ö2 = E z2 (x ) I XnJ n - ö
= H*2(*>»)-4(iv0i< ^
+ *o •
Now by A4 (b) or B5 (b) the first term has modulus bounded by
n(E)l(|x -e| < e) < n(e)
(5.16)
where rj(e) = o(e) . However £ is arbitrary and this term may be 
dispensed with. The second term is bounded by (from B4 (a) or B5 (a))
(cj2+c) j(| X -01 > e) for some constant c .
And since e [i [\X^ -Q\ > e)) = p(|x -0j > e) -> 0 this term has p lim zero.
We conclude p lim E 
in (5.16) to see
z 2 |fn' n o . Next take expectations and then moduli
z2W - Ö < E *lz M  Xn -o - r ( l v e| < d }  + (c+a2) ? ( h „ - e |  > e)
n(e) + (e+a2)p(|X -Q\ > e)
and we conclude lim E = o as above.
Remark. If only Al, B1 hold rather than A2, B3 then a.s. convergence 
of X - 6 is required to derive the CLT. This follows by the same
argument as in Sacks (1958, p. 380 and p. 386).
THEOREM 4 (LIL). For R-M with A2, A3, A4, (5.17) below, for K-W with 
B2, B3, B4^  B5, (5.18), (5.19) below, together with conditions A', D of
Lemma 3 it follows that
lim, lim c [x -0l/Va ip = -o/Vx, +o/Vk --  n n ' n n
respectively with ij; as in Lemma 3,
r (l+23)/(l+3) ^) a < col- n 1 "
3 as in A3, (5.17)
t  2. l/(2+3) „lim c la < 00 ,n n 3 as in B2, (5.18)
ooy a(3+26)/(2+ß)c-2 < -
L n n 5
Proof. In view of Lemma 3 it is enough to show
c Id I/v5 -* 0 a.s.n 1 n 1 n
(5.19)
and
lim E Z2 1 F 1 = o2 = lim e \z2\ . n 1 n) [ n J
Given the a.s. convergence of - 6 from Theorem 1 this second 
requirement follows exactly as in Sacks (1958, 3.14) from A4 or B5.
Now take moduli in (5.14) and apply FVT (2, 3) (noting D implies
lim c a c ^ = 1 ) tott+1 n n n+1 J see
lim cn Dn/V^  = K - ^ ' 1 li>h/vg ^ V n 1|SJ
= (ot1-%X) 1 lim|6j /Vä~ .
Again take each case separately.
(1) R-M {c = 1 Vnj so from (A3) and strong convergence
lim|5n i/|*n-9|1+ß < °° a.s.
(5.20)
lim|6n|/V^£ lim|6n|/pn-e|1+6 lira] (*M-6) V f (1+ß) ( +S>^
= 0 a.s.
according to Lemma 7 when (5.17) holds.
(2) For K-W from (B2) the limit (5.20) above vanishes if each of
n .U -e | V / <M> , | i - e |«„ A , « « ’ , . V 1/<2*s>n n n n
vanish. They do if (5.18) holds and if the first limit vanishes; it does 
by Lemma 7 when (5.lS) holds.
Remark. If a - A/n , = n  ^= 1 . Then (5.18) holds if v > 1/6n n
while (5.19) holds if y < 1/3 (ef. Heyde, 1974).
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5.4 Some Extensions
The above limit laws do not hold when 2a ^ - A 5 0 and Major and
Revesz (1973) gave some results in this case (for the Robbins-Monro scheme
with a - 1/n ] . It is not hard to intuit the results for general n '
sequences. If we return to the stochastic difference equation of Section 
5.2, the variance will obey the difference equation -  E j^] j
7) r,  ^2 2-2 2= v !l-a,a + a c on K 1 nJ n n nn+1
Suppose firstly that 2a^ = A ; we look for a norming sequence of the
£ 2 - 1 - 1  form v -  c a p n n n 7i where p 00 is to be chosen.n Consider that
V v „ = V V n+1 n+1 n n
where d\) = Vn n+1
l-2a.a + dv /v . 2}+ cp1 l n n n+1 n}
andn
2cpn need not be s
2 .- c a n n we have
2 -12
d\> /v , = do /w - dp /p n n+1 n n+1 n n+±
so the bracketed term above is
1 - a (2a -dw /[w _a 1) - dp /p _ + n K 1 n v n+i n* } ™ 1n n+
Now when
lim 2a. - dw /w ,a = 2a, - A = 0 1 n n+1 n 1
then, since ■+ 00 implies \  dpn /p ^ = 00 , the FVT will still apply 
with
2 2 - 1  lim c , /a , p , = ö lim a p p /dpn+1 n+1 n+1 n+1 n n n n
If we choose dp - a or p = T a = T then the limit exists and is *n n n j s n
■p 2finite. We would thus expect to conclude o U /\Jcl T -->• 7/fo, o ] . ^ n n n n k •> j
Ill
Next suppose lim 2oi dw /W a = -u < 0 . Then chooseI n  n+1 n
r °°
ua - do /p so that p ~ V [provided T a < 00 ] wheren n n+1 n ^  ^ n
n
v f = Umflog P +px ) with P = ] [~ fl-pa ) . 
v &  n nJ n ' 1 v sJ
Next, consider that the forcing term in the difference equation for
V v has a finite sum. Indeed this sum is effectively n n
l wa P"1 = l = l^ n n+1 n ^
f -1 -ll „
n+1 ^n )
Thus
y v v ~ y v e“ n n ^ n <  CO
It follows then by the lemma in Lukacs (1975, p. 80) that
7__ -\n /2
a/vT" U - & n a U /Va~ ■> 0 a.s. n n n n n
Of course to prove these results for the SA schemes we would, in particular 
have to weaken conditions A2 and B3, to A2’ and 33T respectively of Sacks 
(1958, p. 380 and p. 385).
So far as Multidimensional SA is concerned the results obtained will 
hold under the natural multidimensional extensions of the conditions A1-A4, 
B1-B5 as in Sacks (1958, Section 5). However in expressions such as
M(x) = B(x-9) + 5(x)
Sacks assumed B to be positive definite. We can relax this assumption by 
proceeding as follows. Let us first try to find a vector PVT beginning with
the special case
n+1 - (I-a Alx + a DV Yl J ™ v7r
where X , p are vectors and the matrix A has an inverse. Defining
\ * 7  h- Ai
we see that
-1 -1 -1 .7T , - 7T = a IT .A . n+1 n n n+1
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Next, summing the expression for we obtain
c* —  1 —  IX = TT ) TT a p + TT TT X n+1 n+1 j s+1 sr n+1 1 1
- 1 .
we will obtain
if we can ensure
n+1 TT 1 -7T 1 A 1p + TT TT 1X s+1 s r n+1 1 1
= A + TT _ TT_1 1 X -A ■Lp r n+1 1 1  r
-1
A-1x ->■ A pn
= TT w = fl-a A]w 0
Y) ^ V? * V?
We can guess the condition required on A as follows. Introduce the time 
n
scale t = y a and write <iw , = W , - W to seen “ s n+1 n+1 n
dw , = -Ait : n+j. n
it is clear we will need -A to be a stability matrix, that is, to have all 
its eigenvalues negative. Let K be a positive definite (p.d.) matrix to 
be chosen, and consider the quadratic form
l|W = w' nKwn-r-V'X n+1 n+1
2 IIWn"K
2l1+Zcc I - ci w'(AK+KA')w nj n n n
where Z- is the largest eigenvalue of
K~h\' KAK”^  .
Now if we require -A to be a stability matrix, then according to the 
celebrated Lyapunov stability theorem (Barnett, 1971, Chapter 4) we can 
always find a K so that
AK + KA'
is strictly p.d. Thus we conclude that for some c > 0 ,
21Uw„+A  £ llwjiri'K 1-ca +la n nj
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CO
and £ - <» ensures llwrll^ “► 0 ; so the simplest vector FVT is established.
Next, if we consider
X _ = (l-<z Alx + a p 72+1  ^ n J n nrn
where p^ p , then we can, by subtracting off the equation for x^ + , 
reduce consideration to
y . = (i-a A]y + a p n+1 v n J n nrn
where p^  ^ 0 : it is required to show y^ -*■ 0 . This follows upon
considering that
^yn+J# “ ' ^ n ^ K 1 -ca -via n rij + an^Pn !‘Z
and applying the scalar FVT. Finally notice that we can replace A by a 
sequence A A since then
y = [l-a A+a (A-A )]y  + a p rc+l n n K nJ'Jn nvn
and
where
!|y72 + 1 iv liyn"K l-h-Pn) v Zanj + aJ~?n h
Pn = !IA-Anlixl|K-%||2 - o
once more the result follows by the scalar FVT- we have then, a vector FVT.
Now we can deduce the vector version of the CLT of Theorem 2 by showing 
it for cl 'U^  , for an arbitrary fixed vector cl and noting that provided
-(B-AI/2) is a stability matrix then
where K is the p.d. covariance matrix satisfying
(B-AI/2)K + K(B-AI/2)' = tt
with 7T given as in Sacks (1958, Section 5) as
TT = lim #(Z(x)Z'(x)l • 
X+9
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To see this note that V = EfU U'} obeys1/7 K n nJ J
V = {l-aB)V B'l + n+1 ■ n J n K n - n
so that after a little reorganisation
°n+l/an+l ^n+1 ^n+1 ^
r \2an + (l+o ( l ) l a  ttv V? ' V?
+ K - a {fB-A I/2IK +K fB-X I/2) '} n nl n - n n K n 1 i
where
•> -1 2 -2 -1 , A - a \c c a a -1 n n \ n+1 n n n+1 A .
Now introduce = vec(K^ ) that is, the vector obtained by stacking 
the columns of one underneath another (see Neudecker, 1969 for an
expose of this Tvec’ operator) then
f \
2
where
k = [l-a A Ik + 0 a2 + a vec(Tr)fl+c> (1)1 n+1 K n n* n n n K n '
k n  - (B-A^ I/2) 0 I + I S> (B-A^ I/2) *
where is the Kronecker product. Now if (for n large enough)
B - A 1/2 is a s' n
eigenvalues, thus
tability matrix, so is A °ince they have the same  n
k ■+ vec(K) = A 1 vec(ir) .n
For the IP we need to know, that, uniformly in t ,
N+kAt)
TT (i-a (B-x 1/2)1 - e-%(B'AI/2)t - 0N s s ■
where the matrix exponential is defined by the obvious series expansion.
The proof follows much as before by using obvious properties of the matrix
exponential as defined in Gantmacher (1960, p. 113) provided we take s
large enough that all eigenvalues of a (B-A 1/2) have modulus less thans s
unity.
For the SA results notice that an expression of the form (5.12) will
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hold with (X -0)~ replaced by (X^ -0) ' (X^ -0) * Also we can investigate
the vector analogue of (5.14) successfully by considering |}D |j and usingyi K
the scalar FVT. Similar results to the above have been obtained for R-M
with a - n  ^ by Nevelson and Khasminskii (1973/1975) and also Walk (1976) 
n
by rather less clear argument and under more restrictive conditions.
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CHAPTER 6
STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION WITH DEPENDENT NOISE
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5 the usual limit laws for Stochastic Approximation (SA) - 
Central Limit Theorem (CLT), Invariance Principle (IP), and Law of the 
Iterated Logarithm were obtained by first showing consistency by usual 
arguments and then subtracting out the part of the scheme that obeys the 
limit law and showing the remainder to be asymptotically negligible by a 
time varying version of the Z-transform Final Value Theorem (FVT). The 
point to be shown now is that this idea of subtracting out the part that 
obeys the limit law can in fact be used to show convergence. Indeed the 
error term is shown to approach zero by essentially deterministic arguments 
so that, in essence no probability theory is used.
We begin by specifying the noise model to be considered. It will be 
recalled that in classical SA the variance of the observation error is 
allowed to depend on the value of the SA scheme. Here we assume the 
variance is independent of this level. This much stronger assumption is 
used since the author has had difficulty in specifying a suitable model that 
would allow the statement of 'tidy' results. In particular this assumption 
allows 'clean' formulae to be given for the asymptotic variance of the 
normalised SA scheme. We begin as in the earlier work by investigating the 
behaviour of the part of the SA scheme that obeys limit laws.
6.2 Limit Theory for a Stochastic Difference Equation Driven by 
Stationary Noise
Suppose U is the output of the difference equation
U , = U fl-a a ) + a c 1Z (6.1)n+1 n K 1 nJ n n n
where is a positive constant and a , c^ are sequences of positive
constants satisfying
(A) =  OO
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(this ensures the filtering operation in (6.1) is nondegenerate) and c - 1
_2\Jn or else c 0 and a c 0 .n n n
The following further conditions will be of interest: some being
motivated by similar conditions in Chapter 5.
(A’) As for A plus
OO
l
2 - 2a o n n <  °° .
(B) Z^ is a stationary process. Let F^ be the increasing 
o-algebras generated by Z^ and consider
u . = e [z|f .) -  | f . 1 v n1 gJ v n' j-1'
so that
z = y u . n £ n,j + E[Z I F ) .v n I -OO-
Now stationarity ensures we can write
a . = VE 
3
uI n,n-j)
so put u . = £ . . with En,n-g j n ,n-g
1978b) that
£-2
fn,n-jjJ = i . Assume now (as in Hannan
E(Z„IF_J = 0 . 0 J
This assumption implies immediately a Doob-like maximal inequality for Z
that allows strong convergence to be established for partial sums (via the 
method of subsequences (Stout, 1974) as well as tightness for the IP (see 
later)).
(b t) As for B together with: Z^ is mixing (Rosenblatt, 1974, p. 110)
that is for any F^ measurable events A , B ,
lim p [a n T nB) = PU)P(B) = 0 .
ft-KO
This asymptotic independence assumption will allow establishment of a CLT 
and IP.
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(C)
lim a-1 2 -2 -1 , c e c. a -1 7^ +1 n n n+1 = \ < 2a  ^ ,
lim o c \  = 1 = lim a a \  . n n+1 n n+1
In connexion with an IP for Q = c U /\rcT the following considerationsn n n n °
enter. Denote
k (t) = Sup{T[ : T -T < ,n 1 n+777 n J
I «k '
Multiply through (6.1) and reorganise it to obtain
dQ , = a it + dW n+1 n n n n
where = t - tn n n-1 <2 and so on n
(6.2)
W - ) Vä~ Z w , n f s s n
-1K = 2a.w - a H gj2-1| n I n  n { n j ha 1 fa3 - l l 2 ,n • n '
• ith
-1,/ -1w - c V a a , ,n n+± n n n+1
so that by condition (C), -* Z = 2a., - A (erf. Chapter 5). On D[0, 1]
the space of all right continuous functions on [0, 1] with left hand 
limits take W(t) to be Wiener measure of variance
Define Q(t) to be the continuous Gaussian process on D\_0, 1] with
£(Q(t)l = 0 , 0 < t < 1 ,
E[Q(t)Q(s)] = ö2e " ^ (t_s) , 0 < s < t < 1 , (6.3)
(of. Chapter 5).
The following limit laws are then of interest: proofs are given after
the statement of the theorems.
o
 r-—
o 8
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THEOREM 1 . Under A,, B^ e Unj 0 and lim e 25’[ iß ] /a  n \  YL) n
CO
THEOREM 2 . Under A 'j  Bj 0.3 U 0 a.s. andn y a i ß  <  °° ~ n  n
THEOREM 3. Under k 3 B ' ,  Cj
Q = C U Afci~ / / f o , o 2 /iflw n n n y
where
2 r*
ü = 2. a ,-
and
K = 2a -  X .
THEOREM 4. Under k 3 B ’ _, C_,
f/ 7 -  W => W(t) .n+k ( t )  n n
THEOREM 5. Under k3 B ’_, C_,
Qn+k ( i )  Q(t )  n
d e fin e d  in  ( 6 . 3 ) .
B e fo re  g i v i n g  t h e  p r o o f s  f i r s t  n o t e  t h a t  s i n c e  u n d e r  B o r  B’ ,
a . < 00 . Z h a s  a  bounded s p e c t ru m .  In d e e d  O n
j ( cq) - I a  .ej- iw s  u M s a y .
Proof of Theorem 1 . Summing ( 6 . 1 )  g i v e s
U a c ^Z 7T 1 ttn “ s s s n
( i n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n  e f f e c t s  w i l l  n o t  e f f e c t  t h e  a s y m p t o t i c  r e s u l t s )  w here
tt =  tt,  ( l - c u a  1 . Thus y> n  1 s J
n n
r >* 2 v r  - i  - i  - i  - iv a r \U = tt ) ) a a ,c c .it tt , p  ,  
■ n J n i  i  s s s s s s '  s - s '
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where
p , = E(Z Z jv o +■>s t'
Thus
var (£/') =  ^rv
r 71
-TT
V -1 -1 (^J^ 3S> a g t\ e £ s s s f(u)du
,, 2 v 2 -2 -25 Mu ) a c 7F n (r s s s
Denoting the right hand side (less the factor M ) by v^ we see
2, >2 2 ■ = v 1-a_a + a e
yj \ I V? - V7 •>n+1 n '• In- n n 
and the final Value Theorem FVT of Chapter 5 yields
-1 2 -2lim V = lim a a c = 0  by C n n n n
The FVT also yields
lim o v la < n n n
Proof of Theorem 2. We appeal to a theorem of Hannan (1978a) which may
be restated as follows. If x , J are a nonstochastic sequence ofs s
numbers and ZQ obeys B then
) x Z /J < co a.s. “ s s s
if
y x 2/j 2 < .J s s
This theorem is of course well known if the Z are a m.d.s. (Hannan’ss K
proof uses the method of subsequences together with a Doob-like maximal
inequality for the Z 1. If J f 00 then Kronecker's lemma impliess s
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-1 VJ ) x Z 0n j s s a.s.
case take x - a ,s s s s J = tT 1 , s s then
OO
V 2 ,T2 ) x /J -
OO OOr 2 -2 -22 r) a O TT TT = ) 2 -2  ^a c < 00Q Q by A1 s s 1 s s s s x O  O
so that
J 1 I x Z =■ it ] a c \  1 = U 0 a. s. n t s s  n . s s s n
-1 -1
 “ s s £ ' 
V2nj < 00 (Lukacs, 1975, p. 80) but
2
On the other hand ) a U < 00 if T a E“ n n (j- n .
1 iPjl jbroJf of Thefre* l
by the comment at the end of^ T^ onreia..0 and by condition A* this holds.
Remark. By assuming the existence of higher moments Ljung (1978a) has 
given other conditions under which U -*■ 0 a.s.
Proof of Theorem 3. Summing (6.2) yields, neglecting initial 
conditions
N i
q,t = p„ , y p  " . v s “  z wy/ //+! ~ n+1 n n n
= j y„ Z /d(N)
where
P = tt? (l-%Z a j , n l v s s'
y = VP77 ' P“\ v ^  w , d(/V) = P“f,vNn N+1 n+1 n n N+1
' P~2 - = P~ZK a [i+o (1)1n n-1 n n n ^ n
so that, recalling w -► 1 , K ■+ X , we seen n
n 9 9
I ym/d an - k .
ho tic -
(6.4)
The result will follow from Hannan (1978b) (see also Hannan, 1973, where 
regularity is imposed rather than mixing) if we show
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(i) d^(N) 00
(ii) lim max ci
H
d(N)N-K° l^nSN
fin Hannan, 1973 condition (ii) is incorrectly stated and should be the one 
given here: of. Hannan, 1978b.)
( i i i )  lim \ =  1 ’ 0 •
N-+00 1
For (i) we require P^~ ** 03 or P ^ 0 which follows from the theory of
infinite products (Bromwich, 1947) if
K a n n
since K K this follows from A. n
For (ii) we have to investigate
max
ISnSU PNPn Van
Let M be the sequence such that
max P-.P ^fcT - P.J?,, Var. . TV n N M..N N
If {A/ } is bounded (b) follows since Pf] 0 . if -* 00 then since Pf
is a decreasing sequence _1 = 1 --1
-1
PHPM f \  <  PM Fuf*M * ° 'N N N N n N
For (iii). it follows immediately from condition C and expression (6.4) that 
(iii) holds.
Proof o f Theorem 4. Recall
w - £ VcT Z w = £ a . I  VcT £ .w N “ n n n j j J n n,n-j n
Now W -> 1 and so 1 can replace it. n Consider the truncated process
Define
{/*(£) = j/4 - f/*V  ' N+kN(t) N
Theorem 4 will follow via Theorem 4.2 of Billingsley (1968) if we show (ex),
(3), (y).
(a) iV^ (t) =* f/^ (t) , Vu as N -> co 5 where fv^ (t) is Brownian 
motion on Z?[0, 1] with
(3) l^it) ^ W(t) as u ■+ 00 . This follows already from (a) since
CO
a . Y a . < 00 .«7 £ J
(y) lim lim p| sup Jfr^ (£)-£/ (£) > e| -> 0 , Ve .
/-xx> fi7-±co V n< -fc 1 •  ^ JIT»» AT*00 -05t51
Now (y) follows if
lim lim max
if*» (l)
£ V5“  zw V -> o
w n n 1
77+kI
77
where
Zu = I a .cn  ^ j n ,n-j
and
T  —  T  ->■ 1ii7+fcv(l) A7 1 *
However the expectation is
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E„ - max
‘lu hsfosfcyi)
00 CO ,
1 a • I a A
N+k
I a. I vS- £
Ku
max
u J u J ''isksk,XDN
n n ,n-j j 
r/V+/cI
N
 Vo~ 5 • 1,, » n,n-jJ J
ff+fe„(l)iVr   ^f  u  ui 'i
y a. J a. I a \
'M ~y v A7
by Dooh’s maximal inequality (Stout, 1974). 
Thus
lim lim E = lim } a . 
u-*x> n x^x> u u-+co yu ^
- 0 .
To demonstrate (a) we rewrite f/^ ( t) as a sum of martingale differenceiV
sequences and apply the triangular array IP of Scott (1973).
= I 5v + u"-i " w<nSk^it) n
where
and
M
y = y a . y Vä~~ £
m 6 n=.77 n r
= l*Nn £ j N+n+j ^N+n+j ,/V+n
However proceeding as for (y) above
E\ sup w//+fc ( «  lo<t2i /r 'H max ■N<M<N+k (1)
N+k (l)+j u u N
<  y a . y a . y a
0 J 6 J ff+fctd) n
u ,2 N+kyCD+uy a.-J y a -*■ 0
0 tf+fc„(l) n
(6.5)
c (6 .6)
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since
We have now to show
IHk.jil)
T a -* 1 .
V7
N
sup 0 ’ lSfcsY
(6.7)
I 4 ^tc ^ //nn<^( t) (6.8)
Now (6. 7) holds by the type of argument leading to (6.6). Furthermore, in 
view of (6.5), (6.6) we see that (6.8) can be replaced by
E+k it) N r \ 2
ZYLj -£-*■ to2 .
We now follow Hannan (1978b). Put p(n) = >-)
n)
ö  ^ and show u
N+k At)li
I
II
a n(n) 0 . n (6.9)
Set
n1(n) = n(tt)l(|n (rc)! < #) , ri2(n) = n (n )j( |n (n ) I > A/) . 
Then r^(n) - £’(r1^.(n)) , i - 1, 2 , are stationary, mixing. Now
E
N+kJt)Ü
l
N
an{r\2M-E{r)2M))
N+kAt)
-  1 a s |n2(o )-s [n2(o )) )
N
■ *  iff|n2(o)-s (n2(o)) i
which can be made arbitrarily small by taking M large. Thus we need only 
show (6.9) with n(n) replaced by n^w) •
Let b . be a finite set of nondecreasing numbers with b . - b . < e
3 3 • 3
A. = \w\b. s nx(0, 00) £ b.+1} .
and set
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Then denoting the indicator function of A . by y .(w) ,
3 3
n (n) - l b .X . f T nts})
3 3
< z
and it is enough to show (6.9) with riAn) replaced by £ a .{t 'oo] and
3 3
so with Xj [? .
However
N+kJt)
Li
N+k (t) N
l = I a drhj * tphdN d J TJ n \ 3) 3
by B r and the Toeplitz lemma (Stout, 1974). Once more this may be made 
arbitrarily small.
6.3 Stochastic Approximation
We turn now to the R-M, K-W schemes and take conditions Al, A2,
A3*/B2*, B3, B4 of Chapter 5. Also B1 of Chapter 5 is strengthened slightly 
to Bl?.
(Blf) M is a Borel-measurable function with a unique maximum at
(x -Q){M(x -z )-M(xtE)}z 1 > 0 .
constants D , ,
\M(x+l)-M(.x)\ < D + D \x\ .
x = 0 and < t < 00
inf 1 < ° °
0<z<t„
Also Mx and some positive
First weak laws are discussed and then a.s. convergence.
THEOREM 6. For R-M under A2, A3* of Chapter 5^  for K-W under B2*, 
B3_, B4 of Chapter 5_, and with A, B, C, - 0 0 m.s.
Proof. Recall the basic expression of Chapter 5 (5.11)
X , - e = X - 0 - a e XM - a c 1Z n+1 n n n n n n n (6.10)
and subtract (6.1) from it to obtain
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n+1 X -  0 - U , n+1 n+1
Squaring yields
d2n+1 D -a o h'l n n n n
D - a c M + a a U n n n n I n n
+ a2a2JJ2 + 2a a U D -a c , I n n  1 n n\ n n n nj
(6.11)
D -a c n n n n
2 2 2  -12 2 + a a U + £ a a l) + za I n n  I n n  n D -a cn n n nj
with £ to be chosen. Now apply A2 for R-M or B3 for K-W to see
-2 _ ^2r. T, w ,   ^ 2 ^ 2 r, . _2_2ri2 . _-l_.2. rr2
Now
5 Z2' (l-7f a ) fl+£a ) + K a (X -6) fl+£a ) + aza U + £ a;a UZ .y? V. 1 W  y?- O r?v M / V W  1 y? r? 1 yi y>
fz -eV = (z? +£/ 12 < 2D2 + 2Z72 ; 1 + £a < 2• n K n nJ n n n
So
2 2D < D n+1 n
2]l-(z -£)a +4X a2I + 2c ^a2a UZ K 1 J n 2 nj I n n
Choose £ = %/sf and take expectations to see
e \d Z } < fffö2] (i-%K a +4£ a2] + 2£_1ot2a e [v2\ t n+1; [ nj ( i n  2 n} I n n j
and it follows by the FVT (Chapter 5) that
(6.12)
lim E\Dn+1 12£ Xa2 
= 0 by Theorem 1.
= f e O  lim S' v r l i/l n)
Thus E[X -9)2 < 2e [d2} + 2e [u2} + 0 . ^n J l nj i nj
Remark.  It is clear from the proof that A, B, C are required only to 
Ü . In other words under the first two sets of conditions
+ 0 .
.
f 9lensure ElU^ \ (
{ n)
E { x n - e } 2 -  o i f
THEOREM 7.
\v2I n
B4 of Cho.pter 5_, and conditions Aj B_, C.,
d) o' = c (X -el/vS-  -A* A’(o, o 2/k 1 . n n y n } n '• 5 }
(U) K + k  (t> • Q(t) of Theorem 5.
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Proof. Now, by Theorem 1, A, B, C ensure
lira e £ n l n)
/a < °o . n
Thus from (6.12), it follows, by the FVT (Chapter 5) that
lira c E n /a = const, lim E n
2 i 2U\a /a <n\ n n
thus
lim c2E[x -0)2/a < ~ .n K n J n (6.13)
Now (i) will follow from Theorem 3 if we show
lim E\d I c /Va~ - 0 . 1 n n n (6.14)
However given (6.13) this follows from (A3) exactly as in Chapter 5 (Proof 
of Theorem 3).
Again, given (5.13), (iii) follows from (6.14) by the same argument as 
in Chapter 5 (Proof of Theorem 3).
THEOREM 8. For R-M under Al^ for K-W under Bl'_, and -if
U -> 0 a.s. j (6.15)n
r 2) a U < co a.s. (6.16)£ n n
Then X - 0 0 a.s.n
THEOREM 8'. For R-M under Al^ for K-W under Bl’., and conditions A ’_, 
B T, C, then X - 0 -> 0 a.s.
Proof of Theorem 8'. This follows from Theorem 8 since (Theorem 2) A ?, 
B ’, C imply the validity of (6.15) and (6.16).
Proof of Theorem 8. We deal first with the K-W scheme and then with 
the R-M scheme.
(i) K-W. We argue realisation-wise. Given 0 < p < 1 , 
3 n^ (ca) ) Vn > n^ (u))
|£/^ ((jq)| < p since U 0 a.s. n
Also
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3 ff0 5 V« > N0 , a p ;
so take n (w) = max(//Q, n^(w)) and let n > n (w) .
If |X (o))-0| < 2p then |Z? (03) | < 3p so that, by Bl'
c hin n < Ap + B for some constants A , B
Thus, from the basic expression (6.11),
ID _((*)) I < 3p + a (j4o+3) + a a 1 n+1 ' n In
- 3p + B(p)an '
(6.17)
B(p) = a p + Ap + B
If IX (w)-0| > 2p rewrite (6.11) as
Ö (u) = DM ♦ a (XnM - e ) c - \ M / [ X  + a -  Vn+1 1 n n
+ a U (co) n n a +c ..± n n\  (U)|/(X (u)-0) . (6.11a)
Now denote
Y(P) = inf
2p< I as-01 <°°
0<£<p
{M(cc-£ ) -M(x+e) }e 1
U-0)
This is positive by Bl’.
We find, on squaring (6.11a) and using Bl (which implies
c ^M (oj)/(.Y (w)-0] < e(p) for some continuous function e(*) 1 that
£9 ,(w) < ZT(u) (l-Y(p)a )2 + a2f/2(w) 
m +T v7  ^ ' n J n n 2oq+2c2(p) 1
+ 2y J yn(“ >l I (l-Y(p)aJ (aT+e(p>)n'  ^ 1
< Z?2(ü))(l-%y(p)a ) + aV(a>) 2a^+2e2(p)
+ an ^ (w) (ai+c(p))2 (^ y(p)) 1 •
However in the present case we must have |f> (co)[ > p so that
Z)2 ,(w) < 32(w ) - %p2y(p)a + D{p)a Z72C03) n+1 n n n n (6.18)
for some continuous function ZXp) •
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Now square (6.17) and combine it with (6.18) as 
2D ,(w) < max n+1 9p2+6pB(p)a +S2(p)a2, Z?2(w)-%p2y(p)a +2?(p)a t/2(oo) 1 .n n n n n n j
Finally, since Y a -°°, cl -»• 0 , ) a U <°° a.s. and since p isJ J n n j n w
arbitrary we conclude
(co) -*■ 0 n
by Lemma 2 of Derman and Sacks (1958).
(ii) R-M. If we notice that A1 is equivalent to
inf
e<\x-Q I <°°
> 0
then the proof follows almost exactly as for (i).
6.4 Relation with Other Recent Work
It seems appropriate here to comment on recent work of Ljung (1978a) 
and Kushner (1977, 1978a, 1978b) who have emphasized the relation of the 
behaviour of SA schemes to the behaviour of differential equations and have 
also presented analyses dealing with dependent noise. We begin by sketching 
the conclusions of these works in terms of the present approach and then 
discuss their approaches.
Return to the basic expression (6.4) and recall for the R-M scheme
M = M[X ) - a (6.19)n ' n}
while for the K-W scheme
M = M[X -c 1 - Mix +c ) . (6.20)n  ^n Yi' K n n}
Let, for example, condition Bl’ be strengthened by supposing M(x) to 
be differentiable and M r(x) to obey a Lipschitz condition; then with 
(6.20) in mind
I he ^ [m (x -c )-M(x+c )]-M,(x )\ < K^c
for some suitable constant K . Now (6.4) can be written
O
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where
X = X - a o + a c 1Z n\ 1 n n n n n n n
= X - a n n c hi -M’[X 1 - a M'[X ) + a c XZn n K ri' n K nJ n n n
- 1 ,
- X - a f [x ) + a 8 + a c 1Zn n - nJ n n n n n (6.21)
f(x) = M’ix) ,
ß = o~hi - M ’(x)n n n ■ nJ
so that Iß I < K c' n' 3 n
A vector version of (6.21) is the basic scheme considered by Kushner 
(1977) and Ljung (1978a). Let X , f(’)> , ß^ be p-vectors and f(*)
to obey a Lipschitz condition with constant L .
Yte introduce the following conditions.
Cl. There exists a twice differentiable function 7(X) > 0 , X ± 0 , 
with V '(X)f(X) > 0 where V(x) = dV/dx outside a set
Do = (x|V '(x)f(X) = 0} .o
Also for some constant K ,
sup ||V(X){] < X < 00 ,
X
I!V(X)ii2 £ XF(X) , vx .
o
This condition might be compared with Bl’ with D = {o} , V(x) = x ;s
of. also Blum (1954, conditions A2-A5).
C2. There exist constants X , 3 K X 'X < x'f(x) < K^A 'x .
Now define a p-vector sequence ,
U = U - a BU + a o"1Z , U = 0 , n+1 n n n 7 i n n  0
where B = df/dxf\„_n •
Now it follows from the discussion at the end of Chapter 5 that if B 
has all its eigenvalues positive we can certainly show 0 as in
Theorem 1. To conclude U -> 0 a.s. as in Theorem 2 we need a vectorn
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Kronecker’s Lemma which states
) a c h  < 00 a.s j s s s => tt 1 I ir \a e ]'Z -*■ 0 n+1 j s+1 s s e
where TT^  = ] f (i-a^B) . To see this holds (when B is a stability matrix)
put ^
9„  = I  a . e f z  -»• g = a e / z» ~ s s s s s s
and consider
n - 1  - 1  n - 1
tt y tt .a e XZ =  tt n Y tt ~ fg -g ) n+1 *£ s+1 s s s n+1 “ s+1 s+1 s'
= g ,  -  y  tt n+1 tj* n+1
f -1 -l)TT -TT IS+1 S 1 JS
= g -  tt y  TT 1 a g n+1 n+l ^ s+1 s3s
g - g = 0
by the vector FVT established at the end of Chapter 5.
Subtract the U equation from the vector version of (6.21) to obtain n
X = X - u .n+1 n+1 n+1
X - a f(X ) + a ß + a U* n n K n} n n n n ( 6 .22)
where
U* = BU + ffx j - f(X } .n n v nJ  ^n-
Notice that the Lipschitz condition ensures
P„ll s (ilB||+zgi!Un !l
for some constant K„ : thus U* 0 .4 n
Now as pointed out in Chapter 1 the "smoothness" of the sample paths of 
U* allows (6.22) to be treated naturally, more or less deterministically,
that is realisation-wise (as has indeed been done in Theorem 8). Thus, once
introducing the shrinking time scale T - \ ay we may write (6.22) as
YL 1  K.more
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dK+l = + fßn+Un)dTn (6‘22a)
with d.T = T - T , and so on. It seems reasonable then to expect the n n n-1 r
convergence behaviour of to be related to the asymptotic stability
properties of the ordinary differential equation (o.d.e.)
dX(T)/dT = -f(X(x)} (6.23)
when perturbed by decaying forcing functions $(t ) 0 or U(x) 0 . Such
stability is often analysed by means of a Lyapunov function V(x) > 0  ,
X ^ 0 as follows. Now
d7(X(T))/dt = dV /dr = -dV/dX(i ' )f (X(t )) .
Suppose the right hand side vanishes at X = 0 and is otherwise
negative then V is a strictly decreasing function and so converges to 
/\
zero: thus X(x) 0 . However it is usually difficult to find such a 
7(x) ; it is more usual to be able to find a V(x) satisfying Cl (often 
obtained from investigating an approximation to the o.d.e. of interest).
The conclusion under Cl is that x(l) -* M , the largest invariant set 
contained in D (see Hahn, 1967, p. 108). An invariant set I is one 
such that if X(0) € I then X(t) £ I , Vx . It may then be possible, by 
geometric argument to show M - {0} (La Salle and Lefschetz, 1962).
With this in mind we obtain a result similar to Theorem 6 as follows:
Under conditions A, B, C, C2, X 0 . Condition C2 is close to then
requirement that (6.3) be uniformly asymptotically stable. The above result 
may be compared with that of Kushner (1977) who demonstrates convergence in 
probability to an invariant set of the o.d.e. (6.23). However Kushner’s 
point of view is rather different since his results are obtained under the 
assumption
sup PJj < 20 a.s. (6.24)
n
The point of this assumption consists in the interesting observation that, 
for schemes with dependent noise, it allows the result
^n+k (t) n - \  - xu>
where X(t) is the solution to the equation
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XU)
• t
0
f ( X( s ) )ds  .
However K ushne r  g i v e s  no  c o n d i t i o n s  u n d e r  w hich  ( 6 .2 4 )  m ig h t  h o l d .  I t  c o u ld  
be  made t o  h o ld  i f  t h e  SA scheme w ere  m o n i to re d  th o u g h  no a n a l y s i s  o f  su c h  a 
m o n i to re d  scheme i s  g iv e n .
So f a r  a s  a . s .  c o n v e rg e n c e  i s  c o n c e rn e d  we can  o b t a i n  an a n a lo g u e  o f
Theorem 8 a s :  U nder c o n d i t i o n s  A’ , B, C, Cl and  \  ay^ n < 00 » X^ M
a . s .  The p r o o f  i s  s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  o f  Theorem 8 i f  we n o t e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
t h r e e  p o i n t s .
( i )  I n s t e a d  o f  t h e  i n e q u a l i t i e s  b e tw een  Z? and D^ we u s e  t h e
T a y lo r  s e r i e s
Vn + l = nxnj  = nx j ♦ +n + l  7i' '' 71'
r
2
n + l  nr n ' K n + l  ri'
s  V -  a  (U*+f(X )1 'V f x  ) + 0
71 71  ^ 7lJ ' - 7 1 '
a
l  n )
w here  U* h a s  b een  r e d e f i n e d  a s  U* + 3 n 7i 7i
( i i )  We d e f i n e  y ( p )  by
y(p)  = i n f  f  r(x)V(x) /7(x)  
X$d(X,M)>  p
w here
d ( X,  M) -  i n f  jIX—0 1| . 
Q€M
( i i i )  F i n a l l y  we o b s e rv e  t h a t
a  U* n  n ’« ( x j 5 anUn ’Un ^ ( p ) / ^  1 + ^ (p )an y U  •
T h is  r e s u l t  s h o u ld  be com pared  w i th  t h a t  o f  L jung  (1 9 7 8 a )  who s i m i l a r l y  
p r o c e e d s  w i t h  an  o b s e r v a t i o n  t h a t  t h e  a s su m p t io n  l im  ||X |^| < 00 a l l o w s  a . s .
c o n v e rg e n c e  t o  be  p ro v e d  f o r  schem es w i th  d e p e n d e n t  n o i s e .  However L jung  
goes  on t o  g iv e  c o n d i t i o n s  u n d e r  w h ich  t h i s  a s s u m p t io n  i s  s a t i s f i e d .  H is
Cl. . 2
c o n d i t i o n s  a r e  s i m i l a r  t o  0^above  th o u g h  ||V(x)|j < KV(x)  i s  n o t  r e q u i r e d .
However L jung  s t r e s s e s  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  h i s  m ethod o f  p r o o f  h a n d l e s  more 
com plex c a s e s ;  e s p e c i a l l y  schem es w here  t h e  s t a t i s t i c s  o f  t h e  n o i s e  
se q u e n c e  d ep e n d s  on t h e  h i s t o r y  o f  t h e  X^ p r o c e s s .  The p r e s e n t  a p p ro a c h
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depends on having the noise sequence statistics not dependent in such a 
fashion and it is not clear to what extent the present approach may be 
modified to handle such situations.
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CHAPTER 7
SECOND ORDER ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF RM1_2
7.1 General
This chapter is concerned with proving a Central Limit Theorem (CLT) 
and Invariance Principle (IP) for the RML2 recursionof Söderström et at. 
(1974) (defined below). In Section 2 we review the convergence behaviour 
of this algorithm based on the work of Ljung (1977b) and Hannan (1978c). 
Section 3 contains the CLT for RML2 which is seen to be asymptotically 
efficient. The approach in Section 3 is to subtract off the part that obeys 
the CLT and show the remainder is asymptotically negligible; however the 
ensuing argument though straightforward is by no means as simple as for the 
SA of Chapters 5 and 6. Finally In Section 4 we derive also an IP where 
again the argument is rather more subtle than for SA. In the remainder of 
this section we define RML2 and introduce some assumptions.
Consider then, an ARMAX model for a scalar time series with stationary 
exogenous sequence or input sequence, u. and output or measured sequence
y . Following Ljung (1976) (of. also Chapters 1, 2) the model is defined 
by a formula for its innovations or prediction error sequence as
e„(9) = (l+v(Z,))"1((l+a(L))yn-T(L)un) (7.1)
where
nV
v(L) = T V .L1 
i 1
and so on, and L is the lag or backwards operator; also
8 = (ex', v', y ')' with a = fa, ... a 1 ' and so on, while 8 ( i? aK i n ■a
compact subset of the open set
S = {ö|l+a(L), l+v(L) have all zeroes strictly
outside the unit circle in the complex L plane] .
(The above notation differs a little from that used in Chapters 1, 2, thus 
a(L) is used here rather than A(L) . This is so as to make it comparable 
with that in Hannan (1978c): this last reference will be referred to
repeatedly and will be denoted by (H) .]
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It is assumed there is a true value 8p £ R 5 6^(0^) , denoted £^ , is a
martingale difference sequence w.r.t. F^ the increasing sequence of
G-algebras, generated by £^ : £^ is also then called a nonlinear
innovations process so that the best least squares predictor of from
its own past is a linear predictor. This is a minimal assumption if the 
linear model is to make sense: of. Hannan and Heyde (1972). Denote en i^ o)
by £ and assume that J n
£ 2 1 F ]n' n-lj = G (7.2)
Assume also 3 a small 6 > 0 with
4/(1-36)1sup E 
n
sup E 
n
|e I 1 n'
4/(1-35)
<  K  <
< K < 00 >
(7.3a)
(7.3b)
where u is taken to be a stationary ergodic stochastic process.
Recalling the view of the construction of recursions expressed in 
Chapter 1, namely by sequential minimisation of an approximate likelihood 
such as
, N ,» I eye)
we can understand the RML2 recursion as a Prediction Error Recursion (PER) 
that utilises the gradient vector
m (0) = -de (9)/dQ n n
= - (l+v(L)) •
This gradient has three components
f  - y  ( 0 )  . . .  - y  ( 6 ) e  ( 0 )  . . . ^ün-1 ^n-n n-1a
e (0)5 (0)n-1 u (0)) n-n J 
Y
that obey
(l+v(£))S (0) = y , (7.4a)
(l+v(D)5„(0) = e (0) , (7.4b)
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[l+v(L)]ü (9) = u .
\ • ' V ?  V? (7.4c)
Notice that
(l+a (D)S (9 ) = e + y.(L)S (9j (7.4d)'O' 'J0n K~0J ~n ’ 0-
We will need to know that stationarity and ergodicity (which we assume for
£ ) ensure that the limitn J
R = lim n 1Pn1(eQ) = lira n 1 J 3 f®0)'Pq (90)-1
exists w.p.l.
The recursion will be then
where
<?„ = n-1 -y e  ^ ... e u Jn-n n-1 n-n n-1
n n
n-n - Y
n-1
n-1
(with V (L) = J V .L" and so on] . • n-1 “ n-1^ '
(7.5)
9„ = 9 , + P cp e , (7.6)n ft-1 ft ft ft
-1 —1 (7.7)•n = Pn-1 +  (p Cp ' ,ft ft
eft = yn - cp '0 .ft ft-1 (7.8)
(7.9)
replaced in (H) by
n-1
u that obeyft
cl)K  = \  • (7.10a)
/-V tri n—✓ to; it to (7.10b)- ft ft
ssII£/-N (7.10c)
)
an ARMA model [u • ft absent) (7.10a) is
(L))y - e .
J ft ft (7.10a)’
Actually (H) only explicitly derives results for an ARMA case but it is 
pointed out there that the same results will go through for the ARMAX case 
(with an equivalent of (7.4d) replacing (7.10a) once more).
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7.2 A Review of the Convergence Behaviour of RML^
The RML2 recursion as given may not converge and must be monitored.
Two schemes have been suggested, one used in (H) and the other in Ljung 
(1977b). This latter scheme is similar to that used by Albert and Gardner 
(1967) and also Nevel'son and Khasrninskii (1973/1976; Chapter 7). Only the 
first scheme is discussed here.
The region of stability is separated into an inner region R^ and an 
outer region 7?^  with
7? c R a R .2 1
Here 7?^  is such that VO €7?^ , 1 + cx(L) , 1 + 3(£) have no zeroes for
IZ/1 < 1 -f n , n > o . Also any pair of zeroes one from 1 + a(L) , one 
from 1 + 3(£) are at least r\ apart in the complex L plane. 7?^  is
described in a moment.
Denote the output of the modified recursion by 8^ .
Let 6 be a fixed value inside 7?^  • Define an auxiliary sequence 0 ^
which is 6 until 6 first exits from R, and is 0 until it returns n n 1
to Rn when 0 = 9  again and so on. 7?_ ”ill be chosen to ensure the2 n n & 2
event {6^ remains outside i?1 indefinitely long} has zero probability. 
The recursion is now
0
CDII t P o e
n n-i n n :
i-l
i—i io.ii + $ £'n n-i ^ n n
e = y - Cp r0 .n n n n-1
However in (7.9), (7.10) is replaced by
(7.11a)
(7.11b)
(7.11c)
e = y - cp r 0 n °n n n-1
and v n(b) in (7.10) is V .,(£) and so on, n-1 n-1
Subtract 0^ from (7.11a), multiply through by and sum up to
obtain
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0 - 0n = P y <p fe,-<p'(e -0 11n 0 n s ■ ° Ys v s-1 O'-
If we notice the Taylor series
0 (8) = £ + $ (0*) ' (0-0 ) n n n K 0J
then it is intuitively clear that we can expect ultimately to be dealing 
with an expression like
. ny $ en “ s s
and so expect convergence and asymptotic efficiency. In any case, by
repeated use of the martingale convergence theorem (in the form presented by
Neveu (197^, p. 150) of. also Chapter 4, Lemma 3r) Hannan (1976) is able to
evaluate 0 as n
0 = 0  + o (1) a. sn n n (7.12)
where
0 = n 1K 1 Ia(0 ,)n n “ v s-1*' (7.13)
where
K - n n
-1
I G(°s J (7.14)
with
G(0) = (0)$^(0))
(in (H) this is denoted by K(0) ] and
a(0) = E($r(0)(en(0)-$f((e)0)) (7.15)
[of. expression (2.14) of (H) where this is written in a different form; 
recall also that from (7.11a)
0 = £ cp (e -<p'0 ) ) .n n t s K s s s-1J *
We reorganise these expressions as follows. Write
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with
a(6) = f(6) - G(6)0
f (6) = £fipn(0)en (0))
Now we may write (7.13) as
6 = 0  + n"1K'1(a(6 1+6(0" _)8 \ .n n-1 n K  ^ K n-V n~lJ
Once it is known that the recursion converges so that 9 = 6  + o (1) thenn n n
this expression may be evaluated to o^(l) a.s. as
8 = 8  , + n“1K'1f(0 ,1 .
Y) Y) _ 1 V7n- n-lr (7.16)
Also (7.14) may be reorganised as
K - K = n "(G(0 )-K ) .n n-1 v  ^n - n - 1 J (7.17)
Now setting = V s and making the rotational transformation
1
/N
0 B(t ) we are led to consider the behaviour of the ordinary
differential equations
d9(T)/<fr = R_1(t )f(0(t )) , 
dR{T)/dt - Gf9Ct )) - R(t ) ,
which are, of course, the pair presented by Ljung (1977b): see also
Söderström et at. (1974).
The monitoring of the recursion enables the following conclusion to be
drawn
PROPOSITION 1 (PI), lim n_1P > 0  a.s.--- n
Now we can see how the region is defined. Suppose 0^ remains
outside of R indefinitely long then clearly
e -> e = G_1(0)a(e)n
= G_1(0)f(0) + 0 .
Recall
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f(8) = 2?($ (6)e (0)1 .K n n
Straightforward manipulation shows the 'pseudo' Taylor series
«-(0) = - <(®> 0J(e-en)
where
<pn (0. e 0) = fx+vo ( L ) ) ' V ( 0 )  .
Thus
f(0) = - L (e» 90) (e- 0o) (7.18)
where
so that
L(e, e l  = (6)<p'(e, ej)
0 - 9 . i -G 'V e l i f e ,  e l ]  ( e - e lo r ■ — 5 ’et y
[ c f . (H) expression (2.16); also expression (2.4) for Lf0, 0 } and the 
present one are easily seen to be identical).
Now R2 is defined so as to ensure
i-G“’Lce>L(e, e l < 1
so that
| |e-e0|| s  i!8-80i
which is a contradiction.
The following result is obtained.
P2. 0 - 0 0 a.s.n 0
Actually in (H) a stronger result is proved. It is not required that
e (0 ) be a martingale difference sequence, only that y be a stationary 
Yt 0 7Z
process. Then (of. Chapter 2) 0^ is defined as a value which minimises
e 2 (Q)n or else satisfies S’ftp (0)e (0)1 = 0 .n
For the CLT/IP a stronger convergence result is needed namely (Theorem 2
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of (H)) when sup
n
<  oo then,
P3. n 2 6,fe -9j -> 0 a.s. V6 f >0 .• n 0'
In particular we will take S' = 6 of (7.3a). The result is
intuitively clear for the following reason. Consider the quadratic form
V = f0(T)-0 ) 'R(x) (0(t)-0 ) (equivalent to V = (0 -0 ) 'K (§ -0 ) ) thenr • 0 ' v 0 ' v n ■ n 0J n 0J J
it follows from the differential equations below (7.16) and (7.17), that 
dv^/dT = -q - 2(8(t )-0o)'f(0(T)) + (0(T)-eo) 'G(0(t )1 (9(t)-0 )) .
Recalling (7.18) we see
dvx/dz = -q - (0(T)-0O) '(LT+q-G(6(T)) (0(T)-6O)
with
q  = l (6(x), 0q) .
Now if 0(t ) -»■ 0p a.s. then L^_ -»■ G(8 ) and we may expect the second term
to be negative for T large enough: we are left with
dV /ax < -V x' t
or
V < V (1 - Ifn) . n n-1
1-5 'It clearly follows that n 0 for any 5 ' > C .
It will be naturally necessary in the ensuing discussion to dispose of
the difference 0 - 0  . It follows from the definition of 0 and P2 that n n n
P4. There exists a random variable n  ^ with < 00 a.s. and
0 = 6 Vn > n .n n 0
We will also need
P5. lim nfP -P (0j) = 0 a.s. On -nT' ( P„~ - Pn a"T'■ n n K O'
Recall from (7.5), lim n P^'*"(0q) = R . The proof of this intuitively
reasonable proposition is postponed.
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The f o l l o w i n g  r a t e  o f  c o n v e rg e n c e  r e s u l t  i s  a l s o  n e e d e d  s u b s e q u e n t l y .  
P6. Under c o n d i t io n  (7 .3 a ) . ,
tq _q ) -> o a .s .
K n n ~ lJ
Proof. Now
0 - 0 = n? n <p [y -cpf0 ) .n n-1  n n ■ n n n-±'
In  v iew  o f  P4 , P5 and  e x p r e s s i o n  ( 7 . 9 )  i t  i s  enough t o  show 
%+6 -1 7  =  e  +  rzn n n n 5 [e - z  ) -> 0 a . s .  n K n n}n 2 ' °n  <p [y -cp '0 ,1 = nn ■ n n n - l J
In  A ppendix  7A ( ( i ) ,  ( i i ) )  i t  i s  shown t h a t  f o r  some X < 1 ,
17 -e  I £ I  Xn-%  s ^ +So (1)1 Yl 72 ' “  s s
w here  <p = |jcp j| . Now t h e  se c o n d  te rm  above h a s  m odulus (cp = Jjq>_ j|)
S  S  Yl Yl
~  —%t6 I Iip n \e -£ .n 1 n n '
Next t h e  f a c t  t h a t  sup  E c p ^ ^ “ 3 5 )^ < ^  ( Append ix /A  ( i i i ) )  e n s u r e s
n  ^ *
Tby t h e  B ienam e-C hebyshev  i n e q u a l i t y  and t h e n  t h e  B o r e l - C a n t e l l i  Lemma t h a t
c p n ~ ^ / Z  *  0  a * S * ( 7 . ^
Next t h e  d i s c r e t e  L ’H o s p i t a l  r u l e  (Bromwich 1347, p.  404) i m p l i e s
lim Is -e I = lim ip n 2' (1)/(1- X) = 0 a.s.' n n ' n n
(For f u t u r e  r e f e r e n c e  we n o t e  i n  p a s s i n g  t h a t  c l e a r l y  l i m ( l n  n ) \ e  - £  | = 0n n
a . s . )  Thus we have t o  show
. ~ -^+6l im  to n = 0  a . s  n ( 7 .Mr)A
and
—%+6~ I In cp e ->■ 0 a . s .  n 1 w 1
f  . 2T h is  s e q u e n c e  o f  a rg u m en t w i l l  be u se d  r e p e a t e d l y  and d e n o te d  BC
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This second will follow from
~ -%+6/2oft -> 0 a. s. ,Yft 5
I ~%+0/2e ft -> 0 a.s.ft1
(7.20)
(7.21)
Now (7.21) follows from sup #|c 4/(1 30} < °° and 5C2
Consider one component of say e with
fl+v (L))i = e .• *K? _  1 ' V7 V7n-1 •' n n
Recalling the definition of 0^ (that is such as to ensure 
ÜF (vw_f) I < A where F ( v )  , X are defined in Appendix 7ä) it follows 
exactly as in Appendix 7A (ii) that
(7.10b)
ISJ £ l
1
Now the discrete L’Hospital rule implies
lim| e I /2 < |n"^+6/2• v? 1 • v? » / ( 1 - A )
= 0  a.s.
[Cfcu iqA
in view of (7.£3), (7.3f) and the remarks following (7.11). Collecting these
results together (including case (7.10a)’) we conclude (7.20)
, . ~ -%+o / 2lim tp ft = 0  a.s.n
The proof of P5 is now given. The norm of the difference in P5 is bounded 
by
2N x I <B°6 + N 1 y 62 < 2• ft n ^ ft » 1 1 sd .'rx 5; 6* ~.+ 1 £ s
0  „ - 1 -1
l ■ ') ft,
where
5° = ltön(0o)H » K = ft ft • 0;
If we show lim 6 = 0 then, by the discrete L’Hospital rule we can conclude
_1 N 2
lim A/ y 6 = 0 . Consider one component of 0 say e with^ ft r Yft J ft
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also
Thus
fl+v AL))e = e • • n-lK n n 5
(l+v.(L)lg = e . v 0 } nK 0J n
fl+v (L))[e -e f e l l  = e - c + (v (L)-v AL))e (0 1 . v n-1 } '• n n K O' J n n K 0 n-1 } ny oJ
Once more following Appendix 7A (ii) and P3,
le -g (0 1 I 5 6 + 51 n nK O' 1 In 2n
with
= F An“s|s fen |s-%+6In j 1 s • 0' ' °s(1) ’
6,v, = l x"-8|5.-ej .2n s s
Now by the discrete L'Hospital rule
- % + 5
lim 6m  = l i m li n (9 0 ) ln  " w°n(1) = 0
which holds via sup E\e ^ | 3<^  < °° and SC2 . A similar argument
n
disposes of the term 6 . For future reference we note in passing that
6 In n -* 0 . The argument is easily repeated for the other components of 
<p^  including case (7.10a)'.
7.3 A Central Limit Theorem for  RML0
The following proof is straightforward though tedious. We begin by 
summing the recursion to obtain
» „  - V p» j
Thus
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Vn (0 -0_1 = Vn P V cp [e -e +<p'(0 -0 )1 + QK n 0" n  ^ s s s ■ s-1 0J' n
with
q = Vn p y <p en n “ s s (7.22)
It will do to show (a), (b):
(a) Q„dUtf(0. R“1)
where R was defined in equation (7.5). In view of P5 this may be replaced 
by
(a') n 2 y X'5 e ff(0, X'RA)
1 s s
where X is an arbitrary fixed vector 
Once more by P5 we require
Ths M6CLT v «).
(b) » ' * I » , ( V e6 ^ ( V l - 0o)l+ O  a's.
(b)' n ^  ) cp fs -e -Kp r (0 -0_)1 -*• 0 a.s
K ■ S S ^S ' S-1 0J '
From P4 this may be replaced by
n
\
L1
We deal firstly with (b) 1 . From Appendix 7A (i),
(l+v0(D) (?n-en) = •
Further more it is shown in Appendix 7B that
fl+v (L))fcp,('0 -9 1) = <P1 fö .-9 ) +d ^ n-1 J ■ n • n-1 O ; n-1 0J r
(7.23)
(7.23a)
where
d = 0(||0 -6 ,||$ )n * n n-1 nJ
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It follows then that
(l+v (L)](cp'(e -0 )+e -e ) = (v (L)-v (L)) [e -e ) + d . (n-1 - K n K n-1 0' n nJ K n-1 0 J y n nJ n
Now in view of P6 and (7.21),
\d I = o ( l ) n ~ ^ ” ^cp1 n 1 n n
Also it follows as in Appendix 7A (ii) that
4  = l5h4-reohV4l 5 £ A”‘sl4l + ? .
We have to show
-P
N 2 I $sfs + 0 a.s.
The idea is to show
I i f s  % < “ a.s.
1 s s
so that the result will follow from Kronecker’s lemma.
Now recalling the notation cp^  = ||cp (9 ) | we have to show
7 w 7I % f ss 2 < 00 » 5! 6Jcs~^  < 00 •s” s1 "  “  1 
We have already shown 6^ -* 0 so we have to show
COy f a %  < °° . 
i s
So let C = cp or 1 ; thus sup E s s s
k l < 00 . Now consider
.23b)
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f = f V *  I * - V * t t+a
+ l cs s 1 l aS
I X
The first term may be rewritten as
N , , N , , N . . N
I oAl)$ t 2~ I r e  2\s < I oA l)$A 1_ f C AS
t+l 1
N
t+l
s l 0+(i)<5+t‘1‘<5^  
1
where
%  = I zs A  ■
Now the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies
f 2'sup E U j 
t  ^V> supt
o° f >
(1-X)"1 I XeE 1
- (1-A)  ^const
Also
sup E 
t **) 5 <^~2 -p  I *8*[£ *.
-3- (1-A) const.
Now from (7.25) we need only show
that is
T 1 <
1 " C
V ~0. ,-1-5 „
I 9t*tt
and
w ’1"5 < “
(7.24)
(7.25)
(7.26)
that is
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I 1_0 < 00 •
These both follow by the lemma in Lukacs (1975, p. 80) if
sup £(cp°l^ ) , ,
t
which they are by Cauchy-Schwarz and (7.26).
The second term in (7.24) can similarly be bounded by an expression 
such as
N
I ot(l)\et-et (7.27)
so that we need to show
l i v et i V 1+\  < ~
than is
—  \ -r - - 1 + 6  ,
I et-zt ' h t % <  CO
(7.27a)
with
Recall from Appendix 7A that
|s,-e, I < y A* So (l)<p -%+6't t
Now apply the same argument as led to (7.25) to see (7.27) is bounded by
V / -1 \4 -3/2+6 'I ip_
where
h  = I W t t e A<
Now
sup #(V) 2 < (1-A) 1 
t ' Z
< (1-A)“1
< (1-A)“2
and the result follows as before .
S“p \ XM ?t+s^ +s]
sup \ \SVe 
t 1 ’t+s
const.
7.4 An Invariance Principle for RML^
r -lWe turn now to the IP. Denote r = ) s and defineV?
k (t) = sup\m : t -T 5 t\ n 1 n+m n 1
Now (7.22) may be reorganised as
where
dö = {{%+o(n 1) 1 1-R " 9  9 ^ Q  dr + dU 'n I '■  ^ JJ n V n  V I  n >
W = R 1 I 9 e /Vs ,n n - Ys s
R 1 = np and dx - T - T , and so on. The idea is first to show n n n n n-1
W  a) - Q(t) (7n
where for arbitrary fixed vector A , Q(t) = A;Q(t) is the continuous 
Gaussian process on £[0, 1] with
Q(t) - s ^Q(O) + I e ° ^ aW(s)
(of. equation (5.10)) and
6(0) ~  ff(o, a2)
and where W(t) is the Wiener process on Z?[0, 1] with variance
O2 = A'R 1A . Define Q = Vn (0 -0 ) . Once (7.28) is established then y n 0J
conclusion
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Iz+A (t) * Q(t) 
n
follows provided
0<t<l m n+kn(t)\ 0 .
 ^ pThis will hold if ||Q^ -Q^ j| ——y 0 which is, however, a consequence of the
proof of the CLT (that is, of Condition (b) of Section 7.3).
We begin now, as in Chapter 5 by showing
W 7 , - W =* W(t)n+k (t) n n
where
n
W = A'W = A'R y $ e /Vs . n n n £ s s
Since -> R we can replace R^ here by R . Further recalling the 
remark at the end of Section 7.2 that In n||cp -$ (0 ) | 0 we see that £
may be replaced by .
Consider the triangular array
v = A'R ~<p (0A)e /Vn+sns n+sv 0' n+s
with associated increasing o-fields F = F . We have to show (Scott.n,s n+s 5
1973)
max
nsksn+k (1) n
A'R 1 /k -Et
and this follows from
(x'R W ) /k 0
which holds trivially since (0 ) has finite variance. Also we need
n+k (£) nI (x'R /s -2-. A ' R .
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This will follow from
n+k (t) n
I U'R'-V (9.)s K O' -A'R 1X /s (7.29a)
which we now establish using a truncation argument similar to that used in 
Chapter 6: of. Hannan (1973).
Define
n M  = A'R-\(e0) - X'R h
so that r\(n) is a zero mean stationary ergodic stochastic process. Set
n i (n) = n (n)l[\r\(n) | 5 ,
r\2(n) - n(n)l(|n(n)| > a)
so n L(n) - E(ri^ (n)) is stationary ergodic. Mow
n+k (t) n+k (t) n+k (t)
I |ni(s)-£,(ni(s)) I /si = y I s_1/c_1c(?c-s)
n x ' n n
where c(s) is the lag s autocovariance of n,(s) - e (p ^(s )) . The
above expression is
n+k (t) n n+k (t)-sn
I e(s) I [l{l+s)) -1
l=n+s
max
nsssn+k (t) n
n+k (t)
( n , ^ 2
|c(s)| I  s X’
since stationarity and ergodicity ensure jc(n)j -*■ 0 while
n+k (t) n ,
Y s -> t . Next,
n
n+k (t) n n+k (t) n
e  I  |n2(s)-E(n2 (s))|/s s l  s"1£,|n2(o)-E(n2(o)) | 
n n
® | n 2(o)-ff(n2(o)) 1
which may be made arbitrarily small by taking A large. 
Nov? rewrite the expression for dQ as
Q = fl-I /2n-E ) Q + <M y n nJ n-1
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where
I = 2 n R^2R-I [%+o[n M]) I I
-1
E = R 1(cp (p ' -Rl In . n n K rvn -
Now recalling the derivation of an IP in Section 5.2 and its extension to 
Multidimensional SA at the end of Chapter 5 we need only show
sup
CEfcSl
n+k (t)
I T  (l-Is/2s-Ej-e-It/2 
n
0 .
Now below it will be shown that
IIEJI + 0 a.s. , (7.29b)
I liEJ 2 < °° a.s. (7.29c)
so that
n+k (£)
I l|E ||2 0 a.s.on
uniformly in t. It then follows that 
n+k (t)
exp| 7 [logfl-Is/2s-Ej +Is/2s+Eg]| I a.s.
uniformly in t , so that 
n+k (t)
sup
OStSl
n+k (t)
sxpj l log(l-Ts/2s-Es)|-exp'| I - 1,72s-E^ 
 ^ n '  ^ n
0 a.s.
However we have already shown (7.29a)
n+k (£) n
] E -2-1- 0
U  Q
uniformly in t so the result now follows. We have then to show (7.29b), 
(7.29c). Now (7.29c) will clearly follow if we show
I (p'tp In “ n n < 00 a.s.
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However
9 9
T c p ' c p / n ’ ^ y c p ' P c i )
•-> ' V7 1 V) ‘J -1X1 VIn n n n n n r  P ^ /n < 00 a . s .
CO
~l i  2
s i n c e  n P R w h i le  a s  p o i n t e d  o u t  in  C h a p te r  4, y  < p ' P ,  <f>, < 00 a.s.
n n n
a lw a y s .  F i n a l l y  | | E  || -> 0 a . s .  i f  we show <p'<p / n  0 a . s .  But t h i s  
f o l l o w s  from  K r o n e c k e r 's  lemma s i n c e
N N . N
l im  y  fcp'cp -cp' n<p 1 / n  -  l im  5* fi> 'cp / n  -  cp' £  , / ( « - 1)1 + 7  cp' £  . / n ( n - l ),7 y K rAn n - 1 n - l J .7v_  y K n n n - 1 n - 1  '  y n - 1  n - 1/y-^ oo !  //-*» i  1
-  l im  t r  Py1 /^ !  + 5! $ 3 „ J n2
2l/-xx> V V J n n
< t r  R + y  0  '<p In  < 00 £ n n
s i n c e
A P P E N D I X  7 A
S O ME  U S E F U L  R E L A T I O N S  A N D  B O U N D S
( i )  C o n s id e r  t h a t  e q u a t i o n s  (1 )  and  (8 )  im p ly
f l+ v  A L ) ) e  = ( l+ a  , (L )}y  - y  A L )  u  ,
S n - 1  J n V  n - 1  J n n - 1  n
f l +v A L ) ) e = ( l+ a A L ) ) y  - y A L ) u  .K 0 J n K 0 ;,Jn 0 n
Thus
( l+v.(D) (e -e 1 = [ cl A L ) - a A D ) y  - fv (L)-vA L ) ] u' 0 J ■ n n'  K n - 1  0 *vn K n - 1  0 ' n
-  -<p ' (0" -0 ) •Yn  ^ n - 1  O'
IYn - 1 a ) - Y 0 a > i un
( i i )  We can  w r i t e
e -  e = -c ' x  n n n
w i th
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and
with
c = (1 o . . . 0)
= F(v)x . + op'fe -8 1v 0' n-1 n ■ n-1 0-
F(V) =
-V 1 0 ... 0
- v2 0 . . .  0
-V 0 . . . 0l rn
It follows that for some A < 1 ,
||x || 5  x l i x  j  +  <p lie - e jn" n-1 n n-1 0
\en Zn\ ~ t Xn-\
(since by P3, P4, ll^ -^^ nll = o Cl)n 2+<5 ) with <p, = ||<pj| .n 0
Notice in this last expression initial condition effects have been left 
out; in this and all subsequent similar expression they decay exponentially 
and so may be omitted.
(iii) Since 6 which is used to construct cp lies inside i? then n n 1
cp is formed by stable filtering operations on . Thus we must have
for some A < 1 ,
% = K,1 s c Ix (lG«.<l+lV i 1^
so that sup E up4/C1-36)] < „
J
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APPENDIX 7B
DERIVATION OF RELATION (7.23)
The argum en t i s  t e d i o u s  b u t  s im p le  and i s  t h e r e f o r e  i l l u s t r a t e d  f o r  a 
MA( 2 )  m odel o n ly .  Now
fl+v , ( ! ) ) ($ ' (¥  , - e J )  = fl+v, L+v £2| fi fv, ,-v.U ^ n - 1 } K n - 1 0 ' J ( 1,72-1 2,72-1 j - n  1 ,72-1 1J '
.2^1+ v., L + v  L z \ [ e  fv  - v  11 . 
( 1,72-1 2 , n - l  j • n  - 2 ,72-1 2 ' '
Now t h e  f i r s t  te rm  i s
e fv -v 1 + v e (v -v 1 + v e fv -v 1 n • 1 ,72-1 1 J l , n - l  n - l l l , n - 2  l j 2 ,72-1 tz- 2 i aw- 3  1}
= Sd h ;; ; - 1 - Vd  + b >n - f n - l F 1> n_1 ^ 1) + ^ 2  , n - l % - 2
+ Vl , n - f n - l b x )n-2 Vl , n - d  + V2 , n - f n - 2  F i  sn-3  Vl , n - 1 -
K ,n - 1 - Vd 1+v A+v _L ,_ 1 ,72-1 2,72-1 j n _ o(||6 |||!$ u p  -e J|1u  72 72 1 72 72-1 '
= fv -v  AÖ + <9(jjcp j|||0  -0  111
V 1,72-1 1 ' 72 u  Yn  72 72-1 '
i n  v iew  o f  ( 7 .1 0 b )  and t h e  f a c t  t h a t  0^ i s  a . s .  bounded.
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CHAPTER 8
LIMIT LAWS FOR RML
8.1 Introduction
This chapter is devoted to a consideration of the convergence and CLT 
for the RMLi recursion in two forms (discussed below). We begin once more 
with the ARMAX model
e (0) = (l+v(L)) 1{{±+a(L))yn-y(L)u} (8.1)
where
v
v(L) = I
1
) ' and so on, while 0 £ R a compact subset of the
and so on, with L the lag or backwards operator; also 0 = (otr, V ', y') 
with ct = (a .
open set
S = (0 j l+a(L), l+v(L) have all zeroes strictly
outside the unit circle in the complex L plane}
It is assumed there is a true value 0n ( i? ) e , denoted £ , is a
0  n 0 ' n
stationary ergodic martingale difference sequence or nonlinear innovations 
sequence w.r.t. the increasing sequence of cj-algebras f generated by
e . We assume further n
£ 2 |f li =( n 1 rc-lj (an a.s. constant)
we Then have by the ergodicity assumption
-1 ? 2lL  >
The uv sequence may be deterministic or stationary ergodic stochastic K
(independent of the sequence] and is assumed to have finite non zero
power, that is
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lim 77  ^£ n? -
K 1A
Before stating the final condition we notice that (8.1) may be written 
as a pseudo regression
e (0) = y - <p,(0)9n 'Jn n (8.2)
where
< p J 0 )  = [~yn-1
We assume that the limit
-y e , (0) . ^n-n n-1 a
e (8 )u n-n n-1 v
n ) n-n } Y
iim if1 I Vfe(e0)<pfe(e0)' = r
exists and is positive definite
With the expression (8.2) in mind the definition of the first RMLi 
recursion for 0 is immediate from Plackett’s algorithm as
0 = 0  + P <p e ,n n-1 n n n
P 1 = P 11 + <p <p' ,n n-1 n n
(8.3a)
(8.3b)
with
P = P . .n n-1 n - 1 n n  n-1
e - v - <p '0 n un
P cp tp 'P / fi+cp'P <p ] ,1  n  K n n-1 n-
Ö , ,n n-1
i-yn-1 -y e , ... e u , ... u ] ^n-n n-1 n-n n-1 n-n Ja v y
(8.3c)
The second form of the RMLi recursion is obtained by replacing the
ction errors in tl
resulting recursion is
predi he regression vector ip by the residuals. The
0 = 0 , + P \1> en n-1 nYn n
p“1 = p"! + <i iK ,n n-1 rnrn
(8.4a)
(8.4b)
e - y \p'Qn ^n Tn n-1 (8.5a)
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where
and
- u  r, •^n-n n-1 n u , n-n^ rz-i un~ny)
n = y - ip'dn Jn n n
- y - ip'd - jp'P ip en n n-1 n n n n
= e fl-i|>'P ij; ] . n v Tn n (8.5b)
This recursion was presented as one of the examples in the recent article by 
Moore and Ledwich (1978). We will refer to this recursion as RMLJ.
Turning to consider the convergence of these recursions, we find Ljung 
(1977a) and Hannan (1976) have provided analyses of RMLi by requiring the 
recursions be monitored (with this requirement both analyses would clearly 
extend to RMLJ). However Hannan (1976) also pointed out that for a MA(1) 
model, RML l converges without the need of monitoring. In a first draft of 
this chapter the author had tried to find a general proof of convergence of 
RMLi without monitoring by means of a Stochastic Lyapunov function approach, 
but had succeeded only in repeating Hannan's result: that work is the
subject of Section 8.3. Subsequently the author became aware of the 
(earlier) work of Moore and Ledwich (1978) in which, inter atia, RML[ is 
considered also by a Stochastic Lyapunov function approach; they were 
however unable to complete the proof of convergence providing instead two 
conditions whose establishment would complete the proof. In any case it 
immediately became clear that the proof could be completed using the 
techniques developed to tackle RMLi• With this in mind the analysis of 
RMLJ which is, in any case easier to follow, has been presented first. 
Finally in Section 8.4 we discuss briefly the unusual second order behaviour 
of RMLi: the status of the CLT for RMLi is uncertain.
Before leaving this section we recall some consequences (and present 
some new ones) of the Matrix Inversion Lemma (MIL), that will be basic to 
the ensuing argument. Suppose we have a sequence of p-dimensional vectors 
X., and denotek
The MIL states
so that
and
Also
M - M = -M x x'M /fl+x'M x )n n-1 n-1 n n n-1 - n n-1 n
M x = M .x / fl+x'M x ]n n n-1 n K n n-1 n-
x'M x = x'M x /fl+x'M x ] 5 1  .n n n n n-1 n v n n-1 n
y x'M2x 5 y x'M M nxn n n - n n n-1 n 
P P
y. trfM -Ml < .- n-1 n}
P
,-1Suppose lira tr M^ /n < 00 then
x ' x /n -► 0 , n n
x'M x 0 ,n n n
y x'M x /n < °°L n n n
y x'x In < oo .n n 
P
To see these results consider that
00 oo f \y x'x /n2 5 y (x'M x /n) \tr M ~/n\L Yi Yi L, \ yj yj yj J \ yj 1
P n n n l
oo r
S l
p
y (O ' *  "1 'x'M“x j j tr M ~/n\ < 00 .n n nj [ n j
Next X'M X -* 0 follows by Kronecker’s lemma since 
n n n
y fnx'M x -(n-l)x' nM x A/n - ] x'M x -fl-n ^ x  i- n n n n-1 n-1 n-l' L n n n K 1
P
■ ' n
< 1 + J x'M x /n < « L n n n 
P
Finally
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x'x /n < x'M x tr M /n n n n n n\ n
-1 0 .
The above results will be used repeatedly and referred to as MIL.
8.2 The Convergence of RML-j
Let us begin by noticing that we can rewrite (3.4a) as
8 = 0  + P 4> nn n-1 n - 1 n  n
This follows from (8.5b) and the fact that MIL implies
P if e = P \p e /(l+ip'P ) n n n n-1 n n v n n-1 nJ -
= P .ip e fl-ip'P ip 1 . n-1 n n ■ n n n-
n n
Next reorganise (8.6) as
P ~ \  (8 -0 ) = P“-\  (0 -0 ) -  ip nn - l v n-1 0' n - 1 K n 0J Y
Now denoting T - (8 -0.1 'P 1(0 -0j we can find ° n ■ n 0' n K n 0J
2-Vl = yn - ^ 0^n-9oh - + iVn-1  K'n 
and, noting, from MIL,
tyfP ,ip = \p'P \p /(1-ip'P ip ) n n-1 n n n n K n n nJ
we rewrite this as
t = t _ + 4>'(e -0j+2(n -e )]n n-1 n y n O' n K n 0' ■ n nJJ
+ 2En K  +W « K ~ eJ  +W n Ed
- if»fP ip fl-ip'P ip ] [e -e ) 2+2e [e -e  )+e2 n n n K Tn n n1 y n n} n y n n} n
Next consider that, by definition
fl+v (L)ln - y - 
K n J n ^n
f-y , . •. -y u . .. ^ un -1 n-n n-1 • • u )n-n 'a y
fl+v (L)}e = y - K 0 J n °n f-y . . -. -y u . . ^ Jn -1 Jn-n n-1a
.. u )
n-n J
y
with
(8.6)
• (8.7)
8 = (a y ) '
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and so on,
v A D  = y V. l'1 .tt-1 J ,^n-l
V
Thus
(l+vAD) (n -e 1 = -i|>'(0 -0-1■ 0 ' K n n' n y n 0' (8.8)
Now denote
u - '(ö -0 ) ,n n y n O J
ij = n - e + %^(0 -0 1J?i n n n v n O
Thus neglecting initial conditions
A
y ■kJ v 7 (l+v^ CD) 1 -k
'With this notation, and recognising for example that e^ is F
measurable take conditional expectations in (8.7) to obtain
sfr |F ,) = T , + 2o2ifj'P - >Jj'P ^ (l-i|i’P iji l2 fe -e 12+T ^nil n-lJ n-1 'riWL n n n n n n v n n nJ y n ri'
- T , + 2a2^'P ipn~l i^orri n n n (8.9a)
Bearing in mind always that we are aiming to use MGCT* of Chapter 4 le' 
us now give a condition that will ensure
C - 2 \ u y > 0 a.s, N “ rbn
We require
ML) = y h Le = (l+v (i)!"1 - %
to be positive real, that is,
Re /? > 0 .
Then, neglecting initial conditions
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N N s
S\ /\P A A  r-t A  r-»
CN = 2 I Vs
= TT-1
= 7T
> 0
-1 rlT
-TT
y u e 
1 6
I s e
i s
isix)
h (e'lLß)dw
isco Re h du) (8.10)
The positive real condition has been associated with RMLi by Ljung 
(1977a) and in another form by Hannan (1976). It was also used in the 
analysis of a related deterministic recursion (Landau, 1976, 1978). Indeed 
from this last point of view the above conclusion > 0 can be obtained
by another argument that has appeared often in the Engineering literature 
(Narendra and Kudva, 1974) in connexion with some deterministic recursions 
related to RML'. This other, rather longer approach, via the positive-real 
lemma is given for completeness, in Appendix 8A. The remainder of the
proof can be followed without perusing the appendix. Setting T r = T + C
n n n
we can reform (8.9a) as
e {t *\V A  < T ’ , + 2o 2\1;,P ib .v 71 Yl~ 1 ^  vi — I T vi -yi v771-1 n n 7i (8.9b)
An inequality similar to (8.9b) was obtained by Moore and Ledwich (1978, 
equation (3.7)) by a rather longer argument: an extension of the one used
in Landau, (1974, 1978). That argument, on the other hand, has an attractive 
physical interpretation since it shows how the recursion can be viewed as a 
feedback system.
Moore and Ledwich (1978) point out that convergence will follow if we 
can show (their conditions (iv), (v))
y  n V p Il> < (a constant) < °°L  Y n  n T n
Y
n P ->-0 a . s. for some y > 0 . 
n
They are however unable to do this. We now complete the proof, 
divide through (8.9b) by n to obtain
E[T'/n IF 1 < T ’ / (n-l)-n~^T ' / (n-±)+2o\'? \J> /n .
 ^ Y) 1 V7 _ I V? _ I *V>V7*V7
Let us
( 8.9c )
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Y1—T— -1 r 2VJe will now set about establishing limn y q <°° a.s. Recalling
X s
that the diagonal elements of P^ are of the form
Yl N i'JV-1 v 2 V-1 v 2 „-1 v 2N l y„ » A I u * N 1 (8.11)
1 1
-1 -1this will then imply lim // tr P “ < °° but then MIL will imply
y \b 'P ii In L n n n < OO (8.12)
and we will be able to apply MGCT* to (8.9c). Return, then, to (8.4), form
0 'P 19 so that n n n
0'P X0 = 9 ’ ,P 0 , + O'0 A *  + 2e ij/'O . + ty'P ij>V7 v? r? V? — I V7 — r? — I K Y) — \ J 7171 Yl — Yl. Yl.
,-1
n n n n-1 n-1 n-1
= 8 ' .P“1 0 . + y2 - ez[l~\prP }■V7 _ I V? _  I V7 _ 1 ^  V? VJ ^ Yl Yl YlJ
n n-V
2
n n n-1 n n n n
Summing up yields
9 ?p h  + y e^[i-^rp i|> ) = y /n n n j s srsJ J u s (8.13a)
or, in view of (8.5b)
Yi Yl
Q,P~±Q + f n2/fl-ifj'P ) = l y2 n n n ~ s v ‘s s s' “ Js (8.13b)
This is just the decomposition of total sum of squares into regression sum 
of squares plus error sum of squares. From (8.13b) we conclude
_______ _ i  ^  2
lim n £ q^/ (l-^jP^iJj^ ) < 00 a.s.
so that
Yl
lira n“1 £ q2/(l - lim < °° * (8.14)
Nov/ suppose
1 ™  W p d>, l
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then we must have
limn ■*" I r]2 - 0 
1 S
but then, recalling the diagonal elements of P-1 in (8.11) we conclude,n
via MIL that ti'P iL> -> 0 which contradicts our supposition: thusTn rrn
lim tfr'.P,7iIuT < 1 . Now, however (8.14) ensures --- T  i'J I v U
Now via MIL we have established (8.12). Thus MGCT* applied to (8.9c) yields
T1In -* Tr a.s. a finite positive random variable and n
OO
< 00 a.s.
so that Tr = 0 a.s. to avoid contradiction. Thus, by positivity we 
conclude
T / n -> 0 a.s. n
n y u y = C In -> 0 a.s. , s s n
Now if we can establish
lim n P > 0 a.s. ---  n
we may conclude, from T /n 0 a.s. that 0 - 0 ^ - > O  a.s. as required.n n 0
First we show
(8.15a)
Nov;
In a moment we show
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-1 v , ^2
n \ U V V  + 0 a * (3.15b)
this dispenses with the first term. For the second term apply the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality to see
n rn 0 n
i £s( v esH  s [i %  i (n8-e8) ) /»+ o
-1 v 2 2since n \ e -> G . We have then only to show (8.15b). 
1 S
We have already established
“~1 "~1 rL  ^/\ n C - n y u w e-o a.s. ft “ s s
/N.
(8.16a)
and recalling the definitions of 7v , u , we see (8.15b) will follow fromun n
-1 r -2n ) u 0 , 
1 s
(8.16b)
, n 0-1 r- ^2w 0 • i s
(8.16c)
We can use standard methods to deduce these zero power conditions from 
(8.16a).
To show these we have to strengthen the positive real condition to one 
of strict positive realness; that is, for some small G r > 0 ,
Re h{e'^) > o' .
Then we obtain from (8.10)
N
) u y > (ö'/2tt) V L sJ s L (8.17)
N
so that (8.16b) follows from (8.16a). We now bound the energy £ y'
Define
u - u , 1 < n < N ,n n
- 0 otherwise
Set
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Now c o n s i d e r
where
y - ) h u u n “ n-s s
N N °°
V ^2 _ r  - 2  v - 2
l  y q - 1 -  1
i s  i  n i  n
~ 1 1 h u£ n-s s
= (  2 tt )
-1
-TT
~ . n 2
\ e \ h  u du “ ^ n - s  s0 1
(27t)“1
•TT oo
V 7) /t e
r>?
2 00
v
1 0 u
-TT o ra 0 s
du
< b
•TT oo
V 'I'StUr-
'  -TT 0  s
du
b - max . \n | "Y2tt
and b < 00 s i n c e  ?z(L) i s  r a t i o n a l  and s t a b l e .  C o n t in u in g
N  _ o° / /
r  ~ 2  ,  r  —2 7 r  ^ 2l  y .  -  l  u = b l  u
l S 0 s 1 S
so t h a t  ( 8 .1 6 c )  i s  e s t a b l i s h e d .
-1
( 8 . 1 8 ;
We may now c o n c lu d e  t h a t  a l l  t h e  d i a g o n a l  e le m e n ts  o f  p su c h  a s  i n
n
( 8 .1 1 )  have f i n i t e  p o s i t i v e  l i m i t s .  We w i l l  c o n c lu d e
l im  n ^ P ^ > 0 a . s .-----  n
i f  wa show to  be p o s i t i v e  d e f i n i t e  th e  c o r r e l a t i o n  m a t r ix  whose t y p i c a l  
e le m e n ts  a r e  o f  t h e  form
N ,N n N n
^ n n / ^ n l n  ] ,t  n n-m (a n  ^ n-mj
r „
l
U  1 
rN .  N
( 8 .1 9 a )
I n y /  I n 2 I y 2 V nun-m k n ~ l  vl  1 ( 8 .1 9 b )
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y n u /  ^ n n-m 1  2 V 2> n > uj* n j* n-wj
%
(8.19c)
) y u /  ^ n n-m
N N \ hv 2 f 2  ^") y ) uJ n “ n-772j (S.lQd)
) y y / jf un n-m
rN 0 iV
V  ^V ^1 l y
i
Y / f ?  2 ?  2 ] %) u u / \ ) u ) uY n n-m |Y n “ n-mJ
%
] n-m]
N 2 1* Wr? — 777 I
(8.19e)
( 8.19f)
We show this correlation matrix converges to the limit that is obtained if
the resulting matrix is positive definiten in (8.19) is replaced by e n n
by assumption. The results follow immediately for (8.19d), (8.19e), 
(8.19f). For (8.19b) consider
I n y iY n n-m lI n  u. -Y n Y n-m
% N (N o V 0= I (h -e )y / y n y vY v n nJ n-m (Y n  ^n-m-L v -L
%
N ,N N
+ [  e y / 15" rj Y u L \L n l Vn-K]j nr n-m
Apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the first term to conclude via (8.15a) 
and (8.15b) that it converges to zero. The second term converges to the 
required limit (zero in this case). Similar arguments apply to terms 
(8.19a), (8.19c). The proof is complete.
Remark. Having thus established a.s. convergence we can in fact show
r
more. In (8.9c) the divisor n may be replaced by n for any- 5 > 0 
whereupon
V ib 'P ib /n^  <Y n n n (8.20)
w'ill ensure fsince we already know lim n  ^> 0 ) K --- n J
-°n) + 0 a -s-
as well as
s n ~
n \ -> 0
1 5
a.s.,
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x n 0 - o  ^ ^ 2n I y ^  0 a . s . 
1 " s
“"(S V*  ^ ^n ) u y -*• 0 a . s .~ s s
However s i n c e  t h e  s m a l l e s t  e ig e n v a lu e  o f  P ^  i s  o f  o r d e r  n , Lemma 1
o f  S e c t i o n  4 .3  i m p l i e s
y \ b ' P 2\h n 1 ~ ö <^ n n
whence
.-1l im  t r  P I n  <n
and
lb 'P cl; In < t r  P ^ In i b ' p 2 \b n n n n n n n
im p ly  ( 8 . 2 0 ) .
8.3 I he Convergence of RML-j
We t u r n  now t o  c o n s i d e r  RMLi u s i n g  a v e r y  s i m i l a r  a p p ro a c h  t o  t h a t  u se d  
f o r  RMLJ. However i t  w i l l  become c l e a r  t h a t  t h e  p r o o f  c a n n o t  be c o m p le te d  
q u i t e  a s  e a s i l y  a s  f o r  RML' ( e x c e p t  i n  t h e  MA(1) c a s e ) .  S in c e  i t  i s  t h e  
a u t h o r ’ s f e e l i n g  t h a t  a  p r o o f  can  be f o u n d ,  t h e  a rg u m e n t  h a s  been  p r e s e n t e d  
f o r  i n t e r e s t .  T h is  s e c t i o n  can  howTe v e r  be s k ip p e d  o v e r  q u i c k l y  w i th o u t  
l o s i n g  c o n t i n u i t y .
R e c a l l ,  t h e n ,  t h e  RMLi r e c u r s i o n  f o r  an ARMAX m odel
en n - 1 P cp en n n ( 8 .2 1 a )
y -  <p '0  -|n n n - 1 ( 8 .2 1 b )
P-1n + (D cp 1n n ( 8 .2 1 c )
w i t h  cpn a s  i n  ( 8 . 3 c ) .
Now p r e m u l t i p l y  ( 8 .2 1 a )  by P ^ and  u s e  ( 8 .2 1 c )  t o
Yl
s e e
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p Lfe -ej = p \ (0 ,-eJ + cp cpr(0 -eAl + cp e . (8.22)n K n O' n-l'* n-1 O' rrny n~ 1 O' n
Next denote T = fo -0Al'P-1f0 -0.) ; it follows from (7.21a), (7.21c)
YI V yi ( V V 7 N V? f I-'n O' n K n O'
that
yn = Vi+ (e„-i-0o) V»(VrsJ + 2(0n-i-®J V« + *»P»V»
which we rewrite as
r = y + (e . - e j v  [<p'(e ,-e_)+2fe -e 1]n n-l * n-l 0' n L n v n-1 O'  ^n n'J
+  2e U ' (0 -0 ) +  fe - £  )cp fP (p ) +  (p fP cp fe - e  ) 2 + £ 2 | .nK nK n-l 0' K n n' n n n' n n n(v n n' nj
Next consider that, by definition,
0„-l ••• y u  ^ ... u ) rßn-n n-l n-n 2 ;a y
1—11s •. w w , —  w ) 'B" n-n n-l n-n '
with
B' = (ay) : v , (L) = Y v.n-l  ^ zn
Thus (of. (8.8))
fl+v (L)) fe -e ] = -<pr (0 ,-0.) . ^ 0 ' ^ n n' ny n-l O' (8.23)
Now denote
u  - -xp ' (0 n -0A) ,n n ^ n-l 0'
} = e - e + %(p ' f0 ..-0 Jn n n n ^ n-l 0'
so that, neglecting initial conditions
(i+Vq (-8)) 1-%j
The above expression for T may be written
Yi
T = T + n n-l 2e -w -frp'p <p fe -£  1 -  2u yn [ n n n  n^n nJ J n 1
+ ek pA  + (® -£„)2<P • (8.2U)n n n n v n n' n n n
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Before continuing we are going, once more, to state a condition that
OO
r* ^  A  fensures C. = 2 ) u v > 0  a.s. Let us require fl £ rf n
ML) = I h Is = (l+v.(£)) 1 - %
to be strictly positive real, that is, for some o' > 0 ,
Re h > <J' .
Then, neglecting initial conditions we obtain as in (8.10),
A7 „ N o
C. = 2 I U y 2 a y u N j sJ s i s (8.25)
where a = g '/tt .
Also we state for future reference the bound on input/output energy 
ratios similar to (8.18),
where this time
N  9  N  -
I [e-e ) 2 £ b I
b = max I g{e™') |2/2tt
(8.26)
with
Next set
g(L) = (1+VqO;)]'1
11
Cl, = 2 I u y  - I [e -e ) <p'P <p A ^ s s ^ v n nJ n n n
then after taking conditional expectations in (8.24) we can find either
e [t In + C 1 In I F ,1 K n n 1 n-1'
= (TM_1/(n-l)+C’^_1/(n-l)}(l - 1/w) + a2<pj;PMcpM/n (8.27a)
or else, recalling m fP <r> < 1 ,n TVn
n n n
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e {t In \ C In I F ) <  fT ./(n-l)+C . / ( n - l ) ) ( l  - 1 In)K n n 1 n-1  ^>7-1 >?-ln n 1
2 2 + a <p 'P cp In + [e -e ) /n . (8.27b)ft ft ft K n n}
For reasons to be made clear suppose it can be shown that
limcp'Pcp < 1  a.s.ft ft ft (8.28)
Then it follows that £ (p^ P^ cp^ /ft < °° a.s. To see this multiply (8.21a) by 
P  ^ , form 0'P ^6 and sum to obtainft ft ft ft
-1 ^ o ^ 9G'P 6 + y e fl-v'P m l  = y jyft ft ft v s srsj £ (8.29)
which is of course expression (8.13b). Now we see that (8.28) implies
t -1 n 2limft 'S e <°° a.s. 
1 s
Recalling that the diagonal elements of P are of tne formft
-1 r 2ft ) e , 
1 S
-1 V  2 - 1 ^ 2
w 1 * n i
i s i s
we conclude lim tr P "'/ft I < *» a.s. so that ) m 'P cp In < <» follows by MILft 1 -ft ft ft J
There are now two cases.
In case \ < 00 then MGCT* of Chapter 4 applied to (8.27b)
implies
and
T In 0 a.s.ft
C In 0 a.s.ft
ft“ 1 V ~ 2// ) ft -> 0 .
1 n
so that, in vie;-/ of (8.26),
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If we can show lim // > 0 a.s. then we may conclude a.s. convergence
of 0 to 0q . We postpone the proof but note that it will depend only on 
knowing
N N N
if1 H e  -e )2 ^ 0 , If1 I u2 -> 0 , 1ST If1 I e72 < “ v n nJ j n ~ k (8.30)
In case £ (e ~£ ) ~ 00 » then rewrite C ' asn n
N ^9r n 9 N
C ’ 2 £ u a-C j ( « - O  d  u2\I\J u v) ^  ^ Yl YlJ ^# ' j ny 'n i
2  I u [ o <  Z>)
in view of (8.25) and where
€ = I [e -e ) V P  cp /\ [e -e )2 .w ~ v S S' S S S J  ^ s SJ
— _ -1 v 2 -1However recall that, by MIL, lim n I e < 00 ensures (p rP cp a- 0 son n n
that can be made arbitrarily small, thus ultimately C^ > 0 . MGCT*
applied to (8.27a) now enables the conclusion T /n -+ 0 a.s. as well asn
(8.30).
We now show how (8.30) implies lim N "^P„f*"> 0 a.s. First notice that- - - - - -  /v
each diagonal element of Pt/ say v. .(II) satisfiesN
lim v..(N)/N < co , lim v..(N)/N > 0 .tO ---  'I'l
This second condition follows by considering that
, N „<■ N N
S 1 1 e2 = N 1 I [e -e )2|l+2 I e (e -e )/£ (e -e )2l + A’ 1 f
and Lemma 3' of Chapter 4 implies the second term in brackets converges if
° 0  /'/2 2£ < 00 or converges to 0 a.s. if £ ; pn either
1 1 n n2
case clearly
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.-1? 2 -1lim N y e > lim N ] e------ L. v7 u n
The required result will now follow if we investigate the correlation matrix 
whose typical terms are
riJ 2 N 2
y e e / \ e \ e ■>L n n-m [y n ^ n-mj
rU 0 N 0
y e y / j e J Y n°n-m (y n i n-m
N (N 0 N 0
\  e u / j e y uV n n-tf? v n y n-;??1 V1 1 ;
N (N 9 ^ o
y y y / y y \ y »y ^n n-m y •'n ^ n-mI vl l ^
(8.31)
(8.32a)
(8.32b)
(8.32c)
and show these terms converge to the same ones that would be obtained were 
q replaced everywhere by . The resulting correlation matrix is
positive definite by assumption. This follows immediately for (8.32c).
For (8.32a) consider
(I 9 ?
n n-ml e y  / j y F  I y2, y* y ~n-m
% r/i/ N \ (N 0 //y f e - e l y  + £ e y / J e J j/ ‘ y v n nJ n-m y n n-m y n ^''l l 7 '■l
9 ^ 9   ^ # 9- y i /y + y e y /£ yY  ^ y H u u Y> —n n-m y "n-m
+ 0 + 0
by (8.30) and Lemma 3’ of Chapter 4. A similar argument works for the other 
terms.
It thus remains to show (8.28). At this point the proof collapses and 
the author has only been able to demonstrate (8.28) for the MA(1) case.
To do this we proceed as in Hannan (1976). We have
A7 N 9
v.7 - y e ,y /y e N J n-lJn j n
N 2 ^  2
I en-lCn l  en + V0 I (en-l S z J S i - V y  en + V 0 I Zn-^\ e
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However by MGCT (Lemma 3 ’ of Chapter 4) the first two terms vanish a.s. so 
that
lira v„ 1 N
_,_ ' 2
which immediately implies lim N ) e < 03 so that MIL ^  cp'P (p -> 08 n n n n
which implies (8.28). The unfortunate aspect of finishing the proof in this 
way is that it doss not provide an argument that generalises to higher order 
cases.
Remark. Having thus established a.s. convergence conditional on (8.28) 
we can in fact show more. In (8.27) the divisor can be replaced by
n* (for any 6 > 0 ) whereupon
Y  cp 'P cp in* <  °° ^ n rJn (8.33)
_ -J “J 1 fV
will ensure (since we already know lim n ~P > 0 ] n^ 0 (0 -8 -> 0 a.
as well as
x n 9
n I u -*■ 0 a.s.,
1 3
n y [e -£ ) -*■ 0 a.s
1 3 3
However since the smallest eigenvalue of P is of order n , Lemma 1n
of Section 4.3 implies
V f 1-6 > 0  P m n £ ^n rrn
-1whereupon lim tr P In < 00 and
(p fP 4> In 5 tr n n n P 1/n n cp 'P^cpn n n
implies (8.33) .
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8.4 The Unusual Second Order Properties of RML-j
We begin by investigating the CLT for RMLl applied to a MA(1) model. 
The remark at the end of the last section will be referred to repeatedly. 
Consider then
6 - n
rn 2^ n
I vk I'•l ' 1
r «  2 1 - 1  n rv 2 1
1 e v  1l i  f c - D £  e k - l £ k 1 1 L i  * - i J
f ?  2 1 - 1  « r ?  2 1“
I  efc-l 5 e k - i e k  - 1 e i 1l i  k - i j
1-
-1 n
 ^ek-l^ ek~l~ek-1J
-In 0
2~\ —i n  >
(e k - l ~ ek - J  J \  z k - l ( ek - l ~ ek - l \
Clearly when the second terra is normed by Vn it still converges to zero: 
the first term will yield an obvious CLT. For any other model however the 
situation changes. Consider a MA(2) model. We need only deal with
-1n
n
\  ^ k ^ y k~^kV o^
-1 n
n \  *kz k
-1+ n
n
I ~^k) '60 '
The first term, when normed up by Vn will obey a CLT. We take each 
component of the second term separately. Denote \)Q = faQ, b J and
consider minus the second component
-1 / u
l  e ]<-2'-a Q [ßk-l ~Zk - j +b 0^k-2 ~ek - 2^ J
-1
l  (e k -2  £k - 2 ^ ek - l  ek - i ) a 0
' n \ f2k -2  z k - 2) b o r n -1 ■ A h .i “k-2^k-i " k -1;1*0k n + V ’1 1 i e
Since we expect, according 10 the end or Section 8.3, that
n-6 I {ek -ck)2 * 0
all the terms, except the third one will vanish a.s. when normed up by Vn 
In fact this term cannot be expected to vanish. Now recall
(1+v0( o h v g  = - ^ ( e ^ - e p
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so
e k - ±  " £k - l  = - a o^e k - 2 ~ ek-2^  ~ b o[e k - 3 ~ ek - ^  " e k - 2 ^ a k - 2 ~ a () ~ e k - 3 ^ k - 2 ~ b 0^  
m in u s  t h e  t h i r d  te rm  w i l l  r e d u c e  i t s e l f  t o  (n o rm ing  up)
n
n 2 \  Zk -2 ek -2 ^ak-2~a ^
a n d  so by MGCT t o
-h
^ ek - 2 ^ a k - 2
w hich  c l e a r l y  c a n n o t  be e x p e c te d  t o  v a n i s h  th o u g h  i t  m ig h t  c o n v e rg e  i n  
d i s t r i b u t i o n .  I n  an y  c a s e  t h e  a u t h o r  h a s  been  u n a b le  t o  f i n d  an  a rg u m en t t o  
p r o v e  su ch  a  r e s u l t .  I n  C h a p te r  2 an  h e u r i s t i c  a rgum en t was g iv e n  t o  
s u g g e s t  a  form  f o r  t h e  CLT f o r  a  g e n e r a l  r e c u r s i o n  and in d e e d  t h a t  a rgum en t 
s u g g e s t s  a  form  f o r  t h i s  CLT.
I f  we r e w r i t e  t h e  r e c u r s i o n  ( 8 . 3 a )  a s
0 - 0 r) = 0 , -  0 n + P (p (s  "£ ] + P <j) G >n °  n - 1 u r r n v n nJ rvn n
r e c a l l  e x p r e s s i o n  ( 8 .2 3 )
( l +v 0( W )  (en - e n ) =
and  n o t i c e  t h a t ,  f rom  ( 8 . 1 ) ,
cp (0 )  = de /dQ = -  f l + v ( L )} _1(p (0 )  n n ' J n
t h e n  we a r e  l e d ,  a s  i n  C h a p te r  2 t o  c o n j e c t u r e  an  I n v a r i a n c e  P r i n c i p l e  f o r
^ ^  Mo)
a s
Qn+fc ( t )  -  Qn "  Q( t )  n
w here  Q( t )  i s  t h e  s o l u t i o n  t o  t h e  s t o c h a s t i c  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n  
( A r n o ld ,  1974)
d Q ( t )  = (%I-G_1H )Q ( t ) ( f t  + 
w i t h  i n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n  Q(0)  ~ / / ( 0 ,  K) where
H = ffM 0o)den M  >
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G = E(cpn(0o)9 '(0o))
and W(t) is a Brownian motion with variance G ~ : while K obeys the
Liapunov equation (Arnold, 1974)
(%I-G_1H)K + K ( % I - G -1H ) ' = G ' 1 .
This result is only partially confirmed by the simulations of 
Chapter 3; in any case the author has been unable to find a proof for it.
APPENDIX 8A
THE POSITIVE REAL LEMMA
Let us rewrite h(L) as
h(L) =
“V q(L )
+ %
so that it is obvious that h(L) has a state space representation as
xn ~ F C^n-1 + 1 ’
K = h \  + K
where b is ^Le vector of noise parameters; F n is in observable canonical
form, that is
Fo =
-V o'
-V.
and h is the n vector (1 0 ... 0)' V h(L) = h r\L ^I-F
-1
Now it
it is known (the discrete positive real lemma, see Hitz and Anderson, 1969; 
Anderson et at. 1974) that iff the above state space system is positive real 
there exists a positive definite matrix P , a vector 1 , and scalar w 
such that
F 'PF = P - 11 ' r 0 0
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F^Pb = h - 1 w
w - % + %■ - b rPb . 
Consider now the quadratic form 
E - x'Px = fx '  ,F '+b'S n 1PfF„x , +bu ,1v? Yi Yi  ^ v? — ! U y? — 1 J v‘ ()v?~l Y) — I J72-1 0 n-  ^ 0 n-1 72- 1J
= E - ( x ' 1 j2 + 2b 'PFnx S , + b ' P b ^ 2r? — !  ^ y? — I J (J Y! — \ Y) — 1 Y) -n-l n-1
= E - fx' l ) 2 - 2l 'x S -  w 2u 272-1 v 72-1 7 *7-
72-1
72 1 '72-1 72-1
+ 2(y -%u )w + 2(%)z22
w  y? —  y?y y? —  I r? —n-l
2 A A= E - f x ' 1 -tjQ 1 + 2u S  , .
Y) — I ' M-l ■W-' 72-1 72-172-1 V 72-1 
Thus we conclude
0 S £  S  2 £ 0  + E,
1 S" s
as required.
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